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Abstract

Energy storage devices, e.g. lithium(Li)-ion and sodium(Na)-ion batteries (LIBs, SIBs) are

becoming important due to the growing demands of electric vehicles (EVs) and large-scale

power grids. LIBs are considered to be replacement for the fossil fuels in vehicles, while

SIBs are expected to store the renewable energies in large-scale grids. However, the power

densities, energy densities and cycle life of LIBs and SIBs are still low and insufficient to

meet the needs. Thus, LIBs and SIBs are extensively studied, especially as cathode materials.

LiNiO2 (LNO) is one of the most popular cathode material for LIBs because it can deliver

a higher energy density than commercialized LiCoO2 (LCO) and consists of cheaper Ni

element than that of LCO with Co. However, LNO suffers from large structural changes,

resulting in the low energy density during charge/discharge processes. Substitution of Co

and Mn with Ni cations to form the ternary (Ni-Co-Mn, NCM) oxide and lattice doping are

practical strategies to improve the structural stability of LNO.

Hence, three (out of four) works are focusing on the LiNiaCobMn1−a−bO2 (NCMab1-a-b)

materials in this dissertation for LIBs. The influence of increasing Ni contents on the struc-

tural stability of NCM was studied. Understanding of the origin of the structural changes

(i.e. mechanical stability) in NCM111 and NCM811 during charging/discharging helps us

to explain the reason behind the structural instability of NCM systems. Moreover, the effect

of Al doping on vacancy formation energies of Li and O (i.e. chemical stability) in NCM

materials was investigated. In the first work of this dissertation, an extensive set of electro-

static (Coulomb energy) and density functional theory (DFT) calculations were combined to

determine the crystal, atomic and electronic structures of NCM111 as a function of Li con-

centration. A detailed analysis of the number of unpaired spins N↑ −N↓ (NUS), spin density

difference (SDD), density of state (DOS) and Bader charges (BCs) was applied to explain

the reason behind the non-monotonic variation of lattice parameters and oxygen-stacking-

induced phase transition. The influence of choosing the exchange-correlation (XC) func-

tional on our results was also investigated. The SCAN functional provides reasonable pre-

dictions in agreement with experimental data. Our results indicate that the presence/absence

of Li−O attractions, charges on transition metals (TMs) and O anions, cooperative/collective

Jahn−Teller (J−T) distortion and electrostatic interactions are key factors to control the lat-

tice parameters change. The O-stacking-induced phase transition at the full delithiated struc-

ture, which has not been well understood, is shown to be driven by electrostatic forces. In
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the second work of this dissertation, a similar approach (by combining extensive Coulomb

energy and DFT calculations) to the study of NCM111 was used to determine the crystal,

atomic and electronic structures of NCM811 at different levels of charging (delithiation).

The electronic analysis of NUS, SDD, DOS, and BCs were analyzed to explain the reason

behind the lattice parameters change and phase transitions. For the first time, the reason

behind the hexagonal to monoclinic (H−M) phase transition at half Li concentration was

explained. The O-stacking-induced phase transition at the full delithiated structure was also

interpreted in details. It was found that the H−M phase transition is due to the collective

J−T distortion, and the O-stacking-induced phase transition is driven by the electrostatic

interaction. The third work of this dissertation was focusing on the effect of Al doping on

vacancy formation energies of Li and O (i.e. chemical stability) in Ni-rich NCM90505. By

analyzing the Li and O vacancy energies at lithiated and delithiated states, the reason for the

higher structural stability of Al-doped NCM90505 (i.e. NCMA89) than that of undoped one

was explained. It was found that the strong binding energy of Al−O bonds is beneficial for

improving the structural stability of Ni-rich NCM.

SIBs are cost-efficient and thus are widely studied. One of the most interesting cathode

materials in SIBs is NaMnO2 (NMO). This is because NMO can deliver a higher energy den-

sity than other types of cathode materials in SIBs. Moreover, it consists of earth-abundant

Mn element, which is beneficial to reduce the cost. However, NMO undergoes large struc-

tural changes, leading to the fast capacity loss (i.e. short battery lifetime) during cycling. To

understand the reason behind the large structural changes in NMO, here, the effect of Fe dop-

ing with various concentration x of Fe contents on mechanical stability of Na0.67FexMn1−xO2

was studied. In the fourth work of this dissertation, a combination of extensive Coulomb en-

ergy and DFT calculations was also applied to find the most favorable arrangements of Na

ions in Na0.67MnO2. Several possible configurations in which Mn sites are replaced by Fe

dopants were explored to find the lowest total energy of the structures by using DFT cal-

culations. The lattice parameters change with different U−J values and the J−T distortion

of Na0.67FexMn1−xO2 with various amount of Fe contents were simulated and analyzed.

Our results indicate that Fe-doped Na0.67MnO2 can suppress the J−T distortion, where the

difference in the length of axial and equatorial axis in Mn−O octahedra is reduced and thus

improves the structural stability of Na0.67MnO2. These studies help us to gain insight into the

influence of increasing amount of Ni contents on atomic and electronic structural changes in

NCM as well as the cation doping on chemical and mechanical stability of NCM and NMO

materials. Our results indicate that substitution or doping can alternate the charge states of

TMs and thus suppress their J−T distortion effects.
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Kurzfassung

Die Bedeutung von Energiespeichern wie zum Beispiel Lithium(Li)-Ionen- und Natrium(Na)-

Ionen-Batterien (LIBs, NIBs) nimmt, aufgrund des wachsenden Bedarfs im Bereich der

Elektromobilität und der Notwendigkeit von Zwischenspeichern in großen Stromnetzen,

beständig zu. Während LIBs in Fahrzeugen die fossilen Kraftstoffe ersetzen sollen, sollen

NIBs die Lücke zwischen der Erzeugung erneuerbarer Energie und dem Verbrauch in großen

Stromnetzen schließen. Allerdings sind die Leistungsdichten, die Energiedichten und die

Zykluszeiten von LIBs und NIBs noch gering und nicht ausreichend, um den Anforderun-

gen gerecht zu werden. Daher sind insbesondere die Kathodenmaterialien von LIBs und

NIBs Thema einer Vielzahl von Studien. LiNiO2 (LNO) ist eines der populärsten Katho-

denmaterialien für LIBs, da es eine höhere Energiedichte als das bereits kommerzialisierte

LiCoO2 (LCO) liefern kann und das im Vergleich zu Co kostengünstige Element Ni ver-

wendet. Allerdings durchläuft LNO große strukturelle Veränderungen während des Lade-

/Entladevorgangs, was zu einer geringen Energiedichte führt. Die Substitution von Ni-

Kationen durch Co und Mn zur Bildung des ternären (Ni-Co-Mn, NCM) Oxids und die

Gitterdotierung sind praktische Strategien zur Verbesserung der strukturellen Stabilität von

LNO.

Drei (von vier) Arbeiten dieser Dissertation konzentrieren sich daher auf LiNiaCobMn-

1−a−bO2 (NCMab1-a-b) Materialien für LIBs. Hier wurde der Einfluss von steigenden

Ni-Gehalten auf die strukturelle Stabilität von NCM untersucht. Das Verständnis des Ur-

sprungs der strukturellen Veränderungen (d.h. der mechanischen Stabilität) in NCM111

und NCM811 während des Ladens/Entladens hilft uns, den Grund für die strukturelle In-

stabilität von NCM-Systemen zu erklären. Außerdem wurde der Effekt der Al-Dotierung

auf die Leerstellenbildungsenergien von Li und O (d.h. die chemische Stabilität) in NCM-

Materialien untersucht. Im ersten Teil dieser Dissertation wurde ein Umfangreicher Satz

von elektrostatischen- (Coulomb Energie) und Dichtefunktionaltheorie Rechnungen (DFT)

kombiniert, um die kristallinen, atomaren und elektronischen Strukturen von NCM111 als

Funktion der Li-Konzentration zu bestimmen. Eine detaillierte Analyse der Gesamtzahl der

ungepaarten Spins N↑–N↓ (NUS), der Spindichte-Differenz (SDD), Zustandsdichte (DOS)

und Bader-Ladungen (BCs) wurde angewandt, um den Grund für nicht-monotone Varia-

tion der Gitterparameter und den durch Sauerstoffstapelung induzierten Phasenübergang zu

erklären. Der Einfluss der Wahl des Austausch-Korrelations (XC)-Funktionals auf unsere
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Ergebnisse wurde ebenfalls untersucht. Das SCAN-Funktional liefert vernünftige Vorher-

sagen in Über-einstimmung mit den experimentellen Daten. Wir fanden heraus, dass das

Vorhandensein/Fe-hlen von Li-O-Attraktionen, Ladungen auf Übergangsmetalle (TMs) und

O-Anionen, kooperative/kollektive Jahn-Teller (J–T)-Verzerrung und elektrostatische Wech-

selwirkungen Schlüsselfaktoren für die Steuerung der Gitterparameteränderung sind. Es

konnte gezeigt werden, dass der durch O-Stapelung-induzierte Phasenübergang an der vollst-

ändig delithiierten Struktur, der bisher nicht gut verstanden wurde, durch elektrostatische

Kräfte anget-rieben wird. Im zweiten Teil dieser Dissertation wurde ein ähnlicher Ansatz

(durch Kombination von umfangreichen Coulomb Energie und DFT Rechnungen) wie bei

der Untersuchung von NCM111 verwendet, um die kristallinen, atomaren und elektronis-

chen Strukturen von NCM-811 bei verschiedenen Ladezuständen (Delithierung) zu bestim-

men. Die elektronische Analyse von NUS, SDD, DOS und BCs wurde durchgeführt, um den

Grund für die Änderung der Gitterparameter und die Phasenübergänge zu erklären. Zum

ersten Mal konnte der Grund für den Phasenübergang von der hexagonalen zum monok-

linen Struktur (H−M-Phasenüber-gang), bei halber Li-Konzentration erklärt werden. Der

O-Stapel-induzierte Phasenübergang bei der vollständig delithiierten Struktur wurde hier

ebenfalls im Detail interpretiert. Es wurde herausgefunden, dass der H−M-Phasenübergang

auf die kollektive J−T-Verzerrung zurückzuführen ist, und dass der durch O-Stapelung-

induzierte Phasenübergang durch die elektrostatische Wechselwirkung verursacht wird. Der

dritte Teil dieser Dissertation befasste sich mit dem Effekt der Al-Dotierung auf die Leerstel-

lenbildungsenergien von Li und O (d.h. die chemische Stabilität) in Ni-reichem NCM90505.

Durch die Analyse der Li- und O-Leerstellen-Energien im lithiierten und delithiierten Zus-

tand wurde der Grund für die im Vergleich zu undotiertem NCM höhere strukturelle Sta-

bilität von Al-dotiertem NCM90505 (d.h. NCMA89) erklärt. Es wurde festgestellt, dass die

starke Bindungsenergie der Al–O-Bindungen vorteilhaft für die strukturelle Stabilität von

Ni-reichem NCM ist.

NIBs sind kosteneffizient und werden daher häufig untersucht. Eines der interessantesten

Kathodenmaterialien für NIBs ist NaMnO2 (NMO). Grund dafür ist die im Vergleich zu

anderen Kathodenmaterialien höhere Energiedichte. Außerdem können durch Verwendung

des reichlich vorhandenen Elements Mn die Kosten reduziert werden. Allerdings unterliegt

NMO großen strukturellen Verän-derungen während des Zyklierens, was zu einem schnellen

Kapazitätsverlust (d.h. einer kurzen Lebensdauer der Batterie) führt. Um den Grund für

die großen strukturellen Veränderungen in NMO zu verstehen, wurde der Effekt der Fe-

Dotierung auf die mechanische Stabilität von Na0.67FexMn1−xO2 durch Variation der Fe An-

teile untersucht. Für verschiedene mögliche Konfigurationen mit Hilfe von DFT Berchnun-
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gen untersucht, bei denen Mn-Plätze durch Fe-Dotierungen ersetzt werden, um die niedrig-

ste Gesamtenergie zu finden. Auch im vierten Teil dieser Dissertation wurden Coulomb-

Energie- und DFT-Berechnungen verwendet, um die günstigsten Anordnungen der Na-Ionen

in Na0.67MnO2 zu finden. Die Änderung der Gitterparameter mit verschiedenen U−J-Werten

die J–T-Verzerrung von Na0,67MnO2 bei verschiedenen Fe-Gehalten wurden simuliert und

analysiert. Unsere Ergebnisse zeigen, dass Fe-dotiertes Na0,67MnO2 die J−T-Verzerrung

unterdrücken kann, indem es die Längenunterschiede der axialen und äquatorialen Achse in

MnO Oktaedern reduziert und somit die strukturelle Stabilität von Na0,67MnO2 verbessert.

Diese Untersuchungen helfen uns, einen Einblick über die Auswirkungen eines steigenden

Ni-Gehalts auf die atomaren und elektronischen Strukturveränderungen in NCM, sowie den

Einfluss der Kationen-Dotierung auf die chemische und mechanische Stabilität von NCM-

und NMO-Materialien zu erhalten. Unsere Ergebnisse weisen darauf hin, dass sich durch

Substitution oder Dotierung die Ladungszustände der TMs verändern und dadurch die J−T-

Verzerrungseffekte unterdrückt werden.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Battery is one of the most important energy storage device, which can convert the chemical

energy to electricity through electrochemical reactions and vice versa [1]. The main parts

of a battery are two electrodes called positive and negative electrodes, and an electrolyte,

which permits internal ions transport. During discharging (i.e. lithiation) electrons transfer

from negative electrode (anode) to positive electrode (cathode) via external circuit along

with the internal ions transport from anode to cathode through electrolyte to satisfy charge

balancing. Thus, the active material of anode is oxidized and that of cathode is reduced

upon the discharge process. The reverse reactions take place during charge process (i.e.

delithiation).

Batteries are classified generally to primary (non-rechargeable) and secondary (recharge-

able) [2]. Primary batteries, e.g. alkaline batteries are discarded after a single usage. They

provide high internal resistances and low cell voltages, which lead to low current loadings.

For this reason, they are only suitable for light load devices such as clock and flashlight.

Secondary batteries, e.g. lithium (Li)-ion and sodium (Na)-ion batteries (LIBs and SIBs)

can be recharged, which make them more economical and practical to use compared to pri-

mary batteries. Moreover, secondary batteries provide higher power densities with larger

cell voltages and higher load currents compared to primary batteries. Because of these ad-

vantages, the rechargeable batteries, especially the LIBs are more interesting in large-scale

mobile application such as electric vehicles (EVs). In LIBs, metallic Li possess higher elec-

1
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trode potential (−3.04 V vs. standard hydrogen electrode, S.H.E) and lighter atomic weight,

which lead to higher energy densities compared to other types of secondary batteries such

as lead-acid and nickel-metal hydride (Ni-MH) batteries [3, 4]. Recently, the SIBs attract

researchers’ interests as well because of their relatively high electrode potential compared

to S.H.E (−2.71 V) and lower cost of Na than Li element. Although the energy density of

SIBs is generally lower than that of LIBs due to the large atomic weight of Na in SIBs, the

cheaper price of Na is beneficial for cost efficiency and thus can be used in large-scale grid

applications.

To make secondary batteries (e.g. LIBs) applicable for large-scale applications such as

EVs, the following parameters should be improved: (i) power density, (ii) energy density,

(iii) life time, (iv) safety, and (v) cost. However, to store renewable energies such as solar en-

ergy by secondary batteries (e.g. SIBs), the improvements on parameters (iv) and (v) should

be achieved. To meet all the aforementioned demands, in particular the cathode materials in

LIBs and SIBs should be improved in terms of their ionic/electronic conductivity, capacities

and voltages as well as chemical stability and cost efficiency. One of the problem on the

way for developing the high-performing cathode materials is their large structural changes,

resulting in the capacity fading and low voltages during charge/discharge processes. Substi-

tution and doping in the cathode materials are effective approaches to improve their structural

stability. To understand the reason behind the large structural changes, i.e. non-monotonic

variation of lattice parameters and phase transitions in cathode materials, in this dissertation,

we studied the structural stability (i.e. mechanical stability) of ternary oxide cathode mate-

rials, namely LiNiaCobMn1−a−bO2 (NCMab1−a−b) for LIBs. The influence of increasing

amount of Ni contents on mechanical stability of NCM and cation doping in NCM’s lattice

on chemical stability were also investigated. Moreover, we studied the effect of lattice dop-

ing on mechanical stability of NaMnO2 (NMO) for SIBs. In the next section, the LIBs and
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SIBs will be discussed in details. The reason for studying these cathode materials and their

electrochemical properties are also discussed in the following.

1.1 Lithium-ion Batteries

The concept of rechargeable LIBs originates from the ”rocking chair” battery proposed by

Armand et al. in the 1970s [5]. In this system, graphite intercalation compounds are used to

replace the lithium metal as anode material for the safety reason. The Li ions are reversibly

inserted into and extracted from host electrodes. Later, Goodenough et al. [6] used Li cobalt

oxide (LiCoO2), which is a layered transition-metal oxide (TMO2) as a cathode material

for LIBs. It was commercialized by Sony in 1991 [7]. Since then, LIBs have been widely

applied in portable electronic devices. The electrochemical reactions in a LIB consisting of

a layered TMO2 as cathode material and graphite as anode material are

Cathode : Li(TM)O2

charge

�
discharge

Li1−x(TM′)O2 + xLi+ + xe− (1.1)

Anode : nC + xLi+ + xe−
charge

�
discharge

LixCn

Overall : nC + Li(TM)O2

charge

�
discharge

LixCn + Li1−x(TM′)O2.

In Eq. 1.1, TM′ denotes a change in the oxidation state of TM during charge process (i.e.

delithiation). TM can be cobalt (Co), nickel (Ni) or manganese (Mn) etc. In addition to Eq.

1.1, the side chemical reactions can occur between the surface of electrode with electrolyte

and form a new layer on the surface of cathode and/or anode. This is the so-called solid

electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer. The mechanism of charging in LIBs is shown in Fig. 1.1.

In LIBs, cathode materials have lower Li-ion storage capacities than anode materials, for

example LiCoO2: 270 mAh/g < LiC6: 372 mAh/g or Li4.4Si: 4299 mAh/g [8, 9]. This

means that cathodes suppress the practical energy density of LIBs. Thus, a comprehen-

sive understanding of charge/discharge process in cathode materials is crucial for developing
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Figure 1.1: Schematic view of a typical commercialized LIB during charging. A SIB has similar a mechanism.
Li, Co, O, and C are in green, blue, red, and black, respectively.

high-performing LIBs. Cathode materials in LIBs can be classified to layered (e.g. LiCoO2),

spinal (e.g. LiMn2O4), and polyanionic (e.g. LiFePO4) materials based on their structures.

Among them, layered materials are the most interesting ones because they possess higher

theoretical capacities than spinal and polyanionic materials [10]. Conventional layered ma-

terials are mononary oxides such as LiCoO2 (LCO), LiNiO2 (LNO), and LiMnO2 (LMO).

However, they suffer from large volume changes, phase transitions, and thermal instability

during delithiation/lithiation, which result in a large capacity fading and safety problem. Due

to the drawbacks of the mononary oxides, combining two or three TMs to form the binary

or ternary oxides have been extensively studied. Ternary oxides, e.g. LiNiaCobMn1−a−b,

NCMab(1−a−b) have especially shown the improvement in their electrochemical perfor-

mances [11, 12]. With various amounts of Ni, Co, and Mn contents, NCMab(1−a−b) show

different electrochemical properties due to the contribution of each element and the synergis-

tic effect among them. NCM materials with high Ni contents have been proved to increase

capacity [13]. Thus, Ni-rich NCM materials, for example NCM811 are highly interesting

for EVs [14]. However, the poor structural stability of Ni-rich NCM at high charge states

causes large capacity fading. To achieve high capacity upon cycling, it is important to un-

derstand the reason behind the structural changes in NCM materials during charge/discharge
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processes. Thus, in this dissertation, the origin of the structural changes (i.e. mechanical sta-

bility) in NCM111 and NCM811 were studied. Moreover, we studied the influence of lattice

doping on chemical stability of Ni-rich NCM. The next section will discuss the electrochem-

ical properties and structural changes (i.e. lattice parameters change and phase transitions)

of LCO, LNO, and LMO followed by the NCM111, NCM811 and the effect of lattice doping

on structural stability of NCM materials.

1.1.1 LixCoO2

LiCoO2 (LCO) is considered as a prototype of layered cathode materials for LIBs, because

it was the first one that has been widely used as a Li-ion intercalated electrode in the market.

Layered LCO (rhombohedral, space group R3̄m) has a O3 phase where the oxygen layers

stack in an (ABC)n sequence with Li and TM ions occupying the octahedral sites alternately

between the oxygen planes [15]. Due to the hexagonal (H) unit cell of LCO, the O3 phase is

also labeled to H1 phase as an initial phase during charge process (i.e. delithiation) [16, 17].

LCO has a theoretical capacity of 270 mAh/g with an average cell voltage of 4.0 V vs. Li

electrode (Li/Li+), which can provide an energy density higher than 800 Wh/kg [18]. How-

ever, in practice, LCO provides 140 mAh/g capacity as charging voltage is limited to 4.1 V,

because only half of Li ions can be reversible cycled without losing capacity [19]. Struc-

tural damage on the surface has been observed by using transimission electron microscopy

(TEM) when LCO is charged beyond its practical voltage [20]. This can be attributed to

large volume changes and phase transitions upon delithiation/lithiation. The X-ray diffrac-

tometry (XRD) [21] and cyclic voltamogram (CV) [22, 23] have been used to analyze the

lattice parameters and phase transitions during cycling. Ménétrier et al. [24] reported that

the lattice parameter a decreases and the lattice parameter c increases when 1.0 ≥ x ≥ 0.70

for LixCoO2 by using XRD measurement. They proposed that the contraction of a is due
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to the oxidation of Co cations. However, the expansion of c is because of the weakening

of interlayer cohesion. Amatucci et al. [25] and Laubach et al. [26] observed by XRD that

the lattice parameter c increases to a maximum value at x ≈ 0.50 and then it decreases, be-

ing more significant at very low Li contents. By investigating CV curves with in-situ XRD,

Reimers et al. [27] reported hexagonal to monolicnic (H→M) phase transition at x = 0.50.

When x → 0, LixCoO2 undergoes another transition from O3 to O1 phase [28]. In the O1

phase, the oxygen layers stack in an (AB)n sequence, where the repeated unit is only one

TMO2 sheet rather than 3 in the O3 phase [29]. To analyze the TM−O bond lengths, oxida-

tion state of Co and electron transfer, extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) [30]

and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) [22] are performed in experiment. However,

without the help of first-principles studies, the origin of the atomic and electronic structures

change of the materials is difficult to be fully understood through experiments.

Density functional theory (DFT) method is one of the most popular first principles ap-

proaches to investigate the variation of atomic and electronic structures of cathode materials.

For example, Koyama et al. [31] applied DFT method with local density approximation

(LDA) [32] to simulate the lattice parameters change of layered cathode materials during

charging (i.e. delithiation). For LixCoO2, they found that the lattice parameter a decreases

and the lattice parameter c increases when 1.0 ≥ x ≥ 0.33, however the value of a increases

and c decreases when 0.33 > x. Chakraborty et al. [33] used different exchange-correlation

(XC) functionals, namely Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [34], PBE with U parameters

in Dudarev́’s method (PBE+U) [35], and strongly constrained and appropriately normed

(SCAN) [34] functionals for DFT calculations to predict the properties of LCO, LNO, and

LMO. They also considered dispersion corrections using Grimme’s D3 method [36] for

PBE+U and SCAN functionals. Their results show the importance of choosing the XC

functionals for different materials. They indicated that SCAN and SCAN+D3 functionals
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can predict the variation of a and c better than PBE and PBE+U functionals. The band gap,

magnetic moment and voltage profiles for LCO, LNO, and LMO are also predicted in their

report. By using DFT-LDA calculations, Van der Ven et al. [29] indicated that O1 phase

is more favorable than O3 phase in CoO2 structure. However, instead of H → M phase

transition, they proposed an intermediate H1-3 (O3/O1) phase that consists of alternating

O3 and O1 stacking during partial delithiation/lithiation. To understand the electronic con-

figurations, oxidation states of TMs, and charge transfer, the density of states (DOS), spin

density differences (SDD) and Bader charges (BCs) are analyzed by theoreticians [31, 33].

LCO has been used and studied for many years, however, its low capacity and the high cost

of Co metal in LCO hinder its large-scale application in EVs. LiNiO2 (LNO) is considered

to replace LCO due to the fact that Ni element can provide high capacity and it is inexpen-

sive. However, LNO undergoes chemical reactions with electrolyte on its surface and large

volume changes at high states of charge that cause safety problem and large capacity lose

with cycling. Substitution of Mn and/or Co for Ni is one of the most practical approach to

improve its thermal stability and structural changes during delithiation/lithiation. Thus, the

aim of this dissertation was to study the origin of the structural changes (i.e. mechanical

stability) in ternary oxides (i.e. Ni-Co-Mn, NCM) as well as the effect of lattice doping on

chemical stability of NCM. In the next section, the electrochemical properties and structural

stability of LNO will be discussed in details.

1.1.2 LixNiO2

LiNiO2 (LNO) consists of the cheaper Ni element than that of LCO with Co. This can reduce

the cost of LIBs for large-scale manufacturing. Layered LNO has the same crystal structure

as LCO (i.e. R3̄m) with the O3 stacking. It has a theoretical capacity of 275 mAh/g [37] with

an average cell voltage of 3.8 V vs. Li/Li+, which is similar to LCO [38]. However, unlike
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LCO, the non-stoichiometric Li1−xNi1+xO2 is formed because partial Ni cations possess 2+

instead of 3+, showing that Ni is a mixed-valence state during synthesis. Since Ni2+ (0.69

Å) have similar size to Li+ (0.76 Å), Ni2+ prefer to occupy Li+ sites, resulting in the de-

crease in the theoretical capacity [39, 40]. LNO can practically deliver a reversible capacity

of 200 mAh/g with operating voltage at 4.15 V vs. Li/Li+ as more Li ions can be extracted

from LNO than those from LCO [14]. The reason why a large amount of Li ions can be ex-

tracted from LNO is because Ni cations involve redox reactions at eg orbitals rather than t2g

orbitals. This phenomenon leads to lower deintercalation voltage of Ni than Co cations [39].

LNO is thus considered as an alternative cathode material for LIBs. However, the chemical

reactions on the surface of LNO with electrolyte cause severe safety issue [38]. Substitution

of Mn for Ni has been discovered to suppress this problem [41]. In addition to safety prob-

lem, LNO suffers from larger volume changes compared to LCO, which causes extensive

capacity fading during cycling [42]. Partial Ni replaced by Co [39] or Al [43] have been

found to improve the structural stability. Cho et al. [44] observed by XRD that the lattice

parameter a monotonically decreases when 1.0≥ x≥ 0.20 for LixNiO2. However, the lattice

parameter c increases for 1.0 ≥ x ≥ 0.50, and then it dramatically decreases for 0.50 > x ≥

0.20. A number of phase transitions have also been investigated by them using XRD and CV

measurements. In their observations, LNO experiences H1→ M→ H2→ H3 (O1) phase

transitions. Li et al. [45] also showed multiple phase transitions during charge/discharge pro-

cesses by using in-situ XRD. The TM−O bond lengths and the Jahn-Teller (J−T) distortion

of Ni cations in LNO have been investigated with (E)XAFS experiments by Nakai et al. [46]

and Rougier et al. [47].

Computations of atomic and electronic configurations of LNO have been investigated as

well. Koyama et al. [31] used DFT-LDA calculations to explore the structural changes of

LNO. They showed continuously decreases in the lattice parameter a when 1.0 ≥ x ≥ 0
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for LixNiO2. However, the lattice parameter c increases for 1.0 ≥ x ≥ 0.33 and decreases

for 0.33 > x ≥ 0. The larger contraction of c in LNO compared to that in LCO is shown

in their results, which agrees to the experimental data [44]. The changes in a and c have

been reported by Chakraborty et al. [33] with SCAN and SCAN+D3 functionals as well.

The DOS plots and magnetic moment of LCO, LNO and LMO before cycling have been

shown in their results. Radin et al. [48] used DFT to study the J−T effect and phase transi-

tions in LNO. They indicated that the ordering of the J−T active Ni cations determines the

long-range collective/non-collective distortion in LNO. However, they could not explain the

reason for LNO with hexagonal symmetry at the full lithiated structure, where no collective

J−T distortion has been observed by experiments [47, 49]. This question is unanswered so

far. Since substitution of Co and Mn with Ni (to form ternary NCM materials) and lattice

doping in NCM can improve the electrochemical performances of LNO, in this dissertation,

we calculated and analyzed the crystal, atomic and electronic structures of NCM materials

during delithiation/lithiation to explain the reason behind their structural changes, in par-

ticular the structural phase transitions. We studied the structural stability of NCM111 and

NCM811 as well as the Al-doped NCM90505 (i.e. NCMA89). The next section is focus-

ing on the electrochemical properties and structural stability of LiMnO2 (LMO). Later, the

ternary NCM materials i.e. NCM111 and NCM811, which combine the advantages of LCO,

LNO, and LMO will be discussed in details.

1.1.3 LixMnO2

LiMnO2 (LMO) costs even less than LNO due to abundance of Mn element, and it is less

toxic compared to LCO and LNO [50]. LMO is considered to be an interesting layered cath-

ode material. Layered LMO with monoclinic (space group C2/m) or orthorhombic (space

group Pmnm) symmetry have been investigated [51, 52]. Monoclinic LMO (m-LMO) has
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been found to have second and third phases, namely spinel and orthorhombic phases co-exist

in the crystal structure. The presence of multi-phases causes m-LMO to have low theoretical

capacity [53]. Orthorhombic LMO (o-LMO) can in principle provide a high theoretical ca-

pacity of 285 mAh/g with an average cell voltage of 3.3 V vs. Li/Li+. Its practical capacity

is, however 150 mAh/g with a voltage of 4.8 V vs. Li/Li+ [14, 38]. The large irreversible

capacity of o-LMO is due to a transition from the layered to spinal phase, where Mn cations

tend to migrate into the Li layer upon cycling. The spinel crystal structure has been observed

through TEM by Shao-Horn et al. [53]. They also investigated the layered→ spinel phase

transition by XRD and CV measurements. Hwang et al. [51] have analyzed the electronic

configurations and J−T distortion of Mn cations during charging/discharging by EXAFS and

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) experiments. Experimental studies on phase transition

have been explored, however, the lattice parameters change of layered LMO is unclear in ex-

periments. To investigate the structural stability of LMO, it is important to understand its

volume change.

Computation of lattice parameters change by Koyama et al. [31] (using DFT-LDA) showed

that the lattice parameter a decreases when 1.0 ≥ x ≥ 0 for m-LixMnO2. However, the lat-

tice parameter c decreases for 1.0 ≥ x ≥ 0.67 and increases for 0.67 > x ≥ 0.33. It further

decreases for 0.33 > x. The contraction of c at high-delithiated states in m-LMO is smaller

than that in LCO and LNO. Chakraborty et al. [33] applied different XC functionals (i.e.

PBE, PBE+U, and SCAN functionals) for DFT calculations and reported the lattice param-

eters change of o-LMO structure. In their results, the lattice parameter a monotonically

increases for 1.0 ≥ x ≥ 0.0, while the lattice parameter c initially increases for 1.0 ≥ x ≥

0.5 and decreases for 0.5 > x with all XC functionals. The volume change of LNO has been

found greater than LCO and LMO when large amount of Li are extracted. However, LMO

is unavailable in practical application due to its poor reversibility during cycling [54]. The
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reason for the short calendar life is because Mn cations in LMO tend to react with elec-

trolyte materials. This problem can be alleviated through a substitution of Mn by Co [55] or

Ni [39] to change the oxidation state of Mn cations. The oxidation of Mn from 3+ to 4+ in

LiNi0.5Mn0.5O2 have been reported by Koyama et al. [14] using local spin density approxi-

mation (LSDA). The effect of cationic substitution will be discussed in details in the section

of Ni-Co-Mn (NCM) ternary oxides. Layered LMO’s electronic structures have been inves-

tigated by Chakraborty et al. [33] and Wang et al. [52] using DOS, SDD, magnetic moments

and BCs analysis.

1.1.4 Ternary oxides (Substitution of Co and Mn with Ni)

To combine the advantages of LCO, LNO, and LMO to achieve a reasonable rate capability,

energy density, and thermal stability, NCMab(1−a−b) materials have been proposed and

synthesized. The synergistic effect of these three TMs with different molar ratio of Ni, Co,

and Mn causes NCM systems to show superior electrochemical performances compared to

LCO, LNO and LMO.

1.1.4.1 LixNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2

Among various NCM materials, NCM111 (or NCM333) is one of the most common form of

NCM, and has been commercialized in the battery market in recent years [11]. NCM111 and

other NCM materials have the hexagonal (R3̄m) symmetry with O3 stacking similar to LCO

and LNO. Layered NCM111 has a theoretical capacity of 280 mAh/g with an average voltage

of∼4.2 V. It shows higher structural stability than the commercialized LCO. This is because

the cracking of NCM111 microstructures, which leads to their voltage and capacity fading

occurs at higher levels of delithiation/lithiation compared to LCO [13, 38, 56, 57]. However,

Ohzuku et al. [58] observed that practical reversible capacity of NCM111 is 150 mAh/g
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with an operating voltage at 4.2 V vs. Li/Li+, which is still insufficient to be adopted in EVs

application. The reason behind the microstructure fracture of NCM111 is attributed to an

anisotropic lattice parameters change and O3→ O1 phase transition at high level of delithi-

ation/lithiation. By using XRD measurement, Li et al. [59] and Choi et al. [60] reported

that the lattice parameter a decreases when 1.0 ≥ x ≥ 0.30 for LixNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2

(LixNCM111). However, the lattice parameter c increases when 1.0 ≥ x ≥ 0.50 and de-

creases when 0.50 > x ≥ 0.30. Moreover, Choi et al. [60] showed that the lattice parameter

a increases and the lattice parameter c dramatically decreases when 0.30 > x. The O3 →

O1 phase transition has been reported by them through XRD [60]. The variation of a and

c cause unit cell volume to contract slightly for 1.0 ≥ x ≥ 0.30 and strongly for 0.30 > x.

Koerver et al. [61] have studied the volume change of LCO and NCM systems upon cycling.

They found that LixCoO2 shows larger volume change at x ≈ 0.50 in comparison to other

NCM materials such as LixNCM111. However, when further Li ions are extracted, the con-

traction of unit cell volume for LixNCM111 are observed, which causes structure cracking.

To understand the mechanism of lattice parameters change in NCM111, Li et al. [59] ana-

lyzed the TM−TM distance and oxidation state of TMs with cycling by performing EXAFS

and XANES. They indicated that the contraction of a is because of the delithiation-induced

oxidation of TMs, which reduces their ionic radii. However, the expansion of a for 0.30 > x

has not been understood. The expansion of c is usually interpreted as a result of increasing

electrostatic O−O repulsion with Li ions extraction, which results from the weakening of

screening of O charge by Li ions during delithiation [29,57,62]. However, the contraction of

c for 0.50 > x has not been fully explained. The most common belief is the charge changes

on O anions together with TMs for charge-balancing at low Li contents that weakens O−O

repulsion, leading to the contraction of c [63]. The variation of charges for O anions and the

stronger TM−O bonds (i.e. larger hybridization of TM−O orbitals) [64] during delithiation
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have been proposed by theoreticians.

DFT calculations have also been applied to simulate the lattice parameters change in

NCM111. For example, Koyama et al. [14] using DFT-LDA calculations found that the

lattice parameter a decreases when 1.0 ≥ x ≥ 0.33 and increases when 0.33 > x ≥ 0 for

LixNCM111. However, c increases for 1.0 ≥ x ≥ 0.33 and decreases for 0.33 > x ≥ 0.

Hwang et al. [64] used DFT-PBE calculations and found that the lattice parameter a de-

creases when 1.0 ≥ x ≥ 0.50, then it increases when 0.50 > x > 0. The size of c increases

for 1.0 ≥ x ≥ 0.33 and decreases when 0.33 > x. Min et al. [65] used DFT-PBE calcula-

tions to study NCM materials with different Ni contents. They showed that the value of a

decreases for 1.0 ≥ x ≥ 0.35 and then it increases for 0.35 > x ≥ 0. Moreover, they pro-

posed that the experimental results can be reproduced only by considering a layer-by-layer

Li extraction. This theory, however, has not been confirmed so far. To further understand

the electronic structures of NCM111, DOS, magnetic moment and BCs are analyzed with

delithiation/lithiation [64, 66]. By DOS plots, Hwang et al. [64] indicated that Li ions ex-

traction leads to the increasing in the hybridization of the TM−O orbitals (more covalency).

However, the reason for the lattice parameters change and phase transitions of NCM111 dur-

ing cycling have not been explained so far. In this dissertation, we combined an extensive set

of electrostatic (Coulomb energy) and DFT calculations to predict the non-monotonic lattice

parameters change of LixNCM111 at various levels of delithiation x. By analyzing crys-

tal, atomic and electronic structures, we explained the reason behind the variation of lattice

parameters of NCM111 with delithiation/lithiation. The O3 → O1 phase transition at low

Li concentration was also explained in this dissertation. In addition to NCM111 material,

we studied Ni-rich NCM811 because Ni-rich NCM systems can provide a higher capacity

than the one with low Ni contents. However, NCM811 suffers from larger structural changes

than NCM111 at low Li concentration, which leads to capacity fading during cycling. Un-
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derstanding of the origin of the structural changes (i.e. mechanical stability) in NCM811 is

helpful for improving the reversible capacity of it upon delithiation/lithiation. In the next

section, we will discuss the electrochemical properties and structural changes in NCM811 in

details.

1.1.4.2 LixNi0.8Co0.1Mn0.1O2

To improve the energy density, Ni-rich NCM (i.e. a > 0.5) materials, e.g. NCM811 have

been explored and developed due to the fact that NCM materials’ capacity grows when Ni

contents increases. Layered NCM811 (R3̄m) has a theoretical capacity of higher than 200

mAh/g at operating voltage of 4.6 V vs. Li/Li+ [12, 67]. However, its practical capacity is

∼200 mAh/g with an average voltage of ∼4.3 V vs. Li/Li+ [15]. The reason for the signif-

icant capacity fading of NCM811 is due to the structural instability at high charge voltage.

Microcracks in NCM811 after initial charging at 4.3 V have been observed using scanning

electron microscopy (SEM) by Kim et al. [68]. Larger lattice parameters change of NCM811

compared to that of NCM111 upon delithiation/lithiation has been reported by Noh et al. [13]

and Biasi et al. [57] using XRD measurement. Moreover, Noh er al. [13] analyzed CV and

found several redox peaks of NCM811 during cycling. These peaks are related to H1 →

M→ H2→ H3 phase transitions, which are similar to those in LNO. To gain more insight

into the mechanism of the variation of c during charging/discharging, Kondrakov et al. [12]

analyzed the intralayer (O−TM−O layer) and interlayer (O−Li−O layer) distances through

XRD. Using XAS instrument, they indicated that the O−TM−O layers shrink monotonically

due to continuous TMs oxidation. However, the non-monotonic variation of O−Li−O layers

is because of the charge changes on Ni and O ions. To further confirm their experimental

results, they applied DFT-PBE calculations to simulate the Bader charges (BCs) for Ni and

O. In their results, the oxidation of O anions is found with delithiation. They indicated that

this leads to the contraction of O−Li−O layers as well as of the value of c at high level of
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delithiation.

DFT calculations were applied by Min et al. [65] and Liang et al. [69] to simulate the

change in lattice parameters of NCM with Ni contents using PBE and PBE+U functional,

respectively. Min et al. [65] indicated that the lattice parameter a decreases for 1.0 ≥ x ≥

0.20, while it slightly increases for 0.20 > x ≥ 0. Both of them reported that the lattice

parameter c increases for 1.0 ≥ x ≥ 0.25, and then it decreases for 0.25 > x. However, Dixit

et al. [15] reported that the non-monotonic behavior of c in Ni-rich NCM with delithiation

can be only reproduced with PBE+D3 functional for DFT calculations. In their results, the

lattice parameter c expands until x ≈ 0.50 for LixNCM811. Intra(inter)layer distances, DOS

plots, BCs have been calculated and analyzed by Dixit et al. [15] to understand the struc-

tural changes of NCM811. Moreover, they analyzed the crystal orbital Hamilton populations

(COHP) and indicated that the TM−O covalency increases with the increasing oxidation

state of Ni cations [15]. Although, many experimental and theoretical studies on lattice

changes have been reported, the atomic and electronic structures of NCM811 with delithia-

tion/lithiation have not been fully explained. The reason for the phase transitions in NCM811

has not been interpreted in details so far. In this dissertation, we also used an extensive set of

Coulomb energy and DFT calculations to study the non-monotonic lattice parameters change

and phase transitions in LixNCM811 during delithiation/lihtiation. The reason for the lat-

tice parameters change and phase transitions (i.e. H−M and O3→ O1 phase transitions) in

NCM811 were explained by analyzing the crystal, atomic and electronic structures during

charging (delithiation). In addition to substitution, lattice doping is another practical ap-

proach to improve the structural stability. The effect of cations doping on structural stability

of NCM are discussed in the next section.
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1.1.4.3 Doping in NCM materials

A small amount of cation substitutions, i.e. lattice doping is an effective strategy to enhance

the electrochemical properties and structural stability of NCM materials. Cation dopants

such as Fe [70], Al [71], Mo [72], W [73], and Zr [74] have been investigated for NCM

materials. For example, Liu et al. [75] have studied the effect of Mg, Cr, and Al doping

on NCM111. They found that the cycling performance of NCM111 at high voltage (4.6 V)

has been improved by Cr doping. They proposed that this improvement is due to the larger

particle size of Cr-doped material (analyzed by SEM), and higher structural stability of it

(XRD measurement) compared to Mg- and Al-doped as well as undoped NCM111. Wang

et al. [76] investigated various amount x of Mo doping in NCM111 (x = 0, 0.005, 0.01, and

0.02). In their results, the lattice parameter a and the lattice parameter c as well as the unit

cell volume increase with increasing Mo contents. By analyzing XRD, XPS, and CV curves,

they found that Mo doping enhances the structural stability of NCM111 due to the sliding

of O−TM−O layer is reduced, and Mo can contribute the redox reactions during cycling.

Thus, the Mo-doped NCM111 can deliver a higher specific discharge capacity than undoped

one. Moreover, they found that NCM111 with an optimal amount of Mo contents improves

reversible capacity upon charging/discharging. Susai et al. [72] combined the experiments

and theory to study the electrochemical properties and electronic structures of NCM811 by

doping with Mo cations. The expansion of a and c are observed by XRD when increasing the

doping level of Mo contents in NCM811. By DFT calculations with PBE+U functional, they

found that Mo preferably substitutes Ni sites. The oxidation state of Ni cations with various

amount of Mo in NCM811 is explored by analyzing magnetic moment. The number of

Ni2+ increases for all Mo-doped NCM811, showing their higher discharge capacity than the

undoped one. The optimal ratio of Mo dopant in NCM811 has high reversible capacity and

rate capability. Schipper et al. [74] have also combined experiments and DFT calculations
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to study the influence of Zr doping on structural stability of NCM622. Their XRD patterns

show that Zr-doped NCM622 can preserve the structure ordering after cycling. By using

the PBE functional, they found that both a and c lattice parameters increase for Zr-doped

NCM622. However, a smaller change in the lattice parameter c for Zr-doped NCM622 has

been calculated by PBE+D3 functional compared to the undoped one. They indicated that

Zr has some interlayer interaction with the oxygen atoms, which can reduce the structural

changes of Zr-doped NCM622 during cycling. The electronic configurations of Zr-doped

and undoped NCM622 were analyzed by DOS plots. To investigate the doping effect on

the structural stability of NCM materials, we calculated and analyzed the Li and O vacancy

formation energies of NCM90505 with and without Al dopant in this dissertation. Since

Al dopant is one of the most widely used and studied dopant that can stabilize the NCM

structures during cycling [71]. By computing the average values of Li (and O) vacancy

energies for different Li (and O) sites at high (and low) Li concentrations, the reason for the

high structural stability of Al-doped NCM90505 (i.e. NCMA89) was explained.

1.2 Sodium-ion Batteries

SIB is also a ”rocking chair” system with a similar (de)intercalcation mechanism to LIBs.

The energy density of SIBs is lower than that of LIBs, due to the higher weight of Na metal

and lower standard cell voltage. However, the use of Na element is beneficial to reduce the

cost. SIBs could be applied when the cost efficiency is more important than the energy den-

sity. Moreover, some TMs have been found that they are electrochemically inactive in LIBs

but can contribute into the redox reactions in SIBs. This behavior provides opportunities to

use the new cathode materials such as NaFeO2 and NaCrO2 for SIBs [77]. Layered materi-

als such as NaCoO2 (NCO), NaNiO2 (NNO) and NaMnO2 (NMO) have also been explored

and investigated [78]. Among them, NCO has attracted much attention due to the commer-
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cialized LCO in LIBs. However, unlike LCO, NCO (R3̄m) has both O3 and P2 stacking

and suffers from more complex phase transitions than that for LCO during cycling. Oxygen

layers in P2 phase have an (ABBA)n stacking sequence, where the Na ions occupy the pris-

matic sites, and the TMs are in octahedral sites alternately between the oxygen planes [79].

The prismatic phase is not observed in Li-based compounds because Li ions are smaller than

Na ions, and they are electrostatically more favorable to occupy in the octahedral sites be-

tween oxygen layers. Delmas et al. [80] analyzed XRD patterns and indicated that NCO

with O3 stacking undergoes O3 → M → P3 ((ABC)n) phase transitions when Na ions are

extracted. However, NCO with P2 stacking can transform to O2 ((ABAC)n) phase due to

gliding of some TMO6 octahedra sheets at high level of desodiation. The P2 → O2 phase

transition leads to the contraction of interlayer distance and reduces the structural stability.

However, the structural stability of P2-NCO is higher than that of O3-NCO [80, 81]. Reddy

et al. [82] reported that reversible capacity of P2-NCO is 121 mAh/g at an operating voltage

of 4.2 V vs. Na/Na+ after 50 times cycling. NCO can thus be hardly used in practical ap-

plication. The expense of Co element is another problem since the use of SIBs aims for the

cost efficiency. NNO and NMO consist of cheaper Ni and Mn element, in particular NMO,

due to Mn cation is abundant on the earth. NMO is more interesting than NNO material.

Moreover, NMO can deliver a larger reversible capacity (> 140 mAh/g) compared to NNO

(123 mAh/g) during charging/discharging, because it undergoes less phase transitions than

NNO [79]. Han et al. [83] have studied the phase transitions in NNO by XRD. They reported

that its multi-phase transitions lead to capacity fading during cycling. Although NMO shows

better electrochemical performances than NNO, it suffers from structural changes during cy-

cling, which causes poor calendar life. To improve the structural stability of NMO, doping

in its lattice has been extensively studied. In this dissertation, we investigated the influ-

ence of Fe doping on the structural changes (i.e. mechanical stability) in Na0.67MnO2. Fe
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dopant is an ideal candidate for SIBs because it is an abundant element on the earth and

inexpensive. We used a similar approach (by combing extensive Coulomb energy and DFT

calculations) to determine the most favorable arrangements of Na ions in Na0.67MnO2. By

analyzing the change in lattice parameters and O−Mn−O as well as O−Fe−O bond lengths

of Na0.67MnO2 with various amount of Fe contents, we explained the reason behind the

structural changes in Na0.67MnO2. The next section will be focusing on the electrochemical

properties and structural stability of NMO, followed by the introduction of the experimental

and theoretical studies on lattice doping in NMO.

1.2.1 NaxMnO2

NaMnO2 (NMO) has the advantages of cheaper and higher practical capacity compared to

other types of layered cathode materials, thus it has been widely investigated for SIBs [79].

Unlike LMO, NMO can preserve layered structure without transition to spinel phase during

cycling [38, 84]. Layered NMO has more number of crystal structures compared to LMO

such as monoclinic (α-NMO, C2/m) and orthorhombic (β-NMO, Pmmn) structures as well

as P3 (R3̄m), P2 (P63/mmc)), and P′2 (Cmcm) phases. They are different in the concentra-

tion and distribution of Na ions as well as stacking sequence of TMO6 sheets and synthesis

temperatures [85, 86]. Among these phases, P2 and P′2-NaxMnO2 (0.70 > x > 0.56) can

deliver a higher reversible capacity of more than 140 mA/g at an operating voltage of ∼3.8

V vs. Na/Na+ than other structures [87–89]. Thus, P2 and P′2-NaxMnO2 are one of the

most interesting cathode materials for SIBs. However, they have low initial capacity because

Na contents are low in their structures (theoretical capacity of NMO is 242 mAh/g) [90].

Moreover, a strong J−T distortion of Mn3+ and phase transitions cause large irreversible ca-

pacity during cycling. Kumakura et al. [88] have investigated the structural stability of P2-

and P′2-Na0.67MnO2 during charging/discharging. By XRD measurement, they found that
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P2 structure has strong J−T distortion in Mn−O octahrdra, i.e. the ratio of lattice parameter

b/a is large, while the J−T distortion in P′2 phase is reduced. Their CV profiles show that

P′2 phase has less redox peaks than P2 one, indicating the suppression of phase transitions

during cycling. By applying DFT calculations, Kim et al. [91] (using PBE+U functional)

studied the lattice parameters change of NaxMnO2 with sodiation/desodiation. They found

that the distribution of Na ions and existence/absence of Mn3+ play an important role to

control the lattice parameters. Since the presence of J−T active Mn3+ causes poor structural

stability of NMO, finding an approach to decrease the J−T distortion of Mn cations in NMO

is important. Many strategies such as doping have been proposed to improve the structural

stability of NMO. In the next section, we will discuss the effect of lattice doping on the

structural stability of NMO.

1.2.1.1 Doping in NaMnO2

Lattice doping in NMO can alter the oxidation state of Mn cations and reduce their J−T

distortion to improve the structural stability of NMO. Thus, many experimental and theoret-

ical studies carry in this topic. For example, Billaud et al. [92] studied the electrochemical

properties of P2-Na0.67MnO2 with various ratio x of Mg dopants, (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.2). Their

CV measurements show that Mg-doped Na0.67MnO2 have smoother voltage profiles than

the undoped one. Na0.67MnO2 with optimal amount of Mg contents shows a high capacity

retention during cycling. This improvement is due to the presence of Mg in the lattice that in-

creases the oxidation state of Mn to close to 4+. Llave et al. [93] combined experiments and

DFT-PBE+U calculations to investigate the effect of Li doping on the structural stability of

P2-Na0.6MnO2. By XRD and CV curves, they found that Na0.6Li0.2Mn0.8O2 undergoes less

phase transitions compared to Na0.6MnO2. The oxidation state of Mn4+ was found by XPS

measurement for Na0.6Li0.2Mn0.8O2, showing the suppression of J−T distortion. Their DOS

plots also confirm the charge state of 4+ for Mn cations. Na0.6Li0.2Mn0.8O2 thus shows a rea-
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sonable reversible capacity during charging/discharging. Double dopants in NMO has also

been explored for SIBs. For example, Yang et al. [94] have studied the effect of Li and Fe

co-doping on the cycling stability of Na0.66MnO2. They found that Na0.66MnO2 with Li and

Fe dopants, P2→ O2 phase transition for Na0.66MnO2 is eliminated. This is because of the

presence of Li in the TM sites, which stabilize the P2 structure. In this dissertation, we stud-

ied the effect of Fe doping on structural changes (i.e. mechanical stability) in Na0.67MnO2

with various amount of Fe contents. A similar approach (by combining extensive Coulomb

energy and DFT calculations) has been applied to find the most favorable arrangements of

Na ions in Na sites. We simulated and analyzed the O−Mn−O and O−Fe−O bond lengths,

and explained the reason behind the reduction of J−T distortion for Fe-doped Na0.67MnO2.

These findings help us to develop high-performing SIBs.
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Chapter 2

OBJECTIVES

Among various NCM materials with different Ni, Co, and Mn ratios, NCM111 is one of the

most commonly used and investigated system. Ni-rich NCM materials such as NCM811 are

becoming popular due to the fact that the energy density of NCM increases with high Ni con-

tents. However, the energy density of NCM is still low and insufficient for LIBs in electric

vehicles. One of the main reason for their low energy density is due to their large volume

changes and phase transitions during charging/discharging. The non-monotonic variation of

lattice parameters (a, b, and c) and phase transitions in NCM such as NCM111 and NCM811

have been studied in experiment. The computations of lattice parameters change with delithi-

ation have also been investigated by theoreticians. However, the atomic and electronic struc-

tures changes in NCM111 and NCM811 during charge/discharge processes have not been

fully explained. The reason behind their lattice parameters change, symmetry and oxygen-

stacking-induced phase transition with delithiation/lithiation are still unclear. Choosing an

appropriate method to find the arrangements of Li ions in Li sites is important to compute

the lattice parameters change and electronic structures but has not been studied in details.

Lattice doping is a practical strategy to improve the structural stability of cathode materials.

Al doping in NCM is especially popular because of its stabilizing role in the layered struc-

tures. The effect of Al doping on the chemical stability of Li and O in NCM has not been

investigated in details. NaMnO2 (NMO) is one of the most interesting cathode materials for

SIBs because of its higher energy density and lower cost compared to other types of cathode

23
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materials in SIBs. The poor structural stability of NMO, however, causes low energy density

during charging/discharging. This can be attributed to the large structural changes in NMO

upon cycling. Fe doping in NMO has been widely used and studied to improve the structural

stability of NMO. This is because Fe is an earth-abundant element that is beneficial for cost

efficiency. Experimental and theoretical studies show that Fe-doped NMO has higher struc-

tural stability than undoped one. The reason behind this improvements should be explained

in details in terms of its lattice parameters change and J−T distortion.

To gain insight into the crystal and atomic structures changes in NCM systems dur-

ing delithiation/lithiation, an extensive set of electrostatic (Coulomb energy) and density

functional theory (DFT) calculations were applied to find the most favorable arrangements

of Li ions in Li sites as function of the state of charge. The influence of choosing the

exchange-correlation (XC) functional by comparing the calculated lattice parameters change

with experimental data was examined. The electronic analysis of the number of unpaired

spins N↑ −N↓ (NUS), spin density difference (SDD), density of state (DOS) and Bader

charges (BCs) [95] were applied to find the correlation of structural stability of NCM111 and

NCM811 with their lattice parameters change and structural phase transitions during charg-

ing/discharging. Moreover, to understand the effect of Al doping on the chemical stability

of NCM systems, the vacancy formation energies of Li and O at high and low Li concen-

trations in NCM90505 were computed. To explain the reason for higher structural stability

of Fe-doped NMO compared to the undoped material, a similar approach (by combining the

extensive Coulomb energy and DFT calculations) to the NCM systems was used to find the

most favorable arrangements of Na ions in Na sites. The influence of choosing the value of

Hubbard parameter U on the lattice parameters change and the J−T distortion was studied.



Chapter 3

THEORETICAL METHODS

3.1 Quantum Mechanics based calculations

3.1.1 Many-Body Problem

Most of the interesting electronic properties of materials can be computed by solving non-

relativistic time-independent Schrödinger equation, which can be written as follows

Ĥψ(r, σ;R) = Eψ(r, σ;R). (3.1.1.1)

Here, Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator, and ψ(r, σ;R) is the wave function, which is a solution

or eigenstate of the Hamiltonian of the spatial (r) and spin (σ) coordinates of electrons as

well as the spatial coordinates of nuclei (R). E is the eigenvalue of Schrödinger equation,

representing the total energy of the system.

Unlike a single-particle wave function, for example a hydrogen atom, the Hamiltonian

operator of a many-body system consists of many particles, composing by n electrons and

M nuclei that have complex interactions. Thus, numerous number of spatial variables, i.e.

(3n+3M) have to be solved for many-body wave function. Finding an exact total energy of

many-body Schrödinger equation is in practice an impossible task. Hence, certain approxi-

mation approaches, which can simplify the theory, should be developed to make possible for

solving many-body Schrödinger equation.

Considering a system containing N interacting particles with a total number of n electrons
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and M nuclei. Each of them is assumed as a point mass moving in the space. Their kinetic

energies and potentials in many-body Hamiltonian operator can be expressed as follows

Ĥ = −1

2

n∑
i=1

∇2
i −

1

2mN

M∑
I=1

∇2
I (3.1.1.2)

−
n∑
i=1

M∑
I=1

ZI
|ri −RI |

+
n∑
i=1

n∑
j>i

1

|ri − rj|
+

M∑
I=1

M∑
J>I

ZIZJ
|RI −RJ |

,

where i and j refer to electrons, and I and J stand for nuclei. mN represents the mass of

nuclei and Z denotes the atomic number of nuclei. The atomic units were used for the Eq.

3.1.1.2 as well as other equations throughout this dissertation: ~ = me = e = 4πε0 = 1. The

Hamiltonian operator can be written as

Ĥ = T̂e + T̂N + V̂eN + V̂ee + V̂NN. (3.1.1.3)

The five terms of Ĥ for interacting particles as well as their abbreviate notations are ex-

plained below:

(1) T̂e: kinetic energy operator of electrons,

(2) T̂N: kinetic energy operator of nuclei,

(3) V̂eN: electron-nuclei attraction operator,

(4) V̂ee: electron-electron interaction operator,

(5) V̂NN: nuclei-nuclei repulsion operator.

Since the exact solution of Schrödinger equation is only possible for one-electron system

such as an hydrogen atom, additional approximations to solve many-body wave function are

required to obtain the eigenstates and eigenvalues of the Hamiltonians.

3.1.1.1 Born-Oppenheimer Approximation

One of the most important assumption for solving many-body wave function is the Born-

Oppenheimer approximation (BOA) proposed by Born and Oppenheimer [96]. This as-
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sumption allows to separate a wave function of a system consisting of N particles into an

electronic (ψe) and nuclear (ψN) part

ψi(ri , σi ;RI ) = ψe(ri , σi ; {RI})ψN(RI ). (3.1.1.1.1)

The BOA is a feasible approach because the mass of nuclei is much heavier than that of

electron. This means that electron can almost respond the motion of nuclei instantaneously.

Thus, to simplify the many-body problem, the positions of nuclei can be treated as parame-

ters (static), while the electrons have their motions in the potential field generated by nuclei.

Within this approximation, the quantity T̂N in the Eq. 3.1.1.3 is zero, and V̂NN becomes a

constant depending on the arrangement of nuclei. Moreover, since the electrons experience

an external potential from nuclei, the notation of V̂eN renamed as V̂ext. Thus, the Hamiltonian

operator (in Eq. 3.1.1.3) is written in only the electronic part

Ĥ ≡ Ĥe = T̂e + V̂ext + V̂ee, (3.1.1.1.2)

and the Schrödinger equation as

Ĥeψe(r, σ) = Eeψe(r, σ). (3.1.1.1.3)

Then, the total energy including the electronic energy and the nuclei-nuclei repulsion can be

written as follows

E ≡ Etot = Ee +
M∑
I=1

M∑
J>I

ZIZJ

|RI −RJ |
. (3.1.1.1.4)

Although BOA reduces the number of spatial variables from (3n + 3M ) to 3n spatial co-

ordinates in three dimensions for a n-electrons system, it is still difficult to solve the many-

electrons wave function in practice. This is because computing the non classical part of the

electron-electron interactions (V̂ee) is a challenge. These correlations consist of two con-

tributions: exchange correlation which has implemented the Pauli exclusion principle, and

Coulomb correlation that shows the pairwise interactions of electrons. Further approxima-

tions have been proposed to simplify the non-classical interactions, which can be divided into
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two main categories: (1) wave-function-based methods, where the eingenvalue of the system

is computed by using the wave function such as Hartree-Fock (HF) method; (2) density-

based methods, where the total energy of the system is determined by using electron density,

for example density functional theory (DFT). In this dissertation, all the results are obtained

by using DFT calculations, and thus more discussions on this theory will be given.

3.1.1.2 Hartree-Fock Method

Among the wave-function-based methods, the HF approach is regarded as a fundamental

theory for solving the electronic Schrödinger equation. Hartree [97] initially proposed this

theory by using a simple product to describe the wave functions. Later, Fock [98] improved

it by introducing the Slater determinant [99]. In this approach, electrons are assumed to be

affected only through the mean field electrostatic (Coulomb) potential, which are created by

all other electrons. This potential is called the Hartree potential (V̂H). Thus, the electronic

Hamiltonian can be described by the sum of each single-electron operator (ĥi ), namely Ĥe =∑n
i=1 ĥi . According to this, the electronic wave function is simply a product of orthogonal

single-electron orbitals, which is written as follows

ψe(x) ≡ ψHP(x1,x2, · · · ,xn) = ϕ1(x1)ϕ2(x2)...ϕn(xn), (3.1.1.2.1)

where x = {r, σ}, and ϕi(x) is the individual single-electron orbital. This is known as the

Hartree product (HP). However, HP fails to describe the antisymmetric property of electronic

wave functions originating from the fact that electrons are fermions, which should obey the

Pauli exclusion principle. That is, electrons in the same spin state cannot be found at the

same location in space. Thus, the electronic wave function should change when interchange

their positions. To satisfy this property, the Slater determinant can be introduced instead of
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using a simple product wave function as shown below

ψe(x) ≡ ψHF(x1,x2, · · · ,xn) =
1√
n!

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

ϕ1(x1) ϕ2(x1) ... ϕn(x1)

ϕ1(x2) ϕ2(x2) ... ϕn(x2)

...
... . . . ...

ϕ1(xn) ϕ2(xn) ... ϕn(xn)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (3.1.1.2.2)

where two electrons are interchangeable in each column and row between wave functions.

For a two-electrons system, for example, the electronic wave function is

ψHF(x1,x2) =
1√
2!

[ϕ1(x1)ϕ2(x2)− ϕ2(x1)ϕ1(x2)] = −ψHF(x2,x1). (3.1.1.2.3)

To find the lowest total energy for ψHF, the variational method is applied. The concept of

variational method is that the expectation value of a Hamiltonian operator (Ĥ) for a trial

wave function (ψtrial) is always equal or larger than the ground-state energy (E0)∫
ψ∗trialĤψtrialdx ≥ E0. (3.1.1.2.4)

By minimizing the expectation value of the electronic Hamiltonian (Ĥe) with respect to the

HF wave function (ψHF), the energy of EHF can be obtained by

Ee = Min
〈
ψHF

∣∣∣Ĥe

∣∣∣ψHF

〉
≡
∫
ψ∗HFĤeψHFdx = EHF ≥ E0. (3.1.1.2.5)

Here, Ĥe = T̂e + V̂ext + V̂H + V̂X, where V̂ee is replaced by V̂H since the electrons are assumed

to move in the Hartree potential field, and the exchange potential term (V̂X) is considered to

obey the Pauli exclusion. Thus, the electronic energy for the HF wave function can be written

as follows

EHF ≡
n∑

i=1

∫
ϕ∗i (x)

[
−1

2
∇2
i −

M∑
I=1

ZI
|ri −RI |

]
ϕi(x)dx +

1

2

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

(Jij −Kij),

(3.1.1.2.6)

in which Jij is the Coulomb energy representing the Coulomb repulsion between one elec-

tron in orbital i (at x) and the mean field charge distribution of all other electrons in orbital
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j (at x′)

Jij =

∫ ∫
ϕ∗i (x)ϕ∗j(x

′)
1

|ri − rj|
ϕj(x

′)ϕi(x)dxdx′. (3.1.1.2.7)

Here, Kij is exchange energy that switches the positions of single-electron orbitals of ϕi and

ϕj , which is written as follows

Kij =

∫ ∫
ϕ∗i (x)ϕ∗j(x

′)
1

|ri − rj|
ϕj(x)ϕi(x

′)dxdx′. (3.1.1.2.8)

Therefore, the n-electrons Schrödinger equation is simplified to n single-electron orbitals of

HF equation, which is given by

F̂iϕi = εiϕi, (3.1.1.2.9)

where F̂ is called Fock operator and the form is

F̂i = −1

2
∇2
i −

M∑
I=1

ZI
|ri −RI |

+
n∑
j 6=i

(Ĵj − K̂j). (3.1.1.2.10)

To solve the Eq. 3.1.1.2.9, one can either use numerical calculations to achieve the eigenval-

ues of HF equation or a set of basis functions, where the Roothaan equations are introduced

into the HF equation. In either case, the important task is to guess some initial orbitals (ϕi)

for calculating Ĵj , K̂j , and F̂i in the Eq. 3.1.1.2.10. And then, we solve the Eq. 3.1.1.2.9

to obtain εi for these orbitals and achieve a set of new orbitals. This process is then re-

peated several times until the converge criteria is reached. This is known as self-consistent

procedure.

Although the HF method simplifies the electronic Schrödinger equation, the total energy

is generally overestimated due to the absence of electron correlation, which comes from

the electron-electron interactions. The correlation interaction can be approximated by using

post-HF methods such as Mφller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) [100], configuration in-

teraction (CI) [101], and coupled cluster theory (CC) [102]. However, wave-function-based

methods are computationally demanding for large systems due to the number of 3n spatial
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variables. An alternative method to speed up the computation of electronic properties of a

large system should be considered.

3.1.1.3 Density-based Methods

In comparison to wave-function-based methods, density-based methods can decrease the

computing cost. Since density is only a function of 3 coordinates (if spin is not considered)

for a n-electrons system, applying density-based methods significantly speeds up the calcu-

lation of large systems. The electron density with spin coordinates is expressed as follows

ρ(r) = n

∫
· · ·
∫
|ψ(r, σ,x2, · · · ,xn)|2dσdx2 · · · dxn , (3.1.1.3.1)

which indicates the probability of finding each of n electrons at position r with spin orbital

σ along with the other n − 1 electrons at arbitrary positions and spins (x = {r, σ}). Within

this approach, the total energy of n-electrons wave function can be obtained. By combining

with various approximations, density-based method becomes a more accurate approach.

3.1.1.4 Thomas-Fermi-Dirac Model

Using electron density of a system as the variable to calculate the total energy of many-

body wave function originates from the Thomas-Fermi (TF) model proposed by Thomas and

Fermi [103, 104]. In their model, the kinetic energy of electrons is an approximation of the

homogeneous electron gas. Moreover, they assumed electron-nuclei and electron-electron

interactions are classically, where the total energy functional of non-interacting electrons

can be written as follows

ETF[ρ(r)] = Te,TF[ρ(r)] + Vext[ρ(r)] + J [ρ(r)], (3.1.1.4.1)

=
3

10
(3π2)2/3

∫
ρ(r)5/3dr− Z

∫
ρ(r)

r
dr +

1

2

∫ ∫
ρ(ri)ρ(rj )

|ri − rj |
dridrj .

Since the exchange energy has no classical analogue, it is excluded in TF model, leading to

an inaccurate total energy of the system. Dirac [105] further improved the model by adding
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the following exchange energy term (EX[ρ]) to the Eq. 3.1.1.4.1

EDirac
X [ρ(r)] = −3

4

(
3

π

)1/3 ∫
ρ(r)4/3dr. (3.1.1.4.2)

Even though, the total energies of the systems are not accurate with Thomas-Fermi-Dirac

(TFD) model. This is because the kinetic energy is poorly described, and the electron cor-

relation is neglected in their model. Although TFD model was not successful in quantum

chemistry and solid-state physics, it was the starting point for the density-based methods

such as DFT method.

3.1.2 Density functional Theory

A well-known density-based method is the density functional theory (DFT). This theory

was introduced by Hohenberg and Kohn [106], and then it was developed by Kohn and

Sham [32]. Since then, DFT has been applied in many fields for calculating the chemical

and physical properties of materials.

3.1.2.1 Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems

The basis of density functional theory (DFT) comes from two theorems proposed by Hohen-

berg and Kohn [106]. Within the Hohenberg-Kohn (HK) Theorems, the formulas of electron

density and total energy for non-degenerate ground states have been defined and mathemati-

cally proved.

Theorem I The electron density uniquely determines the external potential (υext) to a

constant. According to this Theorem, the total energy is a unique functional of the electron

density, which can be written as follows

Ee[ρ(r)] = Te[ρ(r)] +

∫
υext(r)ρ(r)dr + Vee[ρ(r)], (3.1.2.1.1)
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where Te[ρ] denotes kinetic energy functional and Vee[ρ] represents electron-electron inter-

action energy functional. They are defined as HK functional, given by

FHK[ρ(r)] = Te[ρ(r)] + Vee[ρ(r)]. (3.1.2.1.2)

As such, we have

Ee[ρ(r)] = EHK[ρ(r)] = FHK[ρ(r)] +

∫
υext(r)ρ(r)dr. (3.1.2.1.3)

However, the exact total energy is still unknown due to the lack of an explicit expression of

FHK[ρ]. Since FHK[ρ] is a universal functional, its mathematical form will be the same for

any system. The electron-electron interaction energy functional (Vee[ρ]) can be written as

follows

Vee[ρ(r)] = VH[ρ(r)] + Vncl[ρ(r)], (3.1.2.1.4)

in which VH[ρ] is the classical Coulomb repulsion energy and Vncl[ρ] denotes the non-classical

energy, including self-interaction correction, exchange, and Coulomb correlation energy.

Theorem II This functional achieves its minimum value if and only if the electron density is

the true ground-state density. Hence, the total energy with a trial density (ρtrial) is described

by

EHK[ρtrial(r)] ≥ EHK[ρ0(r)] = E0, (3.1.2.1.5)

in which the electron (trial) density satisfies

ρ(r) ≥ 0, and

∫
ρ(r)dr− n = 0. (3.1.2.1.6)

Minimizing Eq. 3.1.2.1.5 by using Euler-Lagrange equation with respect to the constraint

(Eq. 3.1.2.1.6). The second constraint in Eq. 3.1.2.1.6 assures that the system contains a

fixed number of electrons (n), which is given by

δ
{
EHK[ρ(r)]− µ

∫
ρ(r)dr

}
δρ(r)

= 0. (3.1.2.1.7)
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Then,

µ =
δEHK[ρ(r)]

δρ(r)
=
δFHK[ρ(r)]

δρ(r)
+ Vext(r), (3.1.2.1.8)

where the Lagrange multiplier µ is called the chemical potential of the electrons as defined

in the Euler-Lagrange equation. Therefore, the ground-state properties of the system can

be obtained by finding a ρ(r) function that minimizes the total energy. However, the exact

formulation of FHK[ρ] is not defined in the HK Theorems. Later, as will be discussed in the

following section, Kohn and Sham proposed a practical way to approximate the universal

functional of FHK[ρ].

3.1.2.2 Kohn-Sham Ansatz

To find the form of FHK[ρ], Kohn and Sham [32] proposed a fictitious non-interacting system,

which exhibits the same electron density as the ground-state density of a real interacting

system. Within the Kohn-Sham (KS) approach, the exact kinetic energy functional (Te[ρ]) is

then separated into two parts

Te[ρ(r)] = Te,s[ρ(r)] + Te,r[ρ(r)]. (3.1.2.2.1)

The first part (Te,s[ρ]) describes the kinetic energy of fictitious non-interacting electrons that

is given by

Te,s[ρ(r)] = −1

2

n∑
i=1

〈
ϕi(r)

∣∣∇2
∣∣ϕi(r)〉 , (3.1.2.2.2)

where ϕi(r) is a set of independent one-electron wave functions. Whereas, the second part

(Te,r[ρ]) describes the rest of kinetic energy that contribution is neglected in the fictitious

non-interacting one

Te,r[ρ(r)] = Te[ρ(r)]− Te,s[ρ(r)]. (3.1.2.2.3)
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By combining Te,r[ρ] with the non-classical part of electron-electron interaction (Vncl[ρ]), the

so-called exchange-correlation (XC) energy functional is defined, which can be expressed as

EXC[ρ(r)] = Te,r[ρ(r)] + Vncl[ρ(r)]. (3.1.2.2.4)

Thus, the form of FHK[ρ] can be written as follows

FHK[ρ] = Te,s[ρ(r)] + VH[ρ(r)] + EXC[ρ(r)], (3.1.2.2.5)

and then the total energy functional in Eq. 3.1.2.1.1 is expressed by KS equations which

normally are called the determining equations for the KS orbitals

Ee[ρ(r)] ≡ EKS[ρ(r)] = Te,s[ρ(r)] + Vext[ρ(r)] + VH[ρ(r)] + EXC[ρ(r)]. (3.1.2.2.6)

The Te,s[ρ], Vext[ρ] and VH[ρ] are the exact energy functionals for a single electron. Note that

in an extended system, the Vext[ρ], VH[ρ], and VNN[ρ] interactions are calculated by the Ewald

summation. This will be discussed in details in the section 3.2.1. The EXC[ρ] term is still the

unknown quantity that should be further approximated for solving the KS equation.

The Eq. 3.1.2.1.8 can now be expressed as follows

µ =
δEKS[ρ(r)]

δρ(r)
=
δTe,s[ρ(r)]

δρ(r)
+ V KS

eff (r) (3.1.2.2.7)

with

V KS
eff (r) = Vext(r) +

∫
ρ(rj )

|ri − rj |
drj + VXC(r), (3.1.2.2.8)

in which V KS
eff (r) refers to the KS effective potential and VXC(r) is the exchange-correlation

potential

VXC(r) =
δEXC[ρ(r)]

δρ(r)
. (3.1.2.2.9)

The solution of Eq. 3.1.2.2.7 is obtained by solving the following set of KS orbital equations[
−1

2
∇2 + V KS

eff (r)

]
ϕi(r) = εKS

i ϕi(r), (3.1.2.2.10)
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where ϕi(r) denotes the KS orbital and εKS
i is the energy of orbital. The electron density of

the real system can be constructed from the KS orbitals over all occupied orbitals

ρ(r) =
Nocc∑
i=1

|ϕi(r)|2 . (3.1.2.2.11)

To find the solution of KS equation self-consistent procedure is adopted. Since V KS
eff [ρ]

depends on ρ(r) that we are searching for, an initial guessed electron density from the fic-

titious system is considered. With an initial guessed ρ(r), the V KS
eff [ρ] from Eq. 3.1.2.2.8 is

calculated, and then the εKS
i as well as a new ϕi(r) is obtained from Eq. 3.1.2.2.10. We then

use this new ϕi(r) to solve the Eq. 3.1.2.2.11 and obtain a new ρ(r). This process is repeated

until ρ(r) is converged with an expected tolerance. If the correct VXC(r) is known in the Eq.

3.1.2.2.8, the exact total electronic energy can be obtained. However, it is practically impos-

sible and different approximations should be applied to approximate the XC energy of the

system, which is a challenge for DFT method.

3.1.2.3 Exchange-Correlation functional

The contribution of the exchange-correlation (XC) functional is relatively small compared

to the total energy of the system. However, the role of the XC functional in determining

the energy and density of materials cannot be ignored. A well-described XC functional is

therefore essential to bring DFT into a real calculation. Many approximations of EXC[ρ]

have been proposed so far. Different levels of XC approximations have been categorized by

Perdew et al. [107]. Among them, the first three levels are the most popular approximations

of the XC functionals, which can be summarized in the following expression

EXC[ρ] =

∫
ρ(r)εXC[ρ,∇ρ, τ ]dr, (3.1.2.3.1)

in which ρ(r), ∇ρ(r), and τ(r) represents the density, the density gradient, and the kinetic

energy density, respectively.
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3.1.2.3.1 Local Density Approximation The oldest and simplest model of the XC func-

tional is called the local density approximation (LDA) [32]. Within this approximation, the

electron density of an inhomogeneous system is treated locally as an uniform electron gas

(ρ(r) = constant). The XC energy functional of LDA (ELDA
XC ) is given by

ELDA
XC [ρ] =

∫
ρ(r)εLDA

XC [ρ]dr. (3.1.2.3.1.1)

The εLDA
XC [ρ] is the exchange-correlation energy per particle of a homogeneous electron gas

that can be divided into two contributions: exchange (correlation) energy (εLDA
X [ρ]) which

obeys Pauli exclusion principle, and (Coulomb) correlation energy (εLDA
C [ρ]) that shows the

pairwise interactions of electrons

εLDA
XC [ρ] = εLDA

X [ρ] + εLDA
C [ρ]. (3.1.2.3.1.2)

The εLDA
X [ρ] term has an exact expression originally derived by EDirac

X in the Eq. 3.1.1.4.2,

which can be written as follows

εLDA
X [ρ] = −3

4

(
3

π

)1/3

ρ(r)1/3. (3.1.2.3.1.3)

The εLDA
C [ρ] has been determined by an empirical fitting of quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)

calculations for an uniform electron gas with a number of different densities [108]. However,

various analytic forms were proposed in LDA to model the contribution of εLDA
C [ρ] such as

the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair (VWN) [109], the Perdew-Zunger (PZ) [110], and the Perdew-Wang

(PW) [111] correlation functional.

In principle, LDA is accurate only for slowly varying density that can locally be treated as

an uniform electron gas. However, it has been found to give success in some inhomogeneous

situations. The reason behind this accuracy is due to the fact that only the spherical symmetry

part of the XC hole of LDA determines the energy, which satisfies the sum rule showing the

cancellation of the errors between ELDA
X [ρ] and ELDA

C [ρ] [112, 113]. The error cancellation

is usually accurate for lattice parameter and bulk modulus, but not the cases for calculating
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binding and cohesive energies of inhomogeneous systems. LDA poorly predicts the systems

with highly inhomogeneous electron densities. Moreover, LDA fails to predict the weakly-

bonded systems such as van der Waals (vdW) attractions and hydrogen-bonded systems.

3.1.2.3.2 Generalized-gradient Approximation To achieve accurate XC functional for

inhomogeneous systems, the density gradient is taken into account (not only the density) to

approximate the XC functional. This approach is called the generalized-gradient approxima-

tion (GGA) [107, 114]

EGGA
XC [ρ] =

∫
ρ(r)εGGA

XC [ρ(r),∇ρ(r)]dr. (3.1.2.3.2.1)

The exchange term of GGA is written as follows

EGGA
X [ρ] =

∫
ρ(r)εunif

X [ρ]FX(s)dr, (3.1.2.3.2.2)

where εunif
X [ρ] is the exchange energy per particle of an uniform electron gas as written in

Eq. 3.1.2.3.1.3. FX(s) refers to an exchange enhancement factor, which is a function of one

dimensionless inhomogeneous parameter of s given below

s =
|∇ρ|

2(3π2ρ)1/3ρ
. (3.1.2.3.2.3)

The quantity FX(s) improves the deficiency of the exchange energy of LDA. Using different

FX(s) will alter the exchange functional of GGA such as Becke’s 1988 (B88) [115] and

the Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof’s (PBE) [34] exchange functional. The PBE exchange

functional has been widely used in determining the energies of the materials, where FX(s) is

written by

FX(s) = 1 + κ− κ

1 + µs2

κ

, κ ≈ 0.804, µ ≈ 0.2195. (3.1.2.3.2.4)

In addition to exchange functional, many analytic forms of correlation functional (EGGA
C [ρ])

have been proposed as well, e.g. Lee, Yang and Parr’s (LYP) [116], the Perdew and Wang’s
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1991 (PW91) [117], and the Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof’s (PBE) [34] correlation func-

tional. Among them, the PBE correlation functional is the most popular one for GGA

EGGA
C [ρ(r)] =

∫
ρ(r)

{
εunif

C [ρ(r)] + H [ρ(r), ω]

}
dr, (3.1.2.3.2.5)

where

H [ρ(r), ω] = γln

[
1 +

βw2

γ

( 1 + Aw2

1 + Aw2 + A2w4

)]
(3.1.2.3.2.6)

with

γ ≈ 0.031; β ≈ 0.067;A =
β

γ

1

e−ε
unif
C /γ − 1

;ω =
|∇ρ|

2
[√

4(3π2ρ)1/3

π

]
ρ

. (3.1.2.3.2.7)

Here, ω is a dimensionless inhomogeneous parameter. Further improvements for PBE func-

tional have been proposed to increase the accuracy, e.g. revPBE and RPBE [118]. However,

there exists no single perfect functional to predict the properties of materials for all systems.

Choosing an appropriate XC functional of GGA for solving KS equation in a desired system

is important.

3.1.2.3.3 Meta-Generalized-gradient Approximation The meta-generalized-gradient ap-

proximation (meta-GGA) includes kinetic energy density (τ(r)) as shown below [119]

EmGGA
XC [ρ] =

∫
ρ(r)εmGGA

XC [ρ(r),∇ρ(r), τ(r)]dr, (3.1.2.3.3.1)

where

τ(r) =
1

2

Nocc∑
i=1

|∇ϕi(r)|2 (3.1.2.3.3.2)

is the kinetic energy density of non-interacting electrons over all occupied orbitals. The

exchange energy of meta-GGA is written as follows

EmGGA
X [ρ(r)] =

∫
ρ(r)εunif

X [ρ(r)]FX(s , α)dr, (3.1.2.3.3.3)
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in which the enhancement factor (FX ) is a function of two dimensionless inhomogeneous

parameters. The parameter s is same as the formula written in the Eq. 3.1.2.3.2.3, while α is

given by

α =
(τ − τW )

τunif
> 0 (3.1.2.3.3.4)

with

τW =
1

8

|∇ρ|2

ρ
, (3.1.2.3.3.5)

and

τunif =
3

10
(3π2)2/3ρ5/3. (3.1.2.3.3.6)

The quantity τW refers to the kinetic energy density of a KS orbital, and the quantity τunif

indicates uniform gas. The analytic forms of the exchange energy and the correlation energy

have been proposed by Perdew et al. [120] and Tao et al. [121]. Based on these functionals,

Sun et al. [122] proposed a new XC functional called strongly constrained and appropriately

normed (SCAN) for meta-GGA [34]. It has been reported that the results predicted by using

SCAN functional are more accurate than PBE functional in some cases, for example 3d

transition-metal layered structures and the weakly-bonded systems [33].

3.1.2.4 Further Corrections on Exchange-Correlation functional

In comparison to the newly developed meta-GGA-SCAN functional, LDA and GGA-PBE

functionals are established for a while and more commonly to be used for DFT calculations.

However, they suffer from the poor predictions of EXC[ρ] on strongly-correlated or weakly-

bonded systems. The next section will discuss the approaches to improve their accuracies.

3.1.2.4.1 Correlation Corrections In LDA or GGA-PBE functional and in particular

LDA, the electrons experience an average Coulomb repulsion over the space due to the mean

field approximation. This causes the electronic properties of rare earth elements such as
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transition metals (TMs), which have open d -shell or open f -shell elements have been poorly

predicted [123]. In addition, some materials that are predicted to be electronically conduc-

tive by LDA (GGA) simulation are insulators in reality. These materials are known as Mott

insulators, where electrons are well-localized [124]. The band gap and magnetic properties

of TMs and Mott insulators are thus poorly predicted by using LDA or GGA due to this

on-site Coulomb repulsion.

A method to solve this problem was proposed by Hubbard [125, 126], who introduced a

Hamiltonian including two major terms: (1) a kinetic energy operator described by using a

tight-binding approximation, and (2) a potential operator consisting of the on-site Coulomb

interaction. In addition, to evaluate the energy changes in terms of the number of particles in

the system, the chemical potential (µ) is included. Thus, the Hubbard Hamiltonian operator

can be written as follows

ĤHub = −t
∑
〈i ,j 〉,σ

(ĉ†i ,σĉj ,σ + ĉ†j ,σĉi ,σ) + U
N∑
i=1

n̂i↑n̂i↓ − µ
∑
i ,σ

n̂i ,σ. (3.1.2.4.1.1)

Here, t is a hopping integral, and 〈i , j 〉 refers to the nearest neighboring site indicating that

the hopping occurs only between two adjacent sites, while σ =↑ or ↓ represents the spin of

electron. The first quantity ĉ†i ,σ ĉj ,σ in the parentheses denotes the creation ĉ†i ,σ of an electron

on site i and its annihilation ĉj ,σ on site j with spin (σ), while the second quantity ĉ†j ,σ ĉi ,σ

in the parentheses switches the sites. The U value or so-called the Hubbard U represents

the strength of the correlations, where the Coulomb repulsion is described by the electrons

with spin (σ) doubly occupied at the same site. n̂i↑ and n̂i↓ denotes the number of spin

up or down electrons on site i, respectively. N is the total number of electrons. The final

term with chemical potential (µ) controls electrons filling of the orbitals due to the fact

that µ reflects the energy changes when the electron density is changed in the system (µ =

δE/δρ). According to the Eq. 3.1.2.4.1.1, for example, the XC energy functional of LDA
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with Hubbard U can be expressed as follows

ELDA+U
XC [ρ, n̂] = ELDA

XC [ρ] + EHub(n̂)− ELDA
dc (n̂). (3.1.2.4.1.2)

The last energy term of Eq. 3.1.2.4.1.2 is called the double-counting term, which is consid-

ered to avoid the double counting of the Coulomb correlation energy for strongly-localized

electrons that has been partially included in the energy of LDA.

Two major schemes of Hubbard corrections are used in DFT calculations. One is pro-

posed by Liechtenstein et al. [127], who considered the U and exchange (J) parameters

separately for EHub(n̂) − ELDA
dc (n̂). The other one is developed by Dudarev et al. [35],

who introduced the effective U parameter (Ueff = U − J ) for the Eq. 3.1.2.4.1.2. In this

dissertation, the effective U parameter is considered for the PBE functional.

3.1.2.4.2 Dispersion Corrections Dispersion interaction, i.e. long-range van der Waals

(vdW) attraction is a force due to charge distribution of the atoms or molecules causing in-

stantaneous dipole moment. Although vdW interaction is much weaker than the strength

of metal, ionic and covalent bonds, it significantly controls the electronic properties of ma-

terials such as layered structures [128]. DFT with LDA or GGA functional cannot very

well describe this long-range dispersion force. To include this weak interaction into DFT,

many approaches have been proposed [129]. A simple idea has been proposed by Grimme

et al. [130]. They proposed to add an empirical potential of −C6,IJ/R
6
IJ into DFT calcula-

tion, where C6,IJ is the pairwise atomic coefficient and RIJ is the distance between atoms

I and J . This approach is known as the dispersion-corrected DFT (DFT-D) [130]. Further

improvements of the DFT-D approach, for example, DFT-D3 [131] method has also been

proposed. They are all based on the sum over the pairwise atoms. The general form for the

dispersion contribution to the total energy of the system between each pair of atoms in the
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materials is [129]

Etot ≡ EDFT+D = EDFT + EDisp (3.1.2.4.2.1)

with

EDisp = −
M∑
J>I

∑
n

sn
Cn,IJ

Rn
IJ

fn,damp(RIJ ). (3.1.2.4.2.2)

Here, I and J indexes refer to the interacting atom pairs and sn is a scaling factor. n (n = 6,

8, 10,...) is the order of dispersion contributions, and fn,damp is a damping function of order

n at the atom-atom distance (RIJ ), which is included to avoid a double counting of DFT for

the dispersion at short-range distances [128].

3.1.2.5 Periodic Systems

Although many-body problem has been simplified by DFT, a remaining challenge is how to

deal with the extended systems such as crystals consisting of an infinite number of atoms and

electrons. These crystalline solids are used almost everywhere and thus are interesting to be

modelled and studied in the atomic and electronic scales. However, solving KS equation for

crystalline solids is practically intractable in DFT calculations. To tackle this problem, we

assume the boundary conditions and apply Bloch theorem due to the fact that their atomic

arrangement have periodicity and symmetry through the space.

3.1.2.5.1 Bravais lattice To model a periodic system, the smallest possible unit cell that

can represent an infinite repeated system over the space is chosen. Any point in a crystal can

be mapped into the primitive unit cell by using a translational vector (R) in a real space

R = ua1 + va2 + wa3. (3.1.2.5.1.1)

Here, u, v , and w are set of integers, while a1, a2, and a3 are primitive vectors in the unit

cell. These primitive vectors are not all on the same plane. This kind of lattice is called

the Bravais lattice, where the primitive unit cell is referred to the Wigner-Seitz cell. Thus,
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the position of atoms in the real space is depicted by the Bravais lattice. By introducing

a basis at each lattice point with the Bravais lattice, a crystal structure can be obtained.

To calculate the electronic structure of a periodic system, its Bravais lattice needs to be

converted to its reciprocal lattice in the reciprocal space or the so-called k -space by using

Fourier transformation. In the reciprocal lattice, any vector (G) can be written as a linear

combination of the primitive vectors (b1, b2, and b3) as shown below

G = hb1 + kb2 + lb3, (3.1.2.5.1.2)

h, k , and l are called Miller indices where the notation of {hkl}, [hkl] , and (hkl) represents

a family of planes, a direction, and a plane, respectively for a crystal. The primitive vectors

satisfy bi ·aj = 2πδij and their primitive unit cell in k -space is known as the (first) Brillouin

zone (BZ), which represents the Wigner-Seitz cell of the reciprocal lattice.

3.1.2.5.2 Boundary Conditions An infinite periodic system can in principle be modelled

by defining a primitive unit cell and then assuming the boundary conditions. Thus, to sim-

ulate the electronic properties in a crystal, the wave function under the boundary conditions

can be expressed as

ϕ(r) = ϕ(r + R), (3.1.2.5.2.1)

This periodic boundary conditions is also known as Born-von Karman boundary conditions

[132, 133].

3.1.2.5.3 Bloch’s Theorem Bloch’s theorem states that an electronic wave function in a

periodic solid can be written as a product of a periodic function (un,k(r)) and a plane wave

ϕn,k(r) = un,k(r)e ik·r, (3.1.2.5.3.1)

where n refers to a band index representing each KS orbital in a crystal. k denotes the

wave vector within the BZ. The periodic function can be expended to a linear combination
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of plane-wave basis sets within the reciprocal lattice vectors shows

un,k(r) =

Ncell∑
G

cn,Ge iG·r, (3.1.2.5.3.2)

in which Ncell denotes total number of atoms in a unit cell. G are reciprocal lattice vectors,

and cn,G refer to the plane wave coefficients. Thus, the one-particle wave function of KS

equations can be written as follows

ϕn,k(r) =
1√
ΩBZ

Ncell∑
G

cn,k+Ge i(k+G)·r, (3.1.2.5.3.3)

where ΩBZ denotes the cell volume in the BZ. Within the Bloch’s theorem, the computation

of electronic structures of solids is simplified in DFT calculations. However, due to plenty

of k-points in the BZ, it is necessary to give some restrictions for choosing a proper grid

of k-points in a crystal. The method for finding the k-points will be discussed in the next

section.

3.1.2.6 Computational Approximations

To reduce the complexity of periodic wave functions and increase the computational speed

without losing the accuracy, certain approximate methods were developed. Since, in this

dissertation, the Vienna Ab initio Simulation package (VASP) code is used for the DFT

calculations, the approach in this code will be discussed in the following.

3.1.2.6.1 k-Points Sampling Electron densities and total energies are calculated by inte-

gration of electronic wave functions over the BZ in k -space

ρ(r) =
Nocc∑
n=1

1

ΩBZ

∫
k∈ΩBZ

|ϕn,k(r)|2dk, (3.1.2.6.1.1)

where n denotes each band of the KS orbitals, while ΩBZ refers to the cell volume of the BZ,

and ϕn,k(r) indicates the KS orbitals (Bloch wave). Since it is computationally intractable

to integrate over a continuous k-point space, numerical integration, i.e. weighted sum is
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therefore introduced

ρ(r) ≈
Nocc∑
n=1

Nkpt∑
k∈BZ

ωk|ϕn,k(r)|2. (3.1.2.6.1.2)

Here, Nocc and Nkpt determines the number of occupied orbitals and k-points, respectively,

and ωk is the weighting factor as a function of k. Different methods have been proposed to

find appropriate sets of k-points. Among them, the Monkhorst-Pack (MP) grid is one of the

popular method. Within the MP method, a grid of k-points is homogeneously generated in

the BZ in the reciprocal space. Moreover, by making use of lattice symmetry, the number

of necessary k-points over entire BZ is reduced to the ones in the irreducible BZ (IBZ). In

certain cell geometries, e.g. hexagonal cells, the even meshes can break the symmetry. Thus

Γ-centered grids are applied to preserve the symmetry.

3.1.2.6.2 Plane waves To fully describe the wave function in the Eq. 3.1.2.5.3.3, an infi-

nite number of plane waves over G vectors should be considered, which is computationally

intractable. To save the computing cost, only the plane waves that have kinetic energies less

than a particular energy cutoff, Ecut is included in the basis sets

1

2
|k + G|2 ≤ Ecut. (3.1.2.6.2.1)

However, it is still difficult to compute the electronic structures of a crystal near the nuclei by

the plane-wave basis sets and choose the right Ecut of an orbital, due to the strong potential

and oscillatory behavior of the wave functions. One way to solve this problem is applying

pseudopotential. The next section will discuss this approach in details.

3.1.2.6.3 Pseudopotential Approximation Description of core electrons needs more com-

putational efforts than valence ones. This is because in core region strong electron-nuclei

interaction leads to a strong ionic potential, which causes large oscillations of valence wave

functions due to the necessity of orthogonality to core wave functions. Core orbitals thus re-

quire a very fine grid of BZ integration or huge number of plane-wave basis sets to describe.
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of all-
electron (solid lines) and pseudo-
electron (dashed lines) potentials
and their wave functions. rc is
cutoff radius [134].

Fortunately, most of interesting electronic properties in the ma-

terials are determined by the valence electrons rather than the

core electrons. Hence, to reduce the computational cost, an

effective potential is introduced to replace the strong ionic po-

tential in core region. This weak potential is called pseudopo-

tential. Smooth pseudo wave functions can, therefore, be used

instead of valence electron wave functions in this region. The

pseudo wave functions, however, should be the same as the

full single-electron KS wave functions outside the core region

(defined by a radius cutoff, rc). The ionic and pseudo potentials as well as the valence and

pseudo wave functions that depicted by Payne et al. are shown in Fig. 3.1 [134]. Many

approaches have been proposed to develop pseudopotential such as norm-conserving [135],

ultrasoft [136], and projector augmented-wave (PAW) method [137]. The last one that has

been implemented in the VASP code has been used to perform all DFT calculations of this

dissertation, and thus it will be discussed in the following.

Projector augmented-wave Method The PAW method was first proposed by Blöchl in

1994 [137]. The concept of the PAW method is that it works directly with the full single-

electron KS wave functions (all electron (AE) wave functions) and AE potentials. Within the

PAW method, the AE wave functions (ϕn,k(r)) are mapped onto the pseudo wave functions

|ϕn,k
〉

= |ϕ̃n,k
〉

+
∑
i

(|φi

〉
− |φ̃i

〉
)
〈
p̃i|ϕ̃n,k

〉
. (3.1.2.6.3.1)

Here, ϕ̃n,k(r) are pseudo wave functions that satisfy |ϕ̃n,k
〉

=
∑

i |φ̃i

〉
ci, where ci denotes

the expansion coefficient. n and k refers to band index of KS orbital and wave vector in the

BZ, respectively. The index i represents the atomic position (R) and the angular momentum

quantum numbers (l, m, ...). |φi

〉
and |φ̃i

〉
are AE partial waves and pseudo partial waves.
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p̃i| are projector functions, which obey

〈
p̃i |φ̃j

〉
= δij . (3.1.2.6.3.2)

Since the AE partial waves are solutions of the radial Schrodinger equation[
−1

2
∇2 + V KS

eff

]
|φi
〉

= εKS
i |φi

〉
, (3.1.2.6.3.3)

the pseudo partial waves can be written as follows(
−1

2
∇2 + Ṽ KS

eff +
∑
ij

|p̃i
〉
Dij

〈
p̃j|

)
|φ̃k
〉

= εKS
i

(
1 +

∑
ij

|p̃i
〉
Qij

〈
p̃j|

)
|φ̃k
〉
,

(3.1.2.6.3.4)

where Dij is the PAW strength parameters and Qij denotes augmentation charges

Dij =
〈
φi| −

1

2
∇2 + V KS

eff |φj
〉
−
〈
φ̃i| −

1

2
∇2 + V KS

eff |φ̃j
〉
, (3.1.2.6.3.5)

Qij =
〈
φi|φj

〉
−
〈
φ̃i|φ̃j

〉
.

The use of PAW method transforms AE wave functions into the computationally convenient

pseudo wave functions that make the electronic properties of the materials can be computed

by a coarse grid of BZ integration or few number of plane-wave basis sets for DFT calcula-

tions.

3.2 Electrostatic energy calculation

3.2.1 Ewald Summation

Finding the arrangement of substitution atoms or vacant Li or Na sites is a challenging task.

To obtain all possible atomic configurations, the supercell program was used in this disser-

tation. The idea is to find the atomic structures by evaluating their electrostatic interactions.

The Ewald summation has been implemented in this program since it is a fast and absolute
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method for computing the Coulomb energy in a crystal. A detailed explanation of Ewald

summation is in the following.

In a periodic system, the total Coulomb (electrostatic) energy for N particles possessing

a set of point charges under boundary conditions is

ECoul =
1

2

†∑
R∈Z3

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

qiqj
|rij + R|

. (3.2.1.1)

The factor 1/2 is applied to cancel the double-counting of pair particles. R are translational

vectors in the real space, implying interactions between atoms of periodic images. The

dagger symbol indicates that for R = 0 the self-interaction terms, i = j , are neglected. The

quantity qi and qj denote charges of atoms, while rij refers to the distance between qi and qj

charges. However, the sum in Eq. 3.2.1.1 not only converges very slowly in a crystal but also

its convergence depends on the order of the summation. The Ewald sum method [138, 139]

is thus introduced to evaluate ECoul by rearranging Eq. 3.2.1.1 into rapidly convergent and

nearly exact sums. The expression of Ewald method satisfying charge neutrality (
∑N

i=1 qi =

0) with an energy of ER in the real space and EG in the reciprocal space can be written as

follows

ECoul ≡ EEwald = ER + EG − E self , (3.2.1.2)

where

ER =
1

2

†∑
R

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

qiqj
erfc(α |rij + R|)
|rij + R|

, (3.2.1.3)

EG =
1

2Ω

∑
G 6=0

4π

G2
exp(−G2

4α2
)

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

qiqj exp(−iG · rij ),

E self =
α√
π

N∑
i=1

q2
i .

E self is the self-interaction term. The erfc(z ) = 1 − erf(z ) is known as the complementary

error function. α is the arbitrary Ewald constant that can alternate the width of Gaussian

functions. Ω is the volume of the system. The ER term can converge quickly in the real
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space. This is due to the fact that when R → ∞, the function of erfc(α ‖rij + R‖) decays

rapidly. The EG term shows fast decay in the reciprocal space. When the system is affected

by the dipole moment, the summation for E dipole should be added in EEwald. Thus, Eq.

3.2.1.2 is given by

ECoul ≡ EEwald = ER + EG − E self + E dipole, (3.2.1.4)

with

E dipole =
2π

(1 + 2ε′)Ω
(

N∑
i=1

qiri)
2, (3.2.1.5)

where ε′ is the dielectric constant. The Ewald method is also implemented in VASP code for

calculating all the electrostatic interactions of ions in an extended system.



Chapter 4

PUBLICATIONS

In this chapter, four publications, which are the main studies in this dissertation are illus-

trated. Two of them are completely computational works, and another two works are the

joint projects with experimental groups form Prof. Yang-Kook Sun in Hanyang University

Seoul and Prof. Seung-Taek Myung in Sejong University Seoul. In these studies, the origin

of the structural changes (i.e. mechanical stability) in NCM and NMO as well as the effect of

lattice doping on the chemical and mechanical stability of NCM and NMO were investigated

and analyzed in details.
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4.1 Publication M1

“On the origin of non-monotonic variation of the lattice parameters of LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2

with delithiation/lithiation: a first-principles study”

L.-Y. Kuo, O. Guillon and P. Kaghazchi

J. Mater. Chem. A, 8, 13832 (2020)

DOI: 10.1039/D0TA02319A

URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/D0TA02319A

Figure 4.1: Graphical Abstract [140].

Author contributions

The first publication (M1) was a computational work proposed by Dr. Payam Kaghazchi.

Most of the computational results were analyzed by him and partly by me. I performed the

electrostatic (Coulomb energy) and DFT calculations as well as prepared the figures. The

manuscript was mainly written by Dr. Payam Kaghazchi. Dr. Payam Kaghazchi, Prof.

Olivier Guillon and I discussed the final results and finished the manuscript.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/D0TA02319A


On the origin of non-monotonic variation of the
lattice parameters of LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 with
lithiation/delithiation: a first-principles study†

Liang-Yin Kuo, ab Olivier Guillonb and Payam Kaghazchi *b

Here, we show that the non-monotonic variation of lattice parameters of LixNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 during

delithiation/lithiation can be predicted in good agreement with experimental results by applying an

approach combining an extensive set of Coulomb energy and density functional theory calculations.

Moreover, the influence of choosing an exchange-correlation functional on our results is discussed. By

analyzing the local spin polarization, spin density plot, density of states, and Bader charges, the reason

behind this behavior is explained. It is found that the presence/absence of electrostatic Li–O interactions

and Jahn–Teller distortion and oxidation of O anions are key parameters to control the lattice parameter

changes. In particular, the contraction of c for 0.5 > x, which has not been fully explained so far, is found

to be due to the vanishing of the Jahn–Teller distortion in NiO6 octahedra. The O3 / O1 phase

transition for low concentrations of Li, which has also not been justified until now, is shown to be driven

by strengthening of ionic bonds and electrostatic interaction in the latter phase.

Introduction

Although LiCoO2 (LCO) is the most widely used cathode mate-
rial for lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) in small-scale devices,1,2 it is
not a suitable candidate for LIBs in electric vehicles because of
its low energy density and the high cost of Co metal.3 The major
reason for the low energy density is its structural instability (due
to a large volume change and/or phase transition) upon more
than half delithiation. Thus, the charge process should be
restricted below this level resulting in a low practical voltage of
LCO.4 LiNiO2 (LNO) has the same space group and atomic
structure as LCO, while it consists of low-cost Ni metal and
provides higher energy density than LCO as more Li ions can be
safely (from the structural stability point of view) extracted from
LNO during charging. The structural instability occurs only
aer removing �0.75 Li ions.5 However, the thermal instability
(due to the high reactivity with the electrolyte) of LNO is more
severe than in LCO.6,7 LiMnO2 (LMO) contains Mn which is
cheaper and less toxic than Co and Ni metals.8 Moreover, it
provides higher safety (thermal stability) than LCO and LNO.
However, LMO possesses a lower energy density (due to a lower
structural stability) than LCO and LNO.9,10 To combine

advantages of LCO, LNO, and LMO, LiNixCoyMn1�x�yO2 cath-
odes were proposed, synthesized, and even commercialized.11

Among various possible NCM systems with different Ni, Co, and
Mn ratios, LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 (hereaer called NCM111) is one
of the most commonly used and studied systems.12–14 The
structural stability of NCM111 is higher than that of LCO, as the
cracking of NCM111 microstructures that leads to their voltage
and capacity fading15–22 occurs at higher levels of lithiation/
delithiation in comparison to LCO. The main reason behind
the microstructure cracking of cathode materials such as
NCM111 is an anisotropic change in their lattice parameters
during charging/discharging. Understanding the mechanism of
this phenomenon is therefore important to improve the
performance of NCM cathode materials.

During charging (i.e. delithiation), the lattice parameter a (a
¼ b) of LixNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 (hereaer called LixNCM111)
contracts for 1.00 > x > 0.35, while it expands for 0.35 > x.23

However, the lattice parameter c expands for 1.00 > x > 0.51 and
then it contracts for 0.51 > x > 0.29.24 These changes in a and c
cause the unit cell volume to contract slightly for 1.00 > x > 0.35
and then strongly for 0.35 > x.23 Experimental measurements by
Li et al.25 showed that the contraction of a is because of the
delithiation-induced oxidation of transition metal (TM) cations
which reduces their ionic radii. The expansion of c in NCM111
was mainly explained to be because of the increase in the
electrostatic O–O repulsive force resulting from the weakening
of screening of O charge by Li ions during delithiation.26,27

However, the contraction of the c-axis in NCM cathodes for x <
0.50 has not been fully explained. The most common belief is
that oxidation of O anions (together with TM cations) at high
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delithiation levels weakens interlayer O–O repulsions leading to
the contraction of c.16 The delithiation-induced decrease in the
negative charge of O28 and/or stronger TM–O bonds (due to
more hybridization of TM–O orbitals)29 had been proposed
before by theoreticians.

Density functional theory (DFT) has been applied to simulate
lattice parameters (i.e. unit cell volume) changes through deli-
thiation. For example, DFT calculations (using the local density
approximation (LDA) functional) by Koyama et al.30 found that
the parameter a decreases from x ¼ 1.00 to x ¼ 0.33, while it
increases from x ¼ 0.33 to x ¼ 0.00. However, it is known that
NCM111 undergoes a phase transition from O3 to O1 for very
deep delithiation levels, i.e. x < 0.23.23 Moreover, they found that
the c value increases monotonically from x ¼ 1.00 to x ¼ 0.33,
while it decreases from x ¼ 0.33 to x ¼ 0.00.30 However, exper-
imental results show that the contraction of c starts for x < 0.51.
Hwang et al.29 used the more accurate generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) of the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE)31

functional compared to LDA for their DFT calculation to study
this system. They found that the size of a decreases from x ¼
1.00 to x ¼ 0.50, while it increases from x ¼ 0.50 to x ¼ 0.00.
However, according to the experimental data, increase in
a should occur aer removing 0.67 Li.23 Furthermore, their
results show that the c value increases from x ¼ 1.00 to x ¼ 0.33
and decreases from x ¼ 0.33 to x ¼ 0.00. The decrease in the c
value from x¼ 0.33 to x¼ 0.17 was calculated to be only 0.018 Å.
In addition, they found that the value of c for x ¼ 0.17 is 0.71 Å
higher than the value of c for x ¼ 1.00. Experimental measure-
ments, however, reported that the c value for x < 0.30 is 0.39 Å
shorter than that for x¼ 1.00.26 Min et al.32 carried out GGA-PBE
calculation to study NCM with different Ni contents. They
showed that the value of a decreases from x ¼ 1.00 to x z 0.35
and then increases from the xz 0.35 to x¼ 0.00 state. However,
the c value increases from x ¼ 1.00 to x z 0.35 and then
decreases for x z 0.35 to x ¼ 0.00. They proposed that the
experimental results can be reproduced only by considering
a layer-by-layer delithiation mechanism, which has not been
reported so far by any experimental or other theoretical studies.
A comparison between the aforementioned theoretical studies
shows that the model structure (arrangement of TMs and Li
ions), type of exchange-correlation (XC) functional, and
computational setup (e.g. spin polarization) are key points in
modelling and understanding lattice parameter changes with
delithiation. In these studies, in order to nd the arrangement
of Li ions for various Li concentrations, a series of DFT calcu-
lations29,30 or cluster expansion (CE) has been applied.32 Both
approaches have advantages and disadvantages. Sampling of
congurations by DFT calculation is limited by the computa-
tional cost and time. Applying the CE method can misguide us
to nd minimum-energy structures for systems where magne-
tization of TM cations is very sensitive to the concentration and
arrangement of Li ions. The other more promising types of XC
functionals for studying metal-oxide systems such as PBE + U33

have been used to simulate Ni-rich NCM,34 while the Heyd–
Scuseria–Ernzerhof (HSE)35 and recently developed SCAN
(Strongly Constrained and Appropriately Normed)36–39 func-
tionals have not been so far applied to study lattice changes in

NCMxy1-x-y cathodes. Recently, Chakraborty et al.40 calculated
the lattice parameters, magnetic moments, density of states,
and voltage proles of LCO, LNO and LMO in different lithiated/
delithiated states by using PBE, PBE + U, and SCAN. Their
results showed that the SCAN functional performs better than
the PBE functional for the prediction of band-gaps, while better
than the PBE + U functional for calculation of DOS, and better
than both PBE and PBE + U functionals for computation of
lattice parameters.37

In this work, by combining an extensive Coulomb energy
analysis and DFT calculations, we obtain the Li arrangement in
LixNCM111 as a function of Li concentration x. The inuence of
exchange-correlation functionals, in particular SCAN, on the
calculated lattice parameters is discussed. By analyzing elec-
tronic and atomic structures, the reason for the non-monotonic
change of lattice parameters in NCM111 will be explained.

Results and discussion

Our DFT-PBE calculations, in agreement with a previous DFT-
HSE06 study,45 showed that a homogeneous distribution of
TM cations in fully lithiated NCM111 (Li1.00NCM111) is the
most favourable structure (see Fig. 1 and S1 in the ESI†).
Focusing on this structure, we explored the most favourable
arrangement of Li ions in Li sites for various Li concentrations x
in LixNCM111. To achieve this aim, we rst calculated the total
Coulomb energies (EC) of a large number of possible congu-
rations for each Li concentration as follows. For Li0.67NCM111
and Li0.33NCM111, which were modelled with 1 � 1 � 1 unit
cells (only for Coulomb energy analysis), we considered all

possible arrangements of Li ions in Li sites, namely
9!
6!3!

¼ 84

congurations. However, for Li0.50NCM111, which we had to
model with a 2 � 2 � 1 supercell, there exists a large number of

possible congurations of
36!

18!18!
¼ 9:075 � 109, which is

computationally intractable. In this case, the most favorable
structure of Li0.67NCM111 with a 2 � 2 � 1 supercell was
considered and all possible arrangements of 18 Li ions in 24

occupied Li sites, namely
24!
6!18!

¼ 134 596 congurations, were

modelled. For Li0.17NCM111, we considered all possible Li
arrangements in Li sites in a 2 � 2 � 1 supercell and modelled
36!
30!6!

¼ 1 947 792 structures. Two sets of charge values, i.e.

two charge-balancing mechanisms, were considered for
computing the total Coulomb energies: (I) charge values of
3.00+, 3.33+, 3.50+, 3.67+, and 3.83 + for each TM (Ni, Co and
Mn) cation at x¼ 1.00, x¼ 0.67, x¼ 0.50, x¼ 0.33, and x¼ 0.17,
respectively and (II) charge values of 2+, 3+, 4+ for Ni, 3+ and 4+
for Co depending on the Li concentration, and 4+ for Mn. For
both mechanisms we considered charges of 1+ for Li and 2� for
O, respectively.

The calculated EC values for congurations 1–50 with charge
balancing mechanism I and II are illustrated in Fig. S2.† For
Li0.67NCM111 and Li0.33NCM111, we performed DFT-PBE
calculation for 6 and 10 distinguishable structures with the

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 13832–13841 | 13833
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lowest EC values. The DFT-PBE-calculated most favourable
structures for x ¼ 0.67 (conguration vi) and x ¼ 0.33 (cong-
uration i) possess well-ordered hexagonal arrangements of Li
ions at each layer. Since the lowest (DFT-PBE) total-energy
structure was among the determined structures from
Coulomb energy analysis with mechanism I for Li0.33NCM111
and Li0.67NCM111, we further considered only mechanism I to
determine the electrostatically most favourable structures for
Li0.50NCM111. Aerward, we performed DFT-PBE calcula-
tions for 7 distinguishable Li arrangements with the lowest EC
values for Li0.50NCM111. The conguration v was then found
to be the minimum-total-energy structure. Furthermore, 3 well-
ordered arrangements of Li ions (Fig. S2:† viii, ix, x) were
modelled from the conguration v. These 3 congurations were
investigated because for Li0.50NCM111 we had to start with the
structure of Li0.67NCM111 and, therefore, we might have
missed some important (symmetric) structures. Comparing the
total energies of all 10 (7 + 3) DFT-PBE calculations showed that
the most favourable structure is conguration x. Finally, for
Li0.17NCM111, we carried out 50 DFT-PBE calculations for
topmost favourable structures determined aer performing
1 947 792 total Coulomb-energy calculations. The minimum
total-energy structure according to DFT-PBE, namely congu-
ration v, was found to have a well-ordered hexagonal arrange-
ment of Li ions at each layer (see Fig. S2†).

The computed lattice parameters (a ¼ b and c) and corre-
sponding volume changes for LixNCM111 using DFT-PBE, PBE
+ U, and SCAN are illustrated in Fig. 2. All three XC functionals
indicate that the value of a decreases with delithiation from x ¼
1.00 to x ¼ 0.33 and increases from x ¼ 0.33 to x ¼ 0.17.
However, the value of c expands from x ¼ 1.00 to x ¼ 0.50, then
it shrinks slightly for x ¼ 0.50 / 0.33, and nally it decreases
signicantly for x ¼ 0.33 / 0.17. The maximum value of c is
found for x ¼ 0.50. Nevertheless, the volume always decreases
from x ¼ 1.00 to x ¼ 0.17, being more signicant for x ¼ 0.33 to
x ¼ 0.17. Although the DFT-PBE and SCAN results are similar,
generally, the calculated absolute values and changes in a, c,
and volume with the latter functional are more comparable to
the experimental data. For example, the volume decrease DV for
x ¼ 1.00 / x ¼ 0.33 is �1.83% and �3.32%, respectively, with
DFT-PBE and SCAN functionals. The latter functional predicts
that (using a linear interpolation) c¼ 13.877 Å, a¼ 2.841 Å, and
DV¼�4.61% for x¼ 0.30. In comparison to DFT-PBE and PBE +
U results, the DFT-SCAN data are closer to the experimental
values c ¼ 13.876(1) Å, a ¼ 2.829(1) Å, and DV ¼ �5.14% (see
Fig. 2) by Hua et al.26 reported for LixNCM111 with x < �0.30 Li.
The variation of a and volume with x is found to be larger with
DFT-PBE + U than the other two functionals and the experi-
mental data by Petersburg et al.24 and Hua et al.26 The DFT-PBE
+ U-overestimated decrease in volume is because of over-
estimation of the decrease in the a value. Comparing calculated

Fig. 1 Top views of Li layers in themost favourable structures and the considered number of configurations for the Coulomb-energy analysis for
LixNCM111 with various Li concentrations x.

Fig. 2 Calculated variation of lattice parameters and unit cell volume of LixNCM111 with delithiation using DFT-PBE, PBE +U (UNi¼ 6.8 eV,UCo¼
5.9 eV, and UMn ¼ 5.2 eV), and SCAN functionals. Experimental results are also given for comparison.
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a, c, and volume with various U values for Ni (see Fig. S3 in ESI†),
we nd no signicant changes for 0.33 < x < 1.00, where only
oxidation of Ni cations occurs, as will be discussed later in this
article. However, for x < 0.33, where oxidation of Co cations
occurs, the important role of charge localization on Ni cations
to determine the lattice sizes appears. As will be discussed later,
the increase in the value of a for x < 0.33 is due to the
strengthening of electrostatic repulsion between the TM
cations. Non-realistic delocalization of holes on Ni cations
which arises by considering smaller U values cannot reproduce
the experimental data showing the increase of the a parameter.

To nd the reason behind lattice parameter and volume
changes, we further calculated the local number of unpaired
spin N[–NY (NUS), spin density difference (SDD), and density
of states (DOS) illustrated in Fig. 3 and Bader charges and bond
lengths shown in Fig. 4. Our results show that SCAN predicts
more reasonable NUS values than the other two functionals. For
example, calculated total NUS values of 58.5, 46.5, and 35.6 with
SCAN for Li1.00NCM111, Li0.67NCM111, and Li0.33NCM111,
respectively, are in good agreement with the NUS values 60 (NUS
for Ni: 12 � 2 and NUS for Mn: 12 � 3), 48 (NUS for Ni: 12 � 1
and NUS for Mn: 12� 3), and 36 (NUS for Mn: 12 � 3) which are
expected for LixNi12Co12Mn12O72 supercells with pure ionic
bonds when considering the formal charge states of ions. The
calculated NUS values with different XC functionals and those
which are expected for pure ionic crystals of LixNCM111 are
listed in Table S1 of the ESI.† In addition, as mentioned before,
the lattice parameters calculated with SCAN are more compa-
rable to measurements. We therefore continued our analyzis by
using DFT-SCAN calculation. We focused on the following Li
concentrations: x ¼ 1.00, 0.67, and 0.33, since for these cases
a similar electronic conguration is expected for each type of
TM cation. It is worth mentioning that the DOS of the d orbitals
of Ni, Co, and Mn is clearly different (see Fig. 3) from that of
a simple t2g�eg splitting model. For example, from the classical
picture, the electronic conguration of Ni cations is expected to
be t2g

6eg
2. However, besides occupations of up-spin and down-

spin of t2g and up-spin of eg orbitals for the Ni cations,
a partial occupation of down-spin of eg and a depletion of down-
spin of t2g are also observed in the DOS plot. This is because of
a large overlap between t2g and eg orbitals for all the TM cations
at all the Li concentrations. The overlap and broadening of t2g
and eg orbitals lead to uncertainty in determining electronic
conguration of the TM cations. Thus, as will be shown in the
following a detailed analysis of the NUS, SDD, and Bader charge
together with the DOS is indispensable.

Li1.00NCM111

The SDD plot shows unpaired up-spin on all the O anions
indicating that the O atoms are not completely reduced. The
SDD feature on Mn is larger than that on Ni conrming that the
oxidation state of the former is larger. However, in both cases,
the charge state is lower than that expected: 1.64+ for Ni and
3.87+ for Mn. For the sake of simplicity, in the following, we
discuss our SDD results with respect to a complete ionic system.
The up-spin electrons (yellow isosurface) on p(O) are directed

toward Ni conrming back donation of down-spin electrons to
eg(Ni) orbitals. The existence of down-spin states at�0.80 eV# 3

� 3F # �0.15 eV in the DOS of eg(Ni), i.e. dz2(Ni) and dx2�y2(Ni),
conrms this hypothesis. The non-zero NUS (�0.03) together
with DOS peaks in �0.86 eV # 3 � 3F # �0.20 eV for Co cations
shows partial up-spin and down-spin occupation of eg states,
the latter being slightly larger in particular for dx2�y2(Co). These
results indicate that Co cations have charge states slightly lower
than 3+ charge. The SDD on Co cations, however, is so small
that it is not observed with a 0.004 isosurface. The down-spin
electrons (blue isosurface) on p(O) orbitals towards d(Mn)
orbitals arise from an up-spin electron transfer from p(O) to
eg(Mn). The corresponding DOS plot shows the presence of
eg(Mn) features (more up-spin states) in �1.58 eV # 3 � 3F #

�0.18 eV. Moreover, a back-donation of down-spin electrons
from p(O) to t2g(Mn) with pre-existing three up-spin electrons
can also be observed in �7.10 eV # 3 � 3F # �4.91 eV. Back
donation of electrons from O to TMs can be an indication of the
existence of partial covalent bonding between TMs and O in
fully lithiated NCM111. It is hard to conclude such bonding
from our DOS data. TM–O covalency has also been reported for
fully lithiated LMO by experimentalists46 and fully lithiated
NCM811 by theoreticians.47 From the DOS data, we nd a band
gap of 0.56 eV conrming the semiconducting nature of
Li1.00NCM111. The DOS plots also demonstrate that the eg
states of Ni and the t2g states of Co are close to the Fermi level
and are likely to be depleted with delithiation. The Bader charge
analysis (Fig. 4a) will be discussed for the lower lithium
concentration cases since only the relative values can help us to
analyse oxidation or reduction of ions.

Li0.67NCM111

Oxidation of Ni cations with respect to the full lithiation state
can be recognized by comparing the DOS plots for
Li1.00NCM111 and Li0.67NCM11 where up-spin features close
to 3F, i.e. eg(Ni) states, become narrower and lower in the latter
case. The SDD plots also show oxidation of all the Ni cations as
their SDDs become smaller aer extracting 0.33 Li. This can also
be qualitatively concluded from the Bader charge analysis
where an oxidation of 0.14 |e| was observed. Since the up-spin
dz2(Ni) states are larger than the dx2�y2(Ni) ones at �0.61 eV #

3 � 3F # �0.19 eV and the SDD features are dz2 like we propose
that the electron is removed from the dx2�y2(Ni) orbital. The
delithiation-induced electron removal from the dx2�y2 orbital of
Ni2+ has also been proposed by Radin et al.48 for Ni-based
cathodes. A similar oxidation mechanism has also been re-
ported by Dompablo et al.49 based on DFT-PBE calculated Ni–O
bond lengths. From the average NUS value of 0.80 for Ni we
estimated the charge state of Ni to be 2.48+ for x ¼ 0.67 as Ni is
oxidized by 0.84 |e|. Hoang et al. calculated the NUS for Ni2+ to
be 0.91.45 One important result of the formation of Ni(3�D)+ is
the creation of Jahn–Teller (J–T) distortion upon which the
average axial Ni–O bond lengths (d

Ni
axial ¼ 2:04 Å) are longer

than the average equatorial Ni–O bond lengths
(d

Ni
equatorial ¼ 1:93 Å). A similar result to our calculation has

been reported by Hoang et al. using DFT-HSE calculation: two

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 13832–13841 | 13835
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Fig. 3 Density of states (DOS), spatial spin density difference (SDD) with average local numbers of unpaired spin (NUS) on each ion, and proposed
electronic configurations with average Bader charges (in |e|) in the most favourable LixNCM111 structures based on DFT-SCAN calculation. Ni,
Co, Mn, and O are in gray, blue, purple, and red, respectively. The atomic coordinates were rotated about the by-axis to align axial TM–O bonds
(in TMO6 octahedra) along the global cz-axis of the unit cell to assign eg and t2g states. Up-and down-spins in SDD are in yellow and blue,
respectively. Projected DOSs are shown in Fig. S6–S8.†
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long Ni–O bonds of 2.07 Å and four short Ni–O bonds of 1.91
Å.45 The J–T effect for Ni3+ has also been observed by experi-
mental measurements.24,50 The corresponding SDD plot clearly
shows an enlargement of up-spin electrons on the p orbitals of
each O anion overlapping with the dz2 orbitals of the Ni cations,
hereaer called p(O2). This is accompanied by the contraction
of axial O2–Ni–O2 bond lengths. Small parts of the topmost eg
states of Co and Mn disappear as well. This means that Co and
Mn are also partially oxidized. The Bader charge values, also,
conrm that, in comparison to that for x ¼ 1.00, Co and Mn are
slightly oxidized. The oxidation state of Co cannot be estimated
from the change in the NUS value. This is because there are
both up-spin and down-spin electron transfers from Co to O.
Thus, the local NUS value on Co changes slightly from �0.03 (x
¼ 1.00) to �0.02 (x ¼ 0.67). In this case, the Bader charge values
help to conclude that oxidation of Co (0.024 |e|) is higher than
that of Mn (0.008 |e|). A comparison between the SDD for x ¼
1.00 and x ¼ 0.67 conrms a slight internal down-spin electron
transfer from eg(Co) to p(O3) and probably a slight delithiation-
induced oxidation. The DOS plots show a large overlap between
eg(Ni) and eg(Co) with p(O) at �0.27 eV # 3�3F # �0.01 eV, but
a very small overlap between eg(Mn) and p(O). This indicates
that the internal electron transfers are mainly between Ni and
Co with O. Considering the changes in the SDD and Bader
charge variation (�0.005 |e|) on O anions and the increase of
the NUS by 0.10 and Bader charge by 0.008 |e| on Mn for x ¼
1.00 / x ¼ 0.67, we conclude a partial down-spin electron
transfer from d(Mn), probably from eg, to p(O1) and p(O3).
Moreover, there should be a delithiation-induced oxidation of
Mn since the amount of O reduction is much smaller than the
oxidation of Mn. Note that the oxidation of Mn cannot be
observed by comparing the SDD plots for x ¼ 1.00 and x ¼ 0.67
cases since the spin density variation is considerably smaller
than the original spin density of the Mn cations. No clear J–T

distortion is observed for Co(3�D)+ and Mn(4�D)+, which is in line
with previous experimental24 and theoretical20 studies. The
small difference between d�axial = 1.95 Å and d�equatorial = 1.94 Å in

Co–O octahedra and that between d�axial = 1.94 Å and d�equatorial =

1.90 Å in Mn–O octahedra, respectively, are induced due to J–T
distortion in Ni–O and symmetry breaking due to the partial
oxidation of Co and Mn. The Bader charge analysis indicates
that in average all O anions are slightly reduced when x ¼ 1.00
/ x¼ 0.67. The local NUS and SDD of O and TM cations help us
to nd themechanism of O anions reduction, which is governed
by the transfer of up- and down-spin electrons from TMs to O
anions. The SDD gures indicate an up-spin electron transfer
from eg(Ni) to p(O2), while down-spin from eg(Co) and eg(Mn) to
p(O3) and p(O1). Appearance of up-spin (yellow-colour) on Co is
an indication of down-spin electron transfer from Co to O.
However, the overall reduction of O anions is very small, which
might be an indication of partial oxidation of O anions, besides
the electron transfers from TMs to O. Oxidation of O has been
also reported experimentally51 and theoretically.28,47 Similar to
the case of Li1.00NCM111, we cannot comment on the forma-
tion of TM–O covalent bonds from our DOS data, but partial
electron pairing in TM orbitals might be an indication of such
bonds in Li0.67NCM111.

Li0.33NCM111

Upon delithiation (x ¼ 0.67/ x ¼ 0.33) the topmost features of
the d orbitals of Ni below 3F, namely shallow dz2(Ni) states,
disappear indicating a further oxidation of Ni ions. The SDD
plots clearly show the oxidation of Ni cations as well. The Bader
charge analysis also qualitatively conrms the oxidation of Ni (by
0.11 |e|). The delithiation-induced oxidation of dz2(Ni) for x ¼
0.67 / x ¼ 0.33 agrees with previous experimental50 and theo-
retical29 studies. From the average NUS value of �0.04 on Ni, we

Fig. 4 Calculated (a) Bader charges and (b) projected intralayer O–TM–O (d1) and interlayer O–TM–O (d2) lengths along the c axis. (c) Details of
bond lengths in TM–O octahedra. Ni, Co, Mn, O, and Li are in grey (dark: Ni(2�D)+, light: Ni(3�D)+, white: Ni(4�D)+), blue (dark: Co(3�D)+, light:
Co(4�D)+), purple, red, and green (lighter at deeper layers), respectively.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 13832–13841 | 13837
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estimate a removal of 0.84 up-spin electrons from eg(Ni) and
a charge state of 3.32+ at x¼ 0.33. Calculated average NUS values
of �0.11,52 0.00,53 and 0.10,47 (absolute NUS) have been reported
for Ni4+ in NCM systems by performing DFT-PBE + U and DFT-
PBE calculation. The coexistence of both spin states in eg(Ni)
can be seen from the DOS plot showing down-spin and up-spin
features at �0.87 eV # 3 � 3F # �0.17 eV, the downward peaks
being larger. An overlap between eg(Ni) and p(O) in the afore-
mentioned energy range indicates that a small up-spin electron
transfer from Ni to O is possible. The formation of Ni(4�D)+ leads
to the suppression of Jahn–Teller (J–T) distortion where

d
Ni
axial ¼ 1:90 Å becomes comparable to d

Ni
equatorial ¼ 1:89 Å. The

absence of J–T distortion in Ni4+–O has also been reported in
previous experimental24 and theoretical30 studies. A comparison
between NUS values for x ¼ 0.67 and x ¼ 0.33 does not provide
a certain quantitative value for oxidation of Co. Nevertheless, the
Bader charge analysis shows a larger oxidation of Co compared
to Mn. An experimental study by Saadoune et al.54 has also
proposed that the oxidation of Co cations starts before all Ni
cations are completely oxidized. The disappearance of down-
spin states in the DOS plot of Co at �0.32 eV # 3 � 3F #

�0.02 eV when x ¼ 0.67/ x ¼ 0.33 and a slightly larger density
of up-spin states in the DOS plot of the latter case indicate that
the yellow-colour of SDD on Co is due to the removal of down-
spin electrons from Co. An electron transfer from O to Co is
not observed in the DOS plots as no p(O) state exists below 3F.
The NUS data show a back-donation of 0.04 down-spin electrons
from O anions to eg(Mn), showing the reduction of Mn by �0.04
|e|. The electron transfer can be conrmed from an overlap
between eg(Mn) and p(O) states in the energy range of �0.87 eV
# 3 � 3F # �0.17 eV which can be seen in the corresponding
DOS plot. In average, about 0.12 up-spin electron is removed
from p(O1) anions. Moreover, there is a very small down-spin
electron oxidation and/or transfer (to Mn) from p(O3) and
p(O1) anions meaning a small oxidation of these O anions
compared to that for x ¼ 0.67. The average oxidation of all O
anions is estimated to be 0.037 |e| which is 0.008 |e| larger than
that of Co cations. Note that the majority of electron removal
occurs from O1. Comparing DOSs shows a clear hybridization
between d(Ni) and p(O) orbitals for�7.84 eV# 3� 3F#�1.09 eV
in Li0.33NCM111 which is not observed in Li1.00NCM111 and
Li0.67NCM111. This result is in line with previous experi-
mental25 and theoretical29 studies reporting a stronger Ni–O
covalency at low Li contents.

Bader charge and TM–O bond length results in Fig. 4 indi-
cate oxidation of several Ni(3�D)+ cations and suppression of J–T
distortion in the NiO6 octahedra when 0.17 Li is removed from
Li0.67NCM111. The O anions are slightly oxidized when x ¼
0.67 / 0.50. Fig. 4 shows that a strong oxidation of O anions
occurs for x ¼ 0.33 / 0.17, similar to the case of x ¼ 0.50 /

0.33. We also nd that some of the Co cations start to oxidize
strongly when x ¼ 0.33 / 0.17 (see Fig. S4 in the ESI†).

Fig. 4b shows the average projected O–O separation on the c
axis for the O–TM–O intralayer (d1) and that for the O–TM–O
interlayer (d2). Removing 0.33 Li from Li1.00NCM111 causes d1
to shrink by 2.15%, which is due to the radius contraction of all

the Ni cations that are oxidized (see the SDD plots and NUS
values in Fig. 3 as well as Bader charge analysis in Fig. 4a) in
Li0.67NCM111 with respect to Li1.00NCM111. Due to the J–T
distortion for Ni(3�D)+, axial Ni–O bond lengths only slightly
shrink (by 0.02 Å), while equatorial Ni–O bond lengths contract
by 0.2 Å in the delithiated case compared to the fully lithiated
one. However, d2 expands by 2.40% when x ¼ 1.00 / 0.67.
According to a previous explanation,26 this is due to the weak-
ening of screening of O charges by Li ions. Our Bader charge
calculations in Fig. 4a, however, indicate that O anions are only
slightly reduced and therefore their charge magnitudes prob-
ably play no signicant role in controlling the O–O interaction.
We therefore propose that the expansion of d2 is mainly because
of vanishing of the attractive electrostatic interactions of
removed Li ions with O anions. As the expansion of d2 is larger
than the contraction of d1, the c lattice parameter slightly
increases. Further removing 0.17 Li from Li0.67NCM111 results
in a contraction of d1 by 2.40%, which is larger than the 2.15%
contraction arising when x ¼ 1.00 / 0.67. This is because, due
to the further oxidation, the J–T distortion of half of the Ni
cations in the unit cell is released. In this case, the oxidation of
O anions (see Fig. 4a) tends to shrink d2. However, due to
vanishing Li–O interactions, d2 expands by 3.77%. Due to the
larger expansion of d2 than the contraction of d1, the c lattice
parameter still increases. However, removing 0.17 Li from
Li0.50NCM111 causes d1 to shrink strongly by 4.93% which is
due to the fact that J–T distortion is lied in all Ni cations. This
contraction is larger than the expansion of 1.05% in d2 which is
not as large as that expected from x ¼ 1.00 / 0.50 as O anions
are signicantly oxidized. In this case, the impact of the dis-
appearing (attractive) electrostatic interaction of the Li ions
with O anions is weaker than that of oxidation of O anions on
the O–O separation (d2). The larger contraction of d1 compared
to the expansion of d2 leads to the shortening of c with respect
to not only Li0.67NCM111 but also Li1.00NCM111. Although
previous studies proposed that the contraction of c is due to the
oxidation of O, we show that this is mainly due to the vanishing
of J–T distortion in NiO6 octahedra. Upon removing 0.17 Li from
Li0.33NCM111, d1 shrinks only slightly by 0.68% and not as
large as that from x ¼ 0.50 to x ¼ 0.33. This is because that all
the Ni cations have been already oxidized to (4� D)+ at x¼ 0.33,
and now half of the Co cations are oxidized to (4 � D)+ at x ¼
0.17. The radius change of a Co cation upon oxidation from (3�
D)+ to (4 � D)+ was estimated by other groups to be only from
0.545 Å to 0.53 Å, which is much smaller than that of a Ni cation
upon a similar oxidation (0.56 Å to 0.48 Å).55–58 Therefore,
contraction of d1 is small. On the other hand, d2 also shrinks
signicantly for x ¼ 0.33 / 0.17. This is because most of the
attractive electrostatic Li–O interactions are absent for x ¼ 0.17
letting O–TM–O layers to slide with respect to each other. Fig. 5
shows that the rst and second O–TM–O layers (counted from
the topmost layer) move in the in-plane direction so that their
TM ions become closer to the TMs of the third O–TM–O layer.
The sliding of the rst layer is almost two times larger than that
of the second layer. Moreover, O anions have a less negative
charge (see Fig. 4a) leading to a weaker repulsive O–O interac-
tion. Thus, the c lattice parameter decreases dramatically.

13838 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 13832–13841 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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To explain the changes in a with delithiation we used the
average TM–O bond lengths in Fig. 4 to determine creation or
suppression of J–T distortions in TM–O octahedra. When x ¼
1.00 / 0.67, a decreases from 2.88 Å to 2.86 Å which is due to
the oxidation of all the Ni cations from (2�D)+ to (3�D)+. Upon
oxidation, Ni(3�D)+–O octahedra undergo Jahn–Teller (J–T)
distortion in which the length of equatorial axis shrinks from
2.03 Å to 1.93 Å. However, no J–T distortion occurs for Co(3�D)+–

O and Mn(4�D)+–O octahedra since there is no signicant
change in the oxidation states of Co and Mn. The projection of
contraction of equatorial Ni–O bonds on the a axis leads to the
decrease in the value of a. The reason for further contraction of
a from x ¼ 0.67 (a ¼ 2.86 Å) to x ¼ 0.33 (a ¼ 2.84 Å) in Fig. 2 is
the vanishing of J–T distortion in Ni(4�D)+–O leading to similar
values of equatorial and axial Ni–O bond lengths. The reason for
increase in a for x ¼ 0.33 (a ¼ 2.84 Å)/ x ¼ 0.17 (a ¼ 2.86 Å) in
Fig. 2 is because (i) the ionic radius of Co(4�D)+ in the latter case
does not change much with respect to that of Co(3�D)+ in the
former case,57 while (ii) the in-plane electrostatic repulsion
between Co(4�D)+ cations with each other and other cations
enhances.

To check the possibility of the phase transition from O3 to
O1 through a deep delithiation, we modelled Li0.17NCM111
and Li0.00NCM111 in O1 phases (see Fig. S8 in the ESI†). Our
DFT-SCAN calculation shows that the O3 phase is more
favourable than O1 for x ¼ 0.17, which is in spite of a slight
sliding of the O–TM–O layer-stacking in Li0.17NCM111 (Fig. 5).
However, the O1 phase becomes more favorable than the O3
one for the fully delithiated case. This nding agrees with the
experimental observations by Choi et al.23 and Yin et al.58

showing a O3 / O1 phase transition for deep delithiation
levels. Furthermore, we computed the total Coulomb energies
for the DFT-SCAN calculated structures of O1 and O3 phases
using Bader charges. It is found that the latter structure is
electrostatically more favorable for x ¼ 0.17, while the former is
more favorable for x ¼ 0.00. The total Coulomb energy for
Li0.00NCM111 is, however, calculated to be lower in O3 than

the O1 phase when considering formal charge states of 4+ for
TMs and 2� for O ions. Since the Bader charges on ions are
larger in the O1 phase than the other phase of Li0.00NCM111
(Table S2 in ESI†), the O3 / O1 phase transition is expected to
be driven by the strengthening of ionic bonds and electrostatic
interactions.

Conclusions

Here, we showed a computational approach to simulate and
understand the variation of lattice sizes of layered cathode
materials with delithiation/lithiation. It was found that an
extensive Coulomb energy analysis and DFT calculations are
required to nd the arrangement of Li ions in these materials at
different levels of charging/discharging. Among PBE, PBE + U,
and SCAN functionals, the last one can compute the lattice
parameters (a, b, and c) of LixNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 (LixNCM111) as
a function of Li concentration in better agreement with exper-
imental data. A detailed analysis of the local spin polarization,
spin density difference plot, density of states, and Bader charges
was then applied to gain insight into the nature of delithiation-
induced oxidation and lattice size change in this system. Deli-
thiation of LixNCM111 from x ¼ 1.00 to 0.67 leads to the
Ni(2�D)+/Ni(3�D)+ oxidation of all the Ni cations. Although this
causes the intralayer O–TM–O length along c (d1) to become
slightly shorter, this contraction is smaller than the expansion
of the interlayer O–TM–O length along c (d2) leading to the
increase in the c parameter. The expansion is due to the van-
ishing of the attractive electrostatic Li–O interaction. Although
equatorial Ni–O bonds shrink signicantly, the axial ones
remain almost unchanged due to the J–T distortion. For this
reason, the parameter a, which is inuenced by the projection
of equatorial Ni(3�D)+–O bond lengths on this axis, undergo
a small contraction. From x ¼ 0.67 to 0.50, the value of c
increases slightly due to a further vanishing of the attractive
electrostatic Li–O interaction. This is in spite of suppression of
J–T distortion in half of the Ni cations which results in the
contraction of intralayer O–TM–O bonds along the c and
a directions. Therefore, the length of a which is controlled by
the in-plane projection of O–TM–O bonds is shortened. From x
¼ 0.50 to 0.33, all the Ni cations undergo a Ni(3�D)+ / Ni(4�D)+

oxidation. In this case, the J–T distortion in all the NiO6 octa-
hedra is relieved leading to a large contraction of d1. For this
reason, the size of a decreases further. Although the value of d2
increases due to further vanishing of the attractive electrostatic
Li–O interaction, this expansion is not large enough because of
the decrease in the negative charge (i.e. oxidation) of the O
anions. Therefore, the small expansion of d2 cannot overcome
the large shrinkage of d1. For this reason, the value of c
contracts. Finally, from x ¼ 0.33 to x ¼ 0.17, some Co cations
undergo Co(3�D)+ / Co(4�D)+ oxidation. Since the radius of the
oxidized Co cations does not reduce much, the increase in the
electrostatic repulsion between Co(4�D)+ and other cations leads
to an increase in a. However, the c value shrinks signicantly,
which is due to the in-plane displacements of O–TM–O layers
with respect to each other to pack in the direction c. At higher
concentrations of Li, the sliding of O–TM–O layers does not take

Fig. 5 Side views of TM layers (top) and top views of these layers with
only Mn cations (bottom) in the O3 phase of Li0.33NCM111 and
Li0.17NCM111 and the O1 phase of Li0.00NCM111. In-plane distances
between arbitrary Mn ions of different layers are shown in the bottom.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 13832–13841 | 13839
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place because Li ions keep the O–TM–O layers together.
Furthermore, our calculations show that at x¼ 0.00 for which O
anions are oxidized more strongly than higher Li concentration
cases a phase transition from O3 to O1 occurs in the absence of
Li ions that act as glue between O–TM–O layers. Our total
Coulomb energy calculation indicates that the O3 / O1 phase
transition is driven by increased strength of ionic bonds and
electrostatic interaction. A comparison between PBE, PBE + U,
and SCAN functional results demonstrates that the last one is
generally the best choice to predict the lattice parameters and
magnetic properties. However, all three functionals can quali-
tatively predict the lattice parameters and volume change
correctly.

Theoretical methods

Spin-polarized DFT calculations were carried out using the
projector augmented wave (PAW)41 method implemented in the
Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP).42 To examine the
effect of the XC functional on the results, PBE, PBE + U, and
SCAN were used. The U–J (hereaer called U) values for Ni, Co,
and Mn are 6.8 eV, 5.9 eV, and 5.2 eV respectively. We also
further checked the inuence of the U value on lattice param-
eters and volume by considering U values of 4 eV and 8 eV for Ni.
We only studied the different U values for Ni because Ni is the
active cation for a wide range of lithium concentrations of 1.00 >
x > 0.33. The LixNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 (LixNCM111) bulk structure
with a space group of R�3mwasmodelled with a unit cell of [O3�
O3]R30-type symmetry (1 � 1 � 1 unit cell: Li9Ni3Co3Mn3O18). A
1 � 1 � 1 unit cell was considered to calculate total Coulomb
energies for x ¼ 0.67 and x ¼ 0.33, while a 2 � 2 � 1 supercell
(Li36Ni12Co12Mn12O72) was used to calculate total Coulomb
energies for x ¼ 0.50 and x ¼ 0.17 and to perform all DFT
calculations for 1.00 $ x $ 0.00. A gamma-centered k-point
mesh of 2 � 2 � 1 and an energy cut off of 500 eV were applied
for the 2 � 2 � 1 supercell. An electronic and force convergence
criterion of 10�4 eV and 10�3 eV Å�1, respectively, was consid-
ered. Total Coulomb energy calculations were carried out using
the so-called supercell code.43 Atomic structures were visualized
with the VESTA program.44
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x PBE PBE+U SCAN Exp. 

1.00 48.1 86.0 58.5 60 
0.67 43.9 83.9 46.5 48 
0.50 21.4 73.8 41.0 42 
0.33 36.0 61.2 35.6 36 
0.17 24.0 70.9 33.5 - 

Figure S1. (a) Energy difference between NMC111 structures with various TM cations arrangements. (b) Top views of the Li and O‒TM‒O layers 
in the most favorable NMC111 structure (ii). 

Table S1. Calculated total number of unpaired spins (NUS) for LixNCM111 with x= 1.00, 0.67, 0.50, 0.33, and 0.17 using 
different types of XC functionals. Expected NUS values (based on previous experimental and theoretical studies) for a perfect 
ionic system are also listed.   
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Figure S2. Calculated total Coulomb energies (referenced to the minimum energy) for LixNCM111 (x = 0.67, 0.50, 0.33, and 0.17). 
Calculated DFT-PBE total energies of the most favorable structures based on the electrostatic analysis are also given. Arrangements 
of Li ions in several (DFT-PBE-calculated) lowest-energy structures are also presented.     



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Figure S3. Calculated lattice parameters and volume change as function of x for LixNCM111 using DFT-PBE+U with different U values for Ni. 
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Figure S4. Calculated spin density difference (SDD) in the most favorable LixNCM111 structures using the SCAN functional. Up-spin and down-
spin electrons are in yellow and blue, respectively. An isosurface of 0.004 electrons/Å3 was applied. 
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Fig. S5. Partial density of states (PDOSs) and proposed electronic configurations in the most favorable Li1.00NCM111 structures based on 
DFT-SCAN calculation. The atomic coordinates were rotated about the by-axis to align axial TM‒O bonds (in TMO6 octahedra) along the 
global z-axis of the unit cell to assign the eg and representative t2g states. 
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Fig. S6. Partial density of states (PDOSs) and proposed electronic configurations in the most favorable Li0.67NCM111 structures based on 
DFT-SCAN calculation. The atomic coordinates were rotated about the by-axis to align axial TM‒O bonds (in TMO6 octahedra) along the 
global z-axis of the unit cell to assign the eg and representative t2g states. 
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Fig. S7. Partial density of states (PDOSs) and proposed electronic configurations in the most favorable Li0.33NCM111 structures based on 
DFT-SCAN calculation. The atomic coordinates were rotated about the by-axis to align axial TM‒O bonds (in TMO6 octahedra) along the 
global z-axis of the unit cell to assign the eg and representative t2g states. 

 



 

 

 

 

 Bader charge [e-] EC [eV] 

 Li Ni Co Mn O  

O3 - 1.406 1.504 1.755 −0.778 −777.73 
O1 - 1.494 1.617 2.017 −0.855 −931.28 

 formal charge [e-]  

O3 - 4 4 4 −2 −5126.13 
O1 - 4 4 4 −2 −5064.89 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table S2. Calculated Coulomb energies (Ec) for O3 and O1 phases of Li0.00NCM111 using calculated averaged Bader charges (DFT-SCAN). 

Figure S8. Calculated atomic structures and stacking of Li0.17NCM111 and Li0.00NCM111 structures in O3 and O1 phases using the SCAN 
functional.  
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ABSTRACT: L i [N i 1− x− yCo xAl y ]O2 (NCA) and L i -
[Ni1−x−yCoxMny]O2 (NCM) cathodes have been the archetypes
of current high-energy-density cathodes for Li-ion batteries. A
hybrid of NCA and NCM cathodes, a quaternary system
consisting of Li[Ni0.89Co0.05Mn0.05Al0.01]O2 (NCMA) was bench-
marked against NCM and NCA with similar Ni contents. The
quaternary NCMA cathode delivered a capacity of 228 mAh g−1

and outperformed the benchmarking cathodes in long-term
cycling stability (85% after 1000 cycles). The reduction in the
volume change during deintercalation and the enhanced intrinsic
mechanical strength confirmed by the single-particle compression
test suppressed the microcrack nucleation and propagation.
Microcrack suppression was important because microcracks
serve as channels for electrolyte infiltration and lead to
subsequent surface degradation of internal surfaces. The proposed NCMA cathode provides extra cycling stability,
which is essential for electric vehicles, which require a long battery life and improves the thermal stability of the cathode,
which contributes to a safer battery.

With the rapid development of electric vehicles (EVs)
and large-scale energy storage systems, the demand
for high-energy-density rechargeable batteries has

grown dramatically, and the trend is expected to continue.
Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have become the primary power
source for EVs due to their high energy density, good rate
capability, and long-term cycling performance. To satisfy the
consumer-threshold driving range of 300 miles (480 km) per
single charge,1,2 extensive research for the development of
high-capacity cathodes has been carried out in the past
decades.3−10 Among the cathodes developed to date, a series of
layered Ni-rich lithium transition metal oxides, Li-
[Ni1−x−yCoxAly]O2 (NCA) or Li[Ni1−x−yCoxMny]O2 (NCM),
are the most promising candidates because they provide high
reversible capacity with a long cycle life and high operating
potential of 3.6 V vs Li/Li+. To further increase the capacity of
current NCM and NCA cathodes, the fraction of Ni in the
cathodes has been progressively increased;11−13 however, this
approach is limited by the deterioration of capacity retention
and thermal stability resulting from excessive Ni enrichment
(above x = 0.6 for NCM and 0.8 for NCA). One method for

overcoming the obstacles posed by the Ni enrichment strategy
is to dope alien metallic ions to pristine NCA or NCM
cathodes to improve the structural stability and thus Li+

intercalation stability.14−22 Among the various doping metals,
Al is the most widely used dopant because of its stabilizing role
in the host layered structure. Moreover, it tends to improve the
thermal stability owing to the stronger strength of Al−O bonds
than those of Ni(Co, Mn)−O bonds.17−19,23 However, the Al-
doping content should be carefully considered because of its
nonparticipation in the redox reaction. Therefore, the Al
fraction has been limited to a relatively low concentration
below 5 mol %. Recently, we demonstrated that Al-doping
greatly extends battery life as the 2 mol % Al-doped gradient
Li[Ni0.76Co0.09Mn0.15]O2 cathode retained 95% of its initial
capacity after 1000 cycles.23

Al-doping clearly improves the cycling stability of a Ni-rich
NCM cathode but is accompanied by a concurrent capacity
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loss when introduced in excess (Figure S1). Here, we report a
hybrid NCM and NCA cathode Li[Ni0.89Co0.05Mn0.05Al0.01]O2
(hereafter referred to as NCMA89) that provides an optimal
combination of capacity and cycle life among cathodes with
different Al content and whose performance surpasses that of
the NCA and NCM cathodes with similar Ni contents. A
comparative study of structural and electrochemical properties
o f L i [ N i 0 . 9 0 C o 0 . 0 5M n 0 . 0 5 ] O 2 (NCM9 0 ) , L i -
[Ni0.885Co0.100Al0.015]O2 (NCA89), and NCMA89 is carried
out by investigating bulk and surface structural degradation
before and after long-term cycling.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the NCA89,

NCM90, and NCMA89 cathode particles show that the
synthesized cathodes have spherical morphology with an
average particle diameter of 10 μm (Figure S2a). There is no
essential difference in the size and shape of particles among the
three cathodes, implying that particle morphology is an
unlikely factor affecting the electrochemical performance of
the cathodes. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the NCA89,
NCM90, and NCMA89 cathodes in Figure S2b are indexed to
an α-NaFeO2 structure with R3̅m space group, and no impurity
phases were observed. Both a- and c-axis parameters for the
tested cathodes in Table S1 were similar in magnitude.
Figure 1a shows the initial charge−discharge curves of the

three cathodes cycled between 2.7 and 4.3 V at 0.1 C (18 mA
g−1) at 30 °C in 2032 coin-type half-cells. NCM90 delivers a
high initial discharge capacity of 229 mAh g−1. In comparison,
the NCMA89 cathode exhibits a slightly reduced capacity of
228 mAh g−1 due to the addition of inactive Al, while the
NCA89 cathode produces a yet lower capacity of 225 mAh g−1.
Interestingly, the NCMA89 cathode, as shown in Figure 1b,
exhibits a substantial improvement in capacity retention at
90.6% after 100 cycles compared to the NCA and NCM
cathodes, although the Al-doping level was limited to a mere 1

mol %. The NCM90 and NCA89 cathodes exhibit capacity
retentions of 87.7 and 83.7%, respectively, during the same
cycling period. Increasing the upper cutoff voltage to 4.5 V
further substantiates enhancement of the cycling stability by
the addition of Al to NCM90 as NCMA89, NCM90, and
NCA89 maintain 87.1, 82.3, and 73.3% of their respective
initial capacities after 100 cycles at 0.5 C (Figure 1c).
Moreover, the NCM90 cathode apparently exhibits better Li
intercalation stability than the NCA89 cathode when charged
to 4.3 and 4.5 V. The improved cycling stability is emphasized
during long-term cycling of the cathodes in aluminum pouch-
type full cells using a graphite anode. As shown in Figure 1d,
the full cell with the NCMA89 cathode exhibits outstanding
capacity retention of 84.5% after 1000 cycles, while NCM90
and NCA89 cathodes retain only 68.0 and 60.2% of their
respective initial capacities, respectively. The cycling stability of
the NCMA89 cathode at an elevated temperature (45 °C) is
much better than that of the NCM90 and NCA89 cathodes
(Figure 1e). After 500 cycles, 82.6% of the initial capacity of
NCMA89 is retained, while that of the NCM90 and NCA89
cathodes is limited to 53.8 and 50.1%, respectively.
To study the effect of the H2 ↔ H3 phase transition, dQ

dV−1 profiles were obtained by numerically differentiating the
charge−discharge curves (Figure S3a,b). All three Ni-rich
cathodes undergo multiphase transitions during Li+ removal
and insertion. The intensity changes of the redox peaks at ∼4.2
V corresponding to the H2 ↔ H3 phase transition during
cycling correlate well with the relative cycling stability of the
three cathodes. For both NCA89 and NCM90 cathodes, the
deteriorating reversibility of the redox peak is clearly observed
as the H2 ↔ H3 peak intensity gradually decreases during
cycling, whereas that of the NCMA89 cathode remains nearly
unchanged during the same cycling period. The relative
reversibility of the H2 → H3 phase transition can be better

Figure 1. Comparison of electrochemical performance of the NCA89, NCM90, and NCMA89 cathodes: (a) first cycle voltage profiles for the
three cathodes. All cells are cycled with a voltage range of 2.7−4.3 V at 0.1 C and 30 °C in a half-cell using Li metal as an anode. Cycling
performance of the three cathodes tested with voltage ranges of (b) 2.7−4.3 and (c) 2.7−4.5 V at 0.5 C and 30 °C. Long-term cycling
performance of the NCA89, NCM90, and NCMA89 cathodes using pouch full cells at 1.0 C and (d) 25 and (e) 45 °C with a voltage range of
3.0−4.2 V with mesocarbon microbead graphite as an anode.
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seen in Figure S3c,d, which illustrates the normalized
integrated peak intensity against the cycle number. The
superior structural stability of the NCMA89 cathode is
pronouncedly advertised when cycled at 4.5 V as the H2 →
H3 peaks for NCA89 and NCM90 cathodes decay at a much
faster rate in comparison to that for the NCMA89 cathode
(Figure S3b,d). To explicitly demonstrate the deleterious effect
of the H2 → H3 phase transition, which causes highly
anisotropic strain in the deeply charged state, a series of in situ
XRD experiments were performed while charging the three
cathodes from 3.0 to 4.5 V at a constant current density of 36
mA g−1. The lattice parameters estimated from the XRD data
are plotted as a function of the state of charge in Figures 2a
and S4. As equal amounts of Li ions are extracted from each
cathode, the a-axis parameter continuously decreases. The
magnitude of the overall lattice parameter reduction, Δa, is
2.1−2.2% for the three cathodes (Figure S4). However, in the
c-direction, the lattice parameter gradually increases and then
contracts sharply at the onset of the H2 → H3 phase
transition. This abrupt contraction in the c-direction, which
amounts to ∼4%, undermines the mechanical integrity of the
secondary particle. The mechanical strain triggered by this
phase transition is further aggravated by its anisotropy because
the contraction in the a-direction is limited to ∼0.5% while the
unit cell concurrently contracts by 4% in the c-direction during
the phase transition. Hence, the extent of the c-axis contraction
during the H2 → H3 phase transition critically determines the
magnitude and the distribution of the local internal strain. Δc
for the NCMA89 cathode was considerably lower than that of
the NCA89 and NCM90 cathodes (Figure 2a). The effect of
the reduced strain for the NCMA89 cathode is manifested by
reduced or lack of microcracks in the secondary particles of the
NCMA89 cathode in its deeply charged state (x = 0.88),
whereas visible microcracks were observed in the cross-
sectional images even in the first charge state for the other
two cathodes (Figure 2b−d). In the case of the NCA89
cathode, the microcracks that nearly fractured the secondary

particles were observed at x = 0.88, which is in agreement with
the noticeably faster capacity fading observed when the
cathode cycled at 4.5 V (Figure 2b). The cross-sectional
images of both 1000 cycled NCA89 and NCM90 cathode
particles fractured along the interparticle boundaries, exhibited
almost pulverizing the cathode particles (Figure 2e,f), whereas
the NCMA89 secondary particles remained mostly free of any
microcracks (in the discharged state) even after performing
1000 cycles (Figure 2g). The cross-sectional SEM images of
the cycled cathodes suggest that the introduction of a minute
amount of Al together with Mn not only reduces the
magnitude of the anisotropic strain of the NCMA89 cathode
in the deeply charge state but also appears to increase the
interparticle boundary strength, which is plausible because Al−
O bonds provide strong bonding.13,24,25 To directly verify the
enhancement of the fracture toughness of the NCMA cathode,
the fracture strength of a single particle from each cathode was
measured using a microcompression tester. Shown in Figure
S5, the NCMA89 particle withstood a force of 22.9 mN, which
amounts to a particle strength of 185.7 MPa. In comparison,
the failure load of the NCA89 particle was limited to only a
12.9 mN force (particle strength of 125.5 MPa), while the
NCM90 particle had a slightly larger particle strength (force of
14.0 mN and particle strength of 137.2 MPa) than that of
NCA89. It appears that the simultaneous presence of both Al
and Mn ions in the NCMA89 cathode improves the
mechanical stability, as evidenced by the microcompression
test and the microcracking extent. The particle strength data
also correlate well with the long-term cycling behavior of the
three cathodes, and the Mn−Al-doping toughens the
boundaries among primary particles to retard microcrack
formation during the deleterious phase transition.26,27

The mechanical stability of the NCMA89 cathode (i.e.,
retardation of the microcrack nucleation and propagation)
brings an additional benefit because the microcracks serve as
channels for electrolyte infiltration into the particle interior.
The infiltrated electrolyte attacks the internal exposed surface

Figure 2. (a) c-axis lattice parameters of the NCA89, NCM90, and NCMA89 cathodes as a function of the extracted lithium. Cross-sectional
SEM images of the fully charged cathodes at first cycle (Li1−xMO2 x = 0.88): (b) NCA89, (c) NCM90, and (d) NCMA89. Cross-sectional
SEM images of the fully discharged cathodes after 1000 cycles: (e) NCA89, (f) NCM90, and (g) NCMA89.
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and increases the cathode’s impedance through the continuous
accumulation of a passivating NiO-like impurity layer on the
particle surfaces.28,29 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) was used to measure the impedance at the charged state.
The impedance growth anticipated from the cycling data was
clearly observed for the three cathodes (Figure S6a−c). The
three cathodes exhibit a similar surface film resistance, which
hardly changes during the entire cycling duration. Meanwhile
the charge transfer resistance (Rct) of the NCA89 cathode
increases from 6.3 to 55 Ω after 100 cycles, whereas the
NCMA89 cathode has a relatively stable Rct value at 33 Ω after
same cycling period (Figure S6d). The Rct values from EIS data
verify that the electrolyte infiltration into the particle interior is
substantially reduced in the NCMA89 cathode because the
three cathodes have a similar particle diameter and the damage
of the external particle surface is likely identical in extent for
the three cathodes. The relative electrolyte damage was also
confirmed using TEM analysis of the cycled cathodes. The
dark-field STEM image of the cycled NCA89 cathode shows a
major crack traversing the entire particle and nearly fracturing
the secondary particle into two halves (Figure 3a). Although
several cracks in the cycled NCM90 cathode reached the
particle surface and expedited the electrolyte infiltration
(Figure 3b), the secondary particle remained mechanically
intact. In turn, no visible cracks were observed in the NCMA89
cathode, attesting to its superior mechanical stability (Figure
3c). While assessing the surface structure degradation using
high-resolution TEM (HR-TEM), a typical NiO-like surface
layer that increases the charge transfer resistance was observed
on the surface of the cycled NCA89 cathode, as shown in
Figure 3d. Local Fourier transform images of the cycled
cathode show that the surface rocksalt layer was confined to a

thickness of 5−10 nm. Figure 3e shows the surface damaged
layer of the cycled NCMA89 cathode whose thickness was 5−
7 nm, demonstrating that the extent of the impedance-
increasing surface damage was roughly the same for the three
cathodes. However, the HR-TEM image of an interior grain
along the microcrack in the NCA89 and NCM90 cathodes
reveals that the rocksalt layer was substantially thicker
(NCA89: ∼40 nm; NCM90: ∼25 nm) in Figures 3f and S7
compared to that found on the surface grain (5−10 nm). It
appears that the exposed interior surfaces on the interior
primary particles are relatively more susceptible to the
electrolyte attack. Once the microcracks originating in the
particle core extend to the external surface during charging (Li
removal phase) and thereby allow electrolyte infiltration, crack
faces are exposed to electrolyte attack. These internal surfaces
are more vulnerable to electrolyte attack compared to the
external surfaces as Li migration out of the particle core likely
leaves the particle interior in a Li-deficient state, which is
thermodynamically unstable and predisposed to phase trans-
formation to the rocksalt state.30 The TEM analysis in
agreement with the EIS result, i.e., the Rct buildup observed
in the NCA89 cathode, mostly stems from the degradation of
the interior surface exposed to the electrolyte through the
microcracks. Thus, the retardation of microcrack formation in
the NCMA89 cathode reinforces not only the mechanical
integrity of the secondary particles in the Ni-rich layered
cathodes but also the chemical stability against electrolyte
attack by preventing infiltration of the electrolyte into the
particle interior.
Recently, it was proposed that oxygen release from the

lattice during deintercalation promotes transition metal
dissolution and destabilizes the crystal structure of the layered

Figure 3. Mosaic scanning TEM images of the cycled cathodes after 100 cycles: (a) NCA89, (b) NCM90, and (c) NCMA89. High-resolution
TEM images of surface primary particles: (d) NCA89 and (e) NCMA89 cathodes after 100 cycles. The high-resolution TEM images in (d,e)
correspond to the regions marked by yellow boxes in (a,c). Fourier transforms of the marked regions by numerals are shown in (d) as insets.
(f) High-resolution TEM image of a primary particle in the core region of the cycled NCA89 cathode marked by a yellow box in (a).
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cathodes.31,32 Density functional theory (DFT) calculations
were employed to calculate the lithium and oxygen vacancy
energies of the three cathodes in order to elucidate the Al-
doping effect on the intrinsic structural stability of the three
cathodes. To compute the average values of Li vacancy
formation energies (E̅V

Li), we considered fully lithiated NCA89,
NCM90, and NCMA89 cathodes. Li vacancy energies of the
cathodes were calculated for 16 different vacancy sites
(alphabet marking) shown in Figure S8 and Table S2. The
respective average Li vacancy formation energies for the
NCA89, NCM90, and NCMA89 cathodes were 3.96, 3.94, and
3.97 eV. These nearly identical Li vacancy energies suggest that
the energy required for Li intercalation/deintercalation for the
three cathodes is nearly equal for the three cathodes because of
their similar compositions, which is in agreement with the fact
that the initial discharge capacities delivered by the three
cathodes were almost the same. The difference in the structural
stability is, however, clearly observed in the O vacancy energy
calculated with 89% of Li atoms removed from each lattice.

The respective O vacancy energies for the three cathodes in
the delithiated state were calculated for 37 different O sites, as
shown in Figure 4, and the O vacancy energies are also listed in
the accompanying tables. The average O vacancy energies were
0.87, 0.72, and 0.80 eV for the NCA89, NCM90, and
NCMA89, respectively, indicating that the oxygen atoms are
least likely released from the NCA89 cathode, as conjectured
from the strong binding energy of Al−O bonds. The density
functional calculation provides a strong basis for confirming
the relative high structural stability of the NCA89 cathodes, in
general, compared to the NCM90 cathodes. Incidentally, the O
vacancy energy for the NCMA89 cathode is an average of the
vacancy energies of the NCA89 and NCM90 cathodes so that
the NCMA89 cathode partially benefits from the improved
structural stability in the delithiated state by having Al ions in
its lattice.
Thermal stability of a cathode is also important to battery

safety. As seen in the differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
data in Figure 5, the peak temperature of the exothermic

Figure 4. Side views of atomic structures and calculated oxygen vacancy formation energy: EV
O for the labeled oxygen sites and average

vacancy formation energies and E̅V
O for the NCA89, NCM90, and NCMA89 cathodes with 89% of Li ions removed from the lattice.
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reaction for the NCA89 cathode was 202 °C, with heat
generation of 1753 J g−1, while the NCM90 cathode exhibited
a peak temperature of 192 °C and heat generation of 1561 J
g−1. In comparison, NCMA89 demonstrates improved thermal
stability with its exothermic peak temperature at 205 °C and
heat generation of 1384 J g−1. The improved thermal property
of the NCMA89 cathode is ascribed to the decreased amount
of microcracks, which reduces the amount of the infiltrated
electrolyte. The DSC result confirms that the NCMA89
cathode is structurally stable due to the synergetic effect of Al
and Mn ions stabilizing the layered structure and delaying the
thermally induced phase transitions.
We have demonstrated that a hybrid of Ni-rich NCA and

NCM cathodes, a quaternary system consisting of Li-
[Ni0.89Co0.05Mn0.05Al0.01]O2, is capable of outperforming both
NCA89 and NCM90 with similar Ni contents in terms of
cycling and thermal stabilities. In situ XRD analysis shows that
the Al-doping effect is rather subtle as the volume contraction/
expansion during the H2 ↔ H3 phase transition is slightly
reduced by Al-doping of the NCM cathode. This reduction in
volume change, however, together with the enhanced intrinsic
mechanical strength directly confirmed by the single-particle
compression test, is sufficient to suppress microcrack
nucleation and propagation. It was shown that the microcrack
suppression observed in the NCMA89 cathode was the key to
ensure its long-term cycling stability as microcracks serve as
channels for electrolyte infiltration and lead to subsequent
surface degradation of internal surfaces. The proposed Ni-
enriched NCMA cathode provides extra cycling stability, which
is essential in the case of EVs that require a long battery life
(>500 cycles). The structural stability gained by Al-doping also
improved the thermal stability of the cathode, which
contributes to a safer battery.
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Synthesis of NCA89 (Li[Ni0.888Co0.097Al0.015]O2): Spherical NC [Ni0.90Co0.10](OH)2 precursor was 

synthesized via the co-precipitation method with 2.0 M of NiSO4∙6H2O and CoSO4·7H2O (Samchun 

Chemical, Korea) aqueous solution (Ni:Co = 90:10 molar ratio) as a starting material. A homogeneous ly 

mixed solution was fed into a batch reactor (17 L) filled with a solution of deionized (D.I.) water, NH4OH 

(aq.), and NaOH (aq.) (Junsei, Japan) under in N2 atmosphere. Concurrently, 4 M NaOH (aq.) (Samchun 

Chemical, Korea) (molar ratio of NaOH to transition metal = 2.0) and an NH4OH chelating agent (aq.) 

(molar ratio of NH4OH to transition metal = 1.2) were pumped separately into the reactor. The final 

precursor powder was obtained through filtration, washing with DI water and vacuum drying at 110 °C 

for 12 h. To obtain Li[Ni0.888Co0.097Al0.0015]O2, the precursor, [Ni0.90Co0.10](OH)2 was mixed with 

LiOH·H2O and Al(OH)3·3H2O (Li:Al:(Ni+Co)=1.01:0.015:0.985 in molar ratio) and calcined at 730 °C 

with heating rate 2 °C min-1 for 10 h in oxygen atmosphere and then followed by cooling at 30 °C with 

same cooling rate. 

Synthesis of NCM90 (Li[Ni0.90Co0.05Mn0.05]O2) and NCMA89 (Li[Ni0.89Co0.05Mn0.05Al0.01]O2): Spherical 

NCM90 [Ni0.90Co0.05Mn0.05](OH)2 precursor was synthesized via the co-precipitation method with 2.0 M 

of NiSO4∙6H2O, CoSO4·7H2O and MnSO4·H2O aqueous solution (Ni:Co:Mn = 90:5:5 in molar ratio) as 

a starting material. A homogeneously mixed solution was fed into a batch reactor (17 L) filled with a 

solution of D.I. water, NH4OH (aq.), and NaOH in N2 atmosphere. Concurrently, 4 M NaOH (aq.) (molar 

ratio of NaOH to transition metal = 2.0) and an NH4OH chelating agent (aq.) (molar ratio of NH4OH to 

transition metal = 1.2) were pumped separately into the reactor. The final precursor powder was obtained 

through filtration, washing with D.I. water and vacuum drying at 110 °C for 12 h. To obtain 

Li[Ni0.90Co0.05Mn0. 05]O2 and Li[Ni0.89Co0.05Mn0.05Al0.01]O2, the precursor, [Ni0.90Co0.05Mn0.05](OH)2 was 

mixed with LiOH·H2O (Li:(Ni+Co+Mn)=1.01:1 molar ratio) and then mixed with LiOH·H2O and 
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Al(OH)3·3H2O (Li:Al:(Ni+Co+Mn)=1.01:0.01:0.99 molar ratio). The mixed powder was calcined at 

750 °C for 10 h in oxygen atmosphere. 

 

Analytical Techniques: The chemical compositions of the prepared powders were determined by 

inductively coupled plasma (ICP, OPIMA 8300, Perkin Elmer). The morphologies and structures of the 

prepared particles were observed by SEM (Nova Nano SEM 450, FEI). To observe the cross-section of 

the charged cathode electrode (particles) by SEM, half-cells were charged at different end cut-off voltage 

(4.3 and 4.5 V) and subsequently disassembled in an Ar-filled glove box. The recovered cathode was 

rinsed immediately using dimethyl carbonate (DMC) and completely dried under vacuum. The electrode 

was cut using a cross-sectional polisher (CP, JEOL SM-09010). Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD, 

Empyrean, Panalytical) using Cu Kα radiation was employed to identify the crystalline phases of the 

prepared powders. XRD data were obtained between 10 and 110° 2θ with a step size of 0.02°, and the 

collected XRD data were analyzed by the Rietveld refinement program Fullprof. in-situ XRD experiments 

were performed at the 6D-UNIST beamline at PAL in Pohang, Korea. The wavelength (λ = 0.65303 Å) 

of the incident beam and the sample-to-detector distance were calibrated using the LaB6 standard. A 

modified 2032 coin-type half-cell with a 3-mm-diameter hole at its center containing a Kapton window 

served as the X-ray beam path. While the cell was being charged by applying a constant current of 36 mA 

g-1, the XRD patterns were continuously recorded every 4 min with a 2D charge-coupled device detector 

(Rayonix MX225-HS) in transmission mode. The particle morphologies and structures of all powders 

were observed by SEM (JSM 6400, JEOL Ltd) and TEM (JEOL 2010, JEOL Ltd). Transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) samples were prepared by focused ion beam and element mapping was carried out 

using a JEOL, Model JEM 2100F instrument.  
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Density functional theory (DFT) calculations: Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried 

out using the projector-augmented plane-wave (PAW) method implemented in the Vienna Ab Initio 

Simulation Package (VASP).1 The Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional2 with on-site Coulomb 

interaction correction introduced by Dudarev et al.3 (U-J=6.2 for Ni, U-J=3.9 for Mn, U-J=3.3 for Co) 

were applied. A Monkhorst–Pack k-point mesh of 2×2×1 and an energy cut off of 500 eV were used. To 

study NCM, NCA, and NCMA structures, we first modelled bulk LiNiO2 with a R3
_

m structure and a 

331 unit cell. To find minimum-energy structures of the ternary systems, we considered 13 possible 

arrangements of Ni, Co, and Mn in NCM and 13 possible arrangements of Ni, Co, and Al in NCA. To 

find minimum-energy structure of the quaternary system, we considered 92 possible arrangements of Ni, 

Co, Mn, and Al. To find the minimum energy structure of NCM. NCA, and NCMA with 89% removed 

Li ions, we have checked 4 possible arrangements of Li ions in each case. The most favorable structures 

are presented in Figure 4. Please note that a NCMA structure with a similar Li arrangement to NCM and 

NCA is 0.18 eV (per unit cell) less favorable than that is presented in Figure 4. The formation energies of 

Li and O vacant sites were obtained by 𝐸V
Li  =𝐸V

tot − 𝐸pr
tot + 𝐸Li

tot  and 𝐸V
O  =𝐸V

tot − 𝐸pr
tot +

1

2
𝐸O2

tot , 

respectively. 𝐸V
tot and 𝐸pr

tot are total energies of the system with and without vacancy, respective ly. 

𝐸Li
tot and 

1

2
𝐸O2

tot are total energy of Li and O atom in an O2 molecule and bulk Li (bcc), respectively.  

 

(1) Kresse, G.; Furthmuller J. Efficient iterative schemes for ab initio total-energy calculations 

using a plane-wave basis set. Phys. Rev. B 1996, 54, 11169-11186. 

(2)  Perdew, J. P.; Burke, K.; Ernzerhof M. Generalized Gradient Approximation Made Simple. 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 1996, 77, 3865-3868. 
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(3)  Dudarev, S. L.; Botton, G. A.; Savrasov, S. Y.; Humphreys, C. J.; Sutton A. P. Electron-

energy-loss spectra and the structural stability of nickel oxide: An LSDA+U study. Phys. 

Rev.B 1998, 57, 1505-1509. 

 

Electrochemical Testing: In order to fabricate the cathodes, the synthesized powders were mixed with 

carbon black and poly-(vinylidene fluoride) (PVdF, Solvay) (90: 5.5: 4.5) in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone 

(NMP, Daejungchem, Korea). The slurry was coated on Al foil (UACJ, Japan), vacuum dried and roll-

pressed (4 kN pressure). The electrolyte solution was 1.2 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate−ethyl methyl 

carbonate (EC:EMC=3:7 by vol%) with 2 wt% vinylene carbonate(VC) additive (Panaxetec, Korea). 

Initial cell tests were performed with 2032 coin-type half-cells (Hosen, Japan) using lithium metal as an 

anode. The cells were cycled (charge and discharge) by applying a constant current density of 90 mA g-1 

(0.5 C-rate) at 30 °C. Long-term cycle life tests were performed in a laminated pouch-type full-cell (34 

mAh). Mesocarbon microbead (MCMB, Osaka Gas) graphite was used as an anode. A full-cell capacity 

balance (N/P ratio) was in the range of 1.15-1.20. The cells were charged and discharged between 3.0 and 

4.2 V by applying a constant 1 C current (200 mA g-1) at 25 and 45 °C. 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC): For differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis, the 

coin-cells were charged at a constant voltage of 4.3 V versus Li/Li+ (2nd cycle) after 1st charging and 

discharging, and disassembled in an Ar-filled dry box. After the remaining electrolyte solution was 

carefully removed from the surface of the electrode, the cathode materials were recovered from the current 

collector. A stainless steel sealed pan with a gold-plated copper seal was used to collect 7.0 mg samples 

with electrolyte. Measurements were performed using a DSC 200 PC (Netzsch, Germany) at a 

temperature scan rate of 5 °C min-1. 
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Figure S1. Electrochemical performance of Li[Ni0.90Co0.05Mn0.05]O2 (NCM90), 

Li[Ni0.895Co0.05Mn0.05Al0.005]O2 (NCMA89.5), Li[Ni0.89Co0.05Mn0.05Al0.01]O2 (NCMA89), and 

Li[Ni0.88Co0.05Mn0.05Al0.02]O2 (NCMA88): (a) Initial charge and discharge curves of the four cathodes at 

0.1 C and 30 oC cycled between 2.7 and 4.3 V with a 2032 coin-type half-cell using a Li metal anode and 

(b) cycling performances of the four cathodes at 0.5 C and 30 oC cycled between 2.7 and 4.3 V.  
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Figure S2. (a) SEM images of the as-prepared NCA89, NCM90, and NCMA89 cathodes at different 

magnifications displaying uniform spherical morphology. Each particle was composed of nano-sized 

primary particles. (b) XRD patterns and Rietveld refinement of the as-prepared NCA89, NCM90, and 

NCM89 cathodes. 
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Figure S3. dQ dV-1 vs. V curves for the NCA89, NCM90, and NCMA89 cathodes at 1st, 50th, 75th, and 

100th cycles. All cells were tested with a voltage range of (a) 2.7–4.3 V and (b) 2.7–4.5 V at 0.5 C and 

30 °C in a half cell using Li metal as an anode. Phase transition during charging and discharging are 

labeled (H = hexagonal and M = monoclinic). Normalized the integrated peak intensity plotted against 

the cycle number (c) 4.10 - 4.28 V and (d) 4.12 - 4.3 V.  
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Figure S4. a-axis lattice parameters of the NCA89, NCM90, and NCMA89 cathodes as a function of the 

extracted lithium. 
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Figure S5. Micro compression test result of the NCA89, NCM90, and NCMA89 cathodes. 

Particle strength = a ⅹ P / πd2, where a = 2.8 (geometric factor), P: test force (N), and d: particle diameter 

(mm). 
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Figure S6. Nyquist plots of the impedance measured after every 25 cycle interval: (a) NCA89, (b) 

NCM90, and (c) NCMA89. (d) Comparison of the charge transfer resistance (Rct) as a function of the 

number of cycles from Nyquist plots of (a-c).  
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Figure S7. TEM images of cycled NCM90 cathode after 100 cycles. (a) low-magnification TEM image 

of surface primary particles with the corresponding (b) high-magnification TEM image of the region 

marked by the yellow box in (a), and Fourier transforms of the regions marked by numerals, (c) low-

magnification TEM image of core primary particles with the corresponding (d) high-magnification TEM 

image of the region marked by the yellow box in (c), and Fourier transforms of the regions marked by 

numerals. 
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Figure S8. Side views of atomic structures of the NCA89, NCM90, and NCMA89 cathodes showing 

different Li vacancy sites for which Li formation energy was calculated. 
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Table S1. Structural parameters determined by Rietveld refinement of the X-ray diffraction data of 

Li[TM]O2 powder. TM: Transition metal 

 

 
a 

Z
ox

: atomic coordinate for oxygen ions 

b
Slab thickness: S(MO

2
) = (chex/3)-I(LiO2) 

cInterslab space thickness: I(LiO2) = 2[(1/3) - zox]chex 

 

NCA89: Li[Ni0.885Co0.10Al0.015]O2 

NCM90: Li[Ni0.90Co0.05Mn0.05]O2 

NCMA89: Li[Ni0.89Co0.05Mn0.05Al0.01]O2 

 

 

Cathode ahex (Å) chex (Å) V (Å3) azox 

b 

S (TMO2) 

(Å) 

c 

I(LiO2) 

(Å) 

Rp Rwp χ2 

NCA89 
2.86938(1) 14.18238(8) 101.125(1) 0.24065(7) 2.0985 2.6289 12.1 14.5 4.87 

NCM90 
2.87385(4) 14.19793(19) 101.551(2) 0.24112(9) 2.1142 2.6185 13.1 16.0 4.78 

NCMA89 
2.87239(3) 14.20136(16) 101.472(2) 0.24145(7) 2.1241 2.6097 12.5 15.3 4.98 
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Table S2. Calculated 𝐸V
Li and �̅�V

Li values for the NCA89, NCM90, and NCMA89 cathodes. The labels 

for Li vacant sites are shown in Figure S8. 

NCA89 𝑬𝐕
𝐋𝐢(𝐞𝐕)  𝑬𝐕

𝐋𝐢(𝐞𝐕) 

a 4.13 i 3.78 

b 3.76 j 3.83 

c 4.45 k 3.78 

d 3.91 l 4.39 

e 3.98 m 3.90 

f 3.81 n 4.44 

g 3.82 o 3.71 

h 3.86 p 3.75 

�̅�𝐕
𝐋𝐢(𝐞𝐕) = 𝟑. 𝟗𝟔 𝐞𝐕 

NCM90 𝑬𝐕
𝐋𝐢(𝐞𝐕)  𝑬𝐕

𝐋𝐢(𝐞𝐕) 

a 3.77 i 4.12 

b 4.06 j 3.78 

c 3.62 k 4.19 

d 3.82 l 3.80 

e 3.96 m 4.18 

f 3.75 n 3.81 

g 3.74 o 3.64 

h 4.94 p 3.88 

�̅�𝐕
𝐋𝐢(𝐞𝐕) = 𝟑. 𝟗𝟒 𝐞𝐕 

NCMA89 𝑬𝐕
𝐋𝐢(𝐞𝐕)  𝑬𝐕

𝐋𝐢(𝐞𝐕) 
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a 3.83 i 3.83 

b 3.92 j 4.48 

c 3.85 k 3.77 

d 3.86 l 3.77 

e 3.82 m 3.81 

f 4.50 n 4.01 

g 3.86 o 3.79 

h 4.49 p 3.98 

�̅�𝐕
𝐋𝐢(𝐞𝐕) = 𝟑. 𝟗𝟕 𝐞𝐕 
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ABSTRACT: Layered Na2/3MnO2 suffers from capacity loss due to Jahn−
Teller (J−T) distortion by Mn3+ ions. Herein, density functional theory
calculations suggest Na2/3[FexMn1−x]O2 suppresses the J−T effect. The Fe
substitution results in a decreased oxygen−metal−oxygen length, leading to
decreases in the b and c lattice parameters but an increase in the a lattice
constant. As a result, the capacity retention and rate capability are enhanced
with an additional redox pair associated with Fe4+/3+. Finally, the thermal
properties are improved, with the Fe substitution delaying the exothermic
reaction and reducing exothermic heat.

KEYWORDS: Fe substitution, layered structure, cathode, sodium, battery, Jahn−Teller distortion

After the success of lithium-ion batteries (LIBs), widely
used in applications ranging from portable electronics to

stationary power sources, significant attention has been
directed to sodium-ion batteries (SIBs) because of the
abundance of sodium resources. The successful launch of
SIBs is expected to reduce costs to at least 80% of those for
LIBs.1 The recent introduction of earth-abundant elements
such as Mn and Fe in SIBs by Yabuuchi and Komaba2 has
triggered the development of high-energy-density, low-cost,
and safe cathode materials. To date, many works have focused
on layered cathode materials such as NaxMeO2,

1−27 where Me
denotes Ni, Co, Mn, Fe, Mg, or a mixture of 2 or 3 elements,
including Na2/3MnO2,

13−15 NaxFeO2,
16 NaxCoO2,1

7

NaxCrO2,
18 NaxVO2,

19 ,20 Na2/3[NixMn1− x]O2 ,
21 , 22

Na2/3[FexMn1−x]O2,
2,23,24 and Na2/3[MgxMn1−x]O2.

25 These
compounds can be classified as P-type or O-type structures and
can be prepared by high-temperature solid-state chemistry
routes because of the weakness of the Na−O bonds and the
tendency of sodium to stabilize the high-oxidation states of
transition elements.26 At higher Na content, α-NaMnO2
(space group: C2/m, O′3 structure) and β-NaMnO2 (space
group: Pmnm) are stable depending on the temperature; for
example, the α phase is stable at low temperatures, and the β
phase is stable at high temperatures.26 At lower Na content,
P3−NaxMnO2 (space group: R3m), P2−NaxMnO2 (space

group: P63/mmc), and P′2-NaxMnO2 (space group: Cmcm) are
stable depending on the temperature; low temperature < P3 <
P2 < P′2 < high temperature.4 Again, the P′2 phase is stable
above 1000 °C, as reported by Stoyanova et al.26 in 2010, and
was further confirmed by Komaba et al.15 However, P2-type
Na2/3MnO2 shows capacity fading for this structure is
rationalized by two effects. First, the Jahn−Teller (J−T)
distortion coupled to Na ordering for Mn3+ induces a large
volume change when the Na+ concentration increases. Layered
Na2/3MnO2, stabilized in the hexagonal P2 structure and
orthorhombic P′2 structure, contains J−T Mn3+ ions,
Na2/3[Mn3+2/3Mn4+1/3]O2, where the Na deficiency creates
Mn4+ in the crystal structure.15 Prime symbol means the
distorted version (that is, P′2-NaxMnO2) is defined from P2−
NaxMnO2 with distorted hexagonal lattice. The degree of
distortion can be calculated using the longer b and the shorter
a axes, using the relation of b/a = 3 for the hexagonal
lattice.15 Second, disproportionation of 2Mn3+ to Mn2+ and
Mn4+ may cause dissolution active materials in the acidic
electrolyte.27 Recently, Kumakura et al.15 suggested J−T
distortion is less prominent in P′2-type Na2/3MnO2 than in
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P2-type Na2/3MnO2,
15 although multistep phase transitions

occurred on discharge, OP4−P′2−P′′2. In particular, the P′′2
phase was formed in the deeply discharged state, in which the
J−T Mn3+ ions appeared as the majority species, NaxMnO2 (x
≈ 1). Nonetheless, the high capacity of P′2-type Na2/3MnO2
was retained with good electrode performance for 20 cycles;
however, the capacity at a rate of 2C (524 mA g−1) dropped to
approximately 55 mAh g−1.
Iron and manganese are ideal candidates for use in SIBs

because they are abundant and inexpensive. Recently, Komaba
et al.2 and Delmas et al.24 introduced P2-type layered
Na2/3[Fe0.5Mn0.5]O2 (hexagonal, space group: P63/mmc),
which delivers a reversible capacity of approximately 190
mAh g−1 activated by Mn3+/4+ and Fe3+/4+ redox couples with a
reversible-phase transitions, as follows; P2 Na2/3[Fe0.5Mn0.5]O2
to the OP4 phase2 and electrochemically induced P′2
Na0.97[Fe0.5Mn0.5]O2 (orthorhombic, space group: Cmcm) →
P2 → Z phase [showing only one peak at 17.5° (2θ)]24 on
charge, respectively. The success of using Fe is particularly
notable because O3-type layered NaFeO2 suffers from poor
capacity retention resulting from the migration of Fe4+ in the
crystal structure within a few cycles.16

To develop low-cost and high-energy-density cathode
materials for SIBs, we used an earth-abundant element,
specifically Fe, to replace Mn in P′2-type Na2/3MnO2. The
Fe3+/4+ redox couple is known to be available in layered
compounds such as O3-type NaFeO2 and P2-type

Na0.67[Mn0.5Fe0.5]O2 cells. Recently, Ceder et al.28 suggested
a new mechanism of J−T effect on Fe4+O6 octahedra that
provide the buckling capability to lower the Na migration
barrier thus facilitates the Na+ diffusion. Also, partial
substitution by Ti4+ was resulted in the minimizing of the
Jahn−Teller effect, leading to suppression of Mn dissolution
and increased electrochemical properties.6,7 In this study, we
report that Fe replacement in orthorhombic P′2-type
Na2/3[Mn1−xFex]O2 (x to 0.22) minimizes the effect of J−T
distortion in the crystal structure, thereby improving the
electrode performance. We predict the crystal structure using
density functional theory (DFT) calculations to understand
how the crystal structure is altered by the Fe content. We
further unveil the electrode performance and reaction
mechanism driving the reversible electrochemical behavior
achieved by Fe replacement through X-ray absorption
spectroscopy and operando synchrotron X-ray diffraction
studies. We observe the reaction is activated by the Fe3+/4+

and Mn3+/4+ redox couple, and the added Fe results in
suppression of the multistep phase transitions, caused by the
J−T effect, which shows a simple phase transition, P′2→ OP4,
leading to improved capacity retention for prolonged cycling.
For the first time, we propose the substantial capability of P′2-
Na2/3[Mn1−xFex]O2 as a high-capacity cathode material for
SIBs, with the use of earth-abundant elements highlighted.
The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were indexed to the

P′2 structure with Cmcm space group for x = 0, 0.11, and 0.22

Figure 1. (a) Rietveld refinement of XRD results. (b) XANES spectra at the OCV state. (c) Calculated atomic structures (left, side views; middle,
top views; right, lattice parameters) and J−T distortions of Na2/3[FexMn1−x]O2; and (d) calculated axial and averaged equatorial O−Mn−O and
O−Fe−O bond lengths for the most-favorable structures of Na2/3[FexMn1−x]O2 (x equal to 0 for left and 0.22 for right sides).
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in Na2/3[FexMn1−x]O2 (Figure 1a). Rietveld refinement of the
XRD data was performed assuming the Cmcm space group.13,14

The Na/Fe/Mn ratio was determined to be 0.669:1 for
Na2/3MnO2, 0.659/0.109/0.891 for Na2/3[Fe0.11Mn0.89]O2, and
0.655/0.219/0.781 for Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2 (Table S-1).
When the Fe content was higher than x = 0.22 in
Na2/3[FexMn1−x]O2, unwanted MnFe2O4 impurity was formed
(Figure S-1). Because of the high-temperature calcination at
1200 °C, the resulting primary particles were able to grow to
approximately 3 μm in diameter (Figure S-2). P′2 Na2/3MnO2
has an oxidation state of Mn3.33+ in theory, expressed as
Na2/3[Mn3+0.67Mn4+0.33]O2.

15 In this work, we observed with
increasing Fe content, stabilized as Fe3+, the resulting oxidation
state of Mn became higher (Figure 1b). This result indicates
Fe3+ preferentially occupies the Mn3+ sites because of the
similarity of the ionic radii of Mn3+ (0.645 Å) and Fe3+ (0.65
Å); it is reasonable to thus conclude the average oxidation state
of Mn increases as Fe3+ replaces Mn3+. Note that there was no
change in the total oxidation state of the transition metals for
these compounds because of the charge compensation of Mn3+

by Fe3+. In this case, no structural variation is expected because

of the similarity of the ionic radius of the substituent.
Nevertheless, the resulting lattice parameters varied with Fe
substitution (Table S-1). The only thing to consider in this
case is Mn3+ is a J−T ion with abnormal elongation of the
Mn−O distance along one direction in the MnO6 octahedron,
whereas this abnormal lengthening is not observed in the FeO6
octahedron.
The most-favorable structure calculated using DFT was the

same as that determined using the Coulomb-energy calculation
(Figures S-3−S-5). The Na ions in both Na layers had a 2D
hexagonal honeycomb-like arrangement (Figure 1c). The
theoretical lattice parameters of a = 2.92 Å (exp: 2.8301 Å),
b = 5.43 Å (exp: 5.2752 Å), and c = 11.03 Å (exp: 11.1971 Å)
differed by a maximum of 2.9% from our experimental values.

The calculated J−T distortion of 7.4%b
a3

= was only slightly

larger than the experimental value of 7.0%. Afterward, we
studied the atomic structure of Na2/3[Mn1−xFex]O2. Because
the ionic charge of Fe is the same as that of Mn, the Coulomb
energy calculations could not guide us in determining the
minimum energy structure for the Fe-doped case. We,

Figure 2. (a) Galvanostatic charge−discharge voltage profiles, (b) dQ/dV profiles, (c) cycling performance at 0.1C (26 mA g−1), (d) resulting rate
capability with recovery capacity measured at a rate of 0.1 C after the rate test, and (e) Cole−Cole plots of Na2/3[FexMn1−x]O2 (x equal to 0 and
0.22) electrodes.
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therefore, applied the DFT-PBE + U calculation to explore
several possible configurations in which different Mn cations at
different MnO2 layers were replaced by Fe dopants. Because
the P′2 type Na2/3MnO2 structure has two different MO2
layers (AB BA oxygen layer stacking), we have considered Fe
→ Mn replacement at each or both of the MO2 layers. A total
of 20 and 42 structures were considered for the 11% and 22%
Fe dopants, respectively. The most favorable structures for Fe-
doped Na2/3MnO2 are shown in Figure 1c. Consistent with our
experimental measurements, the DFT calculations indicated
the a lattice parameter increased, while the b and c lattice
parameters and J−T distortion decreased. Our analysis of the
O−Mn−O and O−Fe−O bond lengths for 22% Fe doping
(Figure 1d) explains this behavior. Fe dopants suppress the J−
T distortion in Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2 by increasing the
equatorial O−Me−O (Me: Mn and Fe) distances and
decreasing the axial O−Me−O ones. The equatorial O−
Me−O length is located precisely along the lattice vector a,
which is perpendicular to the b and c lattice vectors. Therefore,
the Fe-doping-induced increase in the equatorial O−Me−O
distances causes the lattice parameter a to expand. However,
the axial O−Me−O bond is parallel to the bc plane. Thus, the
Fe-doping-induced decrease in the axial O−Me−O length
leads to decreases in the lattice parameters b and c.
Figure 2a compares the galvanostatic electrochemical

properties of the Na2/3[FexMn1−x]O2 (x = 0 and 0.22)
electrodes at C/10 (26 mA g−1) between 1.5 and 4.3 V. The
delivered discharge capacities were 195, 192, and 187 mAh g−1

for the Na2/3[FexMn1−x]O2 (x = 0, 0.1 (Figure S-6), and 0.22)
electrodes, respectively. The corresponding voltage profile of
the Na2/3[FexMn1−x]O2 electrodes clearly contains several
voltage plateaus can be attributed to the structural change; in
addition, the smooth curve at higher voltage must be
associated with the suppression of such phase transitions
(Figure 2b). This tendency is more evident on discharge, at
which point a smooth voltage decay is observed for
Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2. The capacity slightly decreased from
195 to 187 mAh g−1 with the substitution; however, the
resulting energy density was improved for Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]-
O2 because of the appearance of capacity approximately 20
mAh g−1, corresponding to 75 Wh g−1, in the 4.3−3.5 V range
on discharge (Figure 2a). Because this increased capacity is
absent in Na2/3MnO2, the observed activity is likely due to the
Fe4+/3+ reaction. More importantly, the Fe substitution in
Na2/3[FexMn1−x]O2 leads to improvement of the capacity
retention. The first Coulombic efficiencies (CE) for both
compounds are higher than 1, which is typically observed in
sodium deficiency cathode materials (Figure 2c). The CEs
becomes almost 1, after the first cycle. Significant enhancement
of the rate capability is seen at different discharge rates (Figure
2d). After the test at a 5 C rate, the capacity was recovered to
174 mAh g−1 for P′2-Na2/3MnO2 and 178 mAh g−1 for the
P′2-Na0.67[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2. The improved rate capability of the
Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2 electrode is associated with the
enhanced electrical conductivity, 1.11 × 10−4 S cm−1 (Table
S-1), and simple structural variation achieved by the Fe
substitution. The electrical conductivity by the introduction of
Fe can affect improvement in the Na+ diffusion (Figure S-7).
Specifically, the calculated coefficients ranged 10−13−10−17
cm−2 s−1 for the P′2 Na2/3MnO2, while the coefficients were
calculated to be 10−11−10−15 cm−2 s−1 for the P’2 Na2/3
[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2. The electrical resistance of the active
material is reflected in the AC impedance spectra, which

show decreased contact resistance at the interface between the
cathode and electrolyte for Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2 (Figure 2e).
To examine the electrochemical behavior in further detail,

operando SXRD measurements were performed on the
Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2 electrode. According to the results of
the current work, the phase transformed toward the OP4 phase
at the end of charge via a multistep first-order phase transition
caused by the Na+ ordering in the structure for both P′2-
Na2/3MnO2

15 and P′2-Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2 (Figure 3). On

discharge, the OP4 phase was recovered to the original P′2
phase, and the phase was further evolved to the P′′2 phase,
related to the J−T distortion of Mn3+ ions, because of the
occurrence of a biphasic reaction when deeply discharged to
1.5 V for P′2-Na2/3MnO2.

15 However, the phase trans-
formation from P′2 to P′′2 is not favored because the
elongation of the Mn−O distance in one direction in the
octahedron generates stress in the crystal structure. This is one
of the main reasons for the gradual capacity fading for P′2-
Na2/3MnO2 (Figure 2c). The crystal structure can be gradually
degraded by the effect of J−T distortion, with abnormal

Figure 3. (a) Operando SXRD patterns and (b) change of lattice
parameters of the Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2 electrode during the sodium
intercalation process.
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broadening of major peaks after prolonged cycling and particle
deformation (Figure S-8).
For P′2-Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2, such a complicated phase

transition was not observed (Figure 3a). Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2
also underwent a structural change from the P′2 to OP4 phase
on charge, although the relative intensity of the OP4 phase was
very weak compared to that of P′2-Na2/3MnO2, with half of the
intensity of the (002) peak.15 In addition, one of the main
peaks of the OP4 phase at approximately 36° (2θ) was not
observed, indicating that the original P′2 phase remained
predominant in the structure although with a reduced relative
intensity with slight change in lattice parameters (Figure 3b).
Similar to the observations for the desodiated P′2
Na2/3MnO2,

15 sodiation facilitated the recovery of the phase
from OP4 to P′2. Note that there was no peak split of the P′2
phase or formation of the P′′2 phase at the end of discharge.
Although the biphasic reaction was dominant in the voltage
range of 2.3−1.5 V on discharge for the P′2-Na2/3MnO2
forming the P′′2 phase, such a plateau was not observed for
P′2-Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2; instead, a simple slope was
observed in the voltage range. These phase transitions are
different from the earlier works of hexagonal P2−
Na2/3[Fe0.5Mn0.5]O2

2 and electrochemical-induced orthorhom-
bic P′2-Na0.97[Fe0.5Mn0.5]O2.

24 These compounds delivered
high discharge over 190 mAh g−1 assisted by Mn3+/4+ and
Fe3+/4+ redox couples. The electrochemical-induced ortho-
rhombic P′2-Na0.97[Fe0.5Mn0.5]O2 underwent a phase tran-
sition to Z phase, P’2 → P2 → Z phase [showing only one

peak at 17.5° (2θ)] on charge.24 Meanwhile, the hexagonal
P2−Na2/3[Fe0.5Mn0.5]O2 exhibited a simple and reversible
phase transformation from P2 to OP4 phase. Our P′2-
Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2 underwent a reversible phase transition
from P′2 to OP4. Different from the Z phase, the OP4 phase
clearly shows other reflections in the XRD pattern (Figure S-
9). It is worth mentioning that even the same orthorhombic
P′2 structure, the present P′2-Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2 and
electrochemical-induced P′2-Na0.97[Fe0.5Mn0.5]O2 resulted in
different tendency in phase transition behavior. Therefore, it is
thought that this simplicity in the structural change is likely to
affect the cyclability that the present P′2-Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2
was able to show stable cycling performance.
The X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectra

provide additional information on the structural change of
Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2 during (de)sodiation. Compared with
the reference spectra of Mn3+2O3 and Fe3+2O3, (de)sodiation
induced a shift of the Mn and Fe K-edge spectra toward more-
oxidized or -reduced states, suggesting that both Mn and Fe
ions are involved in the electrochemical reaction. The Mn K-
edge spectrum for the discharged electrode including pre-edge
was similar to that of the Mn2O3 reference (Figure 4a),
indicating the occurrence of the Mn3+/4+ redox reaction. The
shape of the pre-edge related to 1s to 3d transition is somehow
different from that of the charged electrode due to presence of
Mn3+ as a major portion in the discharged electrode. Similar
behavior was observed for the Fe-free Na2/3MnO2 (Figure S-
10a). An important feature is the appearance of additional

Figure 4. XANES spectra at the (a) Mn, (b) Fe K-edge, and the K3-weighted Fourier transform magnitudes of the (c) Mn and (d) Fe K-edge
EXAFS spectra for Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2 electrode during the sodium intercalation process. (e) Suppression of Mn−O bond length in the Z axis by
Fe substitution.
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capacity in the range of 4.3−3.5 V on discharge for
Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2. From the Fe K-edge spectra (Figure
4b), it is apparent that the capacity delivered in this voltage
range resulted from the reduction of Fe4+ to Fe3+. The active
redox pair of Fe4+/3+ at high voltage (3.8−4.3 V) was also
observed for P2-type Na2/3[Mn0.5Fe0.5]O2.

2 These results
suggest that the Fe4+/3+ redox pair is responsible for the high
voltage and that the Mn4+/3+ redox couple covers the region
below 3.8 V for Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2. The Fourier transform
(FT) magn i t ude s o f t h e EXAFS spe c t r a f o r
Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2 are shown in Figure 4c,d. In general,
the first peak observed in the range of 1−2 Å is related to
oxygen surrounding the transition metals (Me−O bonds), and
the second peak in the range of 2−3 Å is related to the bonds
between transition metals. The amplitudes and intensities of
the Mn−O and Mn−Mn bonds in Na2/3[Fe0.2Mn0.8]O2 varied
less than those of Na2/3MnO2 (Figures 4c and S-10b). These
variations are related to the movements of both MnO6 and
(Fe0.22Mn0.78)O6 octahedra in the crystal structure, and less
movement indicates suppression of J−T distortion resulting
from Mn3+O6 octahedra that lengthen the Mn−O distance
along the z axis in the orbital. In this case, the O−Fe3+−O−
Mn3+−O bond is formed in the octahedral environment for the
deeply discharged Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2; however, the
Mn3+O6 octahedron shares oxygen with the Fe3+O6 octahe-
dron, such the abnormal movement of the Mn−O bond can be
governed by the Fe−O bond. Indeed, the average oxidation
s t a t e o f Mn i s 3 .33+ fo r the P ′2 Na2 / 3MnO2
(Na2/3[Mn3+0.67Mn4+0.33]O2). As can be seen in the XANES
(Figure 4a), the Mn is oxidized toward Mn4+ on charge and
returns to Mn3+ at the end of discharge, in which the J−T
effect is dominant at fully sodiated state. For the P′2-
Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2, as Fe3+ substituted Mn3+, the total
a m o u n t o f M n 3 + d e c r e a s e s i n
Na2/3[Fe

3+
0.22(Mn3+0.45Mn4+0.33)]O2 with average oxidation

state of Mn3.42+. This gives slight increase in the oxidation
state of Mn, compared to that of Na2/3MnO2 (Figure 1b). The
resulting electrochemical oxidation leads to oxidation of Mn
close to Mn4+ from Mn3.42+. The oxidation of Fe higher than
3+ is seen but it does not completely oxidize to Fe4+, while it
reduces to Fe3+ on discharge. Given that the active Fe3+/4+

redox pair in Figure 2a that shows appearance of the new
voltage plateau above 3.5 V, the estimated capacities are
approximately 27 mAh g−1 on charge and 20 mAh g−1 on
discharge, so that the Fe3+/4+ redox pair contributes to roughly
50% of its redox in consideration of its full contribution
theoretically, 57 mAh g−1, expressed as from Fe3+ to Fe3.5+ on
charge in the high voltage range. That may result in the slight
change in the Fe−O and Fe−Fe distance in the EXAFS spectra
(Figure 4d). Recent work by Ceder et al.28 suggests a new
mechanism of Jahn−Teller effect on Fe4+O6 octahedra that
provide the buckling capability to lower the Na+ migration
barrier, thus facilitating the Na+ diffusion in several layered
sodium transition metal oxides. These synergistic effect led to
better capacity retention for the P′2-Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2
during cycling and suppressed the movement of Mn−O
along the z-axis (Figure 4e). Such a structural change observed
in Na2/3MnO2 can be mitigated, and overall structural
distortion can effectively be reduced from 7.0% to 4.63% by
the introduction of Fe3+ in Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2.
Ex ten s i v e l y cyc l ed P ′2 -Na 2 / 3MnO2 and P ′2-

Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2 electrodes were examined by XRD and
transmission electron spectroscopy(Figure S-8). Compared to

that of P ′2-Na2/3MnO2 (Figure S-8a), the P′2-
Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2 was less varied even after prolonged
cycles (Figure S-8c). The sharp feature of the (002) and (004)
peaks still remained (Figure S-8c), and the particle was not
much damaged even after 100 cycles (Figure S-8d), while
particle rupture was observed for the cycled P′2-Na2/3MnO2
(Figure S-8b). Table S-2 shows that there is almost no change
in the lattice parameters for the cycled P′2-Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]-
O2, compared to the cycled P′2-Na2/3MnO2. It was assumed
that the structural change and particle degradation were related
to the dissolution of active materials, such that we performed
the inductively coupled plasma-atomic absorption spectrome-
try (ICP-AAS) analysis for the post-cycled cells. The dissolved
Mn contents in the electrolyte were 92 and 36 ppm for P′2-
Na2/3MnO2 and P′2-Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2, respectively
(Table S-3). This suggests that the structural transformation
is more likely related to the capacity retention and particle
degradation rather than Mn dissolution from the active
materials. This finding indicates that the biphasic reaction at
deeply discharged state was suppressed by the introduction of
Fe in Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2. Therefore, the improvement in
the capacity retention of Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2 is associated
with the simple phase transition from P′2 to OP4 with
suppressed J−T distortion in the presence of Mn3+ in the
discharged state.
In summary, Fe substitution in P′2-Na2/3[FexMn1−x]O2

improved the structural stability, long-term capacity, and
thermal properties in charged states (Figure S-11). More
importantly, J−T distortion in the transition metal layers was
significantly suppressed by the sharing of the oxygen provided
by the Fe−O octahedral. This suppression of the J−T effect
weakened the unwanted elongation of the Mn3+−O distance in
Mn3+O6 octahedra, which prevented the formation of P′′2 at
the end of discharge. The simple phase transition from OP4 to
P was responsible for the improved capacity retention of P′2-
Na2/3[FexMn1−x]O2. An unexpected finding concerning the
role of Fe was its redox activity in the high-voltage region
contributed by the Fe4+/3+ pair, which led to improvement in
the capacity retention and rate capability. These findings
d emon s t r a t e t h e po t e n t i a l o f F e - s u b s t i t u t e d
Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2 as a cathode material for high-energy-
density SIBs.
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EXPERIMENTAL 

Material synthesis  

Na2/3[FexMn1−x]O2 [x=0, 0.11, 0.22] compounds were prepared using a simple 

combustion method. An aqueous solution was stoichiometrically prepared by dissolving 

Mn(NO3)26H2O, NaNO3, Fe(NO3)9H2O, citric acid, and sucrose in distilled water and 

continuously adding an aqueous citric acid solution and sucrose to achieve a nitrates:citric 

acid:sucrose weight ratio of 1:0.5:0.02. The solution was heated on a hot plate at 120 °C 

overnight under constant stirring to evaporate the solvent. The dried powders were then further 

heated to 200 °C to induce auto-combustion. The obtained powders were pelletized and calcined 

in a furnace at 1200 °C for 10 h in air and then slowly cooled to room temperature. The 

synthesized samples were analyzed using X-ray diffraction (XRD; PANalytical X’Pert, 

Empyrean), and the chemical compositions were determined using inductively coupled plasma-

optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES; OPTIMA 8300 PerkinElmer). The crystal structures 

were analyzed using the Rietveld refinement program Fullprof.1 The particle morphologies and 

sizes were evaluated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM; JXA-8100, JEOL) and high-

resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM, JEM-3010, JEOL). To measure the 

direct current (DC) electrical conductivity, we used the direct volt–ampere method (CMT-

SR1000, IT), where disc samples were contacted with a four-point probe.  

Electrochemical characterization 

The electrochemical properties of the samples were determined using R2032-type coin 

cells. Electrodes were fabricated from a mixture of the active powder (85 wt.%), KS-6 and 

Super-P (7.5 wt.%), and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (7.5 wt.%). 
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The prepared slurry was cast on aluminum foil and dried overnight at 110°C in a vacuum oven. 

The electrolyte was 0.5 M NaPF6 in a mixture of propylene carbonate (PC) and fluoroethylene 

carbonate (FEC) in a 98:2 volume ratio.2 The fabricated cells were tested in the voltage range of 

1.5–4.3 V at a rate of C/10 (26 mA g−1) at 25 °C. AC impedance measurements were performed 

in the 1 MHz–1 mHz frequency range with an AC amplitude of 10 mV. 

Density Functional theory (DFT) calculations 

The atomic structures of various possible configurations of Na2/3MnO2 and their 

Coulomb energies (calculated using the Ewald summation algorithm) were determined using the 

so-called supercell code.3 DFT calculations were performed using the projector-augmented 

plane-wave (PAW) method as implemented in the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package 

(VASP).4 The Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional5 with the on-site Coulomb interaction 

correction introduced by Dudarev et al.6 was utilized. To model the bare and Fe-doped 

Na2/3MnO2, we used a 3×3×1 unit cell with a Monkhorst–Pack k-point mesh of 2×1×2 and 

energy cut-off of 500 eV. To compute the total energies of possible favorable structures of 

Na2/3MnO2 that were determined based on the Coulomb energy values, we performed DFT-

PBE+U calculations with a U–J value of 4.0 for Mn. To determine appropriate values of U–J for 

Mn and Fe that give reasonable results for the doping-induced lattice parameter change, we 

studied the effect of the U–J value on the a, b, and c lattice sizes as well as the J–T distortion for 

bare as well as 11% and 22% Fe-doped Na2/3MnO2 (Figures S3 and S4). A U–J value of 6.0 for 

both Mn and Fe provided reasonable results compared with our experimental XRD data. 

Structural study 
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The structures of the samples during cycling were examined using ex situ and operando 

synchrotron XRD (SXRD) and ex situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). Operando SXRD 

and ex situ XAS measurements were performed at beamlines 9B (Source = synchrotron light, λ = 

0.8265 Å ) and 8C, respectively, of the Pohang Accelerator Laboratory (PAL), Pohang, South 

Korea. The SXRD data were converted to Cu wavelength (λ = 1.5406 Å) for convenience. The 

raw XAS data were corrected for pre-edge and post-edge background and normalized to unit step 

height. The X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) data were analyzed using the Athena 

software package.7 The effects of the phase stability and redox behaviors during cycling are 

discussed based on these results. 

Thermal property 

For differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis, the R2032 coin-type cells were 

fully charged to 4.3 V and disassembled in a glove box, and the electrodes were rinsed in salt-

free dimethyl carbonate for 1 day. After the remaining electrolyte was carefully removed from 

the electrode surface, the cathode materials were recovered from the current collector. A 

stainless-steel sealed pan with a gold-plated copper seal was used to collect 3–5 mg samples. 

These measurements were performed in a Pyris 1 calorimeter (Perkin-Elmer) at a temperature 

ramp rate of 1 °C min−1. The weight was constant in all cases, indicating that no leaks occurred 

during the experiments. 
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Figure S-1. XRD patterns of the Na2/3[FexMn1-x]O2 (0.22≤x≤0.3) compounds with different Fe-

substitution ratio with MnFe2O4 reference.  

To confirm the soluble range of Fe in P’2-type Na2/3[Mn1−xFex]O2, the addition of Fe was 

increased to 30% of the Mn content (Figure S-1). The MnFe2O4 phase appeared for Fe contents 

greater than 22%, indicating that a solid solution is formed up to x = 0.22 in Na2/3[Mn1−xFex]O2. 
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Figure S-2. SEM image with EDX maps of Na, Fe, Mn of Na2/3[FexMn1-x]O2 (x=0, 0.11, and 

0.22) samples.  
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Figure S-3. Coulomb energies of the top 50 low-energy structures of Na2/3MnO2 as well as DFT-

PBE+U total energies of several low-energy structures. Both the Coulomb and DFT energies are 

referenced to their lowest values. 

 

To find the minimum-energy structure of bare Na2/3MnO2, we determined the 

arrangement of Na ions in Na sites. We focused on a 3×3×1 unit cell, for which 24 of the 36 

prismatic sites should be occupied by Na ions. To reduce the number of possible configurations, 

the positions of 4 Na ions were fixed at 4 homogenously separated prismatic sites. The Coulomb 

energies of all the possible arrangements of the remaining 20 Na ions in the remaining 

unoccupied 32 prismatic sites (
32!

20!12!
=225792840) were then calculated. To maintain charge 

neutrality, we considered the following charges for the ions: Na: +1.5, Mn: +3, O: −2. In fact, Na 

cations should have a charge value of +1, and Mn cations should have either a charge value of +3 

or +4 depending on the arrangement of nearest neighbor Na cations and vacancies (VNa
− ). Finding 

the minimum-energy structure of Na2/3MnO2 with a favorable arrangement of Mn+3/Mn+4 and 

Na+/VNa
− is a formidable task since we have to explore a huge number of possible structures of 

more than 108, which is beyond the capability of the Supercell program by which we created 

different configurations. We, therefore, had to choose a charge of +1.5 for Na and +3.0 for Mn. 

Since the determined structure of Na2/3MnO2 from the Coulomb energy analysis is in agreement 

with that from DFT calculation, we believe that this charge assignment is reasonable. The 

Coulomb energies of the first 50 favorable configurations and the corresponding total energies 

(determined using the DFT-PBE+U calculations) of 11 structures from the 50 configurations are 

shown in Figure S-3. 
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Figure S-4. DFT-PBE+U-calculated lattice parameters and J-T distortion in Na2/3MnO2 as 

function of level of Fe doping with different U-J values of Fe. The U-J value of Mn was fixed to 

4.0. 
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Figure S-5. DFT-PBE+U-calculated lattice parameters and J-T distortion in Na2/3MnO2 as 

function of level of Fe doping with different U-J values of Mn. The U-J value of Fe was fixed to 

6.0 based on the results of Figure S-4. 
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Figure S-6. (a) Galvanostatic charge/discharge voltage profiles, (b) cycling performance at 0.1C 

(26 mA g-1) and (c) resulting rate capability of Na2/3[Fe0.11Mn0.89]O2 electrode. 
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Figure S-7. GITT results of Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2 (x=0, 0.22) electrodes. 
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Figure S-8. ex-situ XRD and HRTEM images of (a,b) after 50 cycled Na2/3MnO2 and (c,d) after 

100 cycled Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2 electrodes. 

The sharp feature of the (002) and (004) peaks still remained (Figure S-8c), and the 

particle was not greatly damaged even after 100 cycles (Figure S-8d). It is also interesting that 

compared with that of P’2-Na2/3MnO2, the lattice was less varied even after prolonged cycling 

(Figure S-8a and S-8b). This finding indicates that the biphasic reaction was suppressed by the 

introduction of Fe in Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2. 
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Figure S-9. XRD patterns of Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2 electrodes for OCV (Black) and Full charged 

to 4.3 V (Red) from Operando SXRD patterns. 

In the case of the Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2 electrode, the P’2 is transformed to OP4 on charge 

(desodiation), and it moves like OP4 → P’2 → P’’2 for the P’2 Na2/3MnO2 but a simpler 

transition is seen for the P’2 Na2/3[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2 followed by OP4 → P’2 on discharge 

(sodiation). As shown in Figure S-9, such OP4 phase is clearly observed in the in situ XRD 

pattern. 
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Figure S-10. XANES spectra at the (a) the Mn and the K3-weighted Fourier transform 

magnitudes of the (b) the Mn for Na2/3MnO2 electrode during the sodium intercalation process. 
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Figure S-11. DSC curves of Na2/3[FexMn1-x]O2 (x=0 and 0.22) electrodes charged to 4.3V. 

Figure S-11 presents the DSC curves for desodiated Na0.18MnO2 and 

Na0.18[Fe0.22Mn0.78]O2 electrodes obtained after charging to 4.3 V. The onset temperature of the 

exothermic reaction shifted from 238 °C to 281 °C with the introduction of Fe in the crystal 

structure, which further raised the main reaction temperature from 265 °C to 297 °C. Hence, the 

Fe substitution delays the destructive exothermic reaction with substantially reduced heat 

generation.  
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Table S-1. Summary of refined crystallographic parameters, degree of distortion and electric 

conductivity of Na2/3[FexMn1-x]O2 (x=0, 0.11, and 0.22) compounds.  

Compound Atom x y z B occ Rwp / % 

Electric 

conductivity 

(Scm-1) 

x=0 

Na 0 0.068 0.25 3.16 0.215 

13.4% 
6.09 x 10-6  

S cm-1 

Na 0 0.312 0.25 1.5 0.455 

Mn 0 0 0 0.273 1.0 

O 0 0.651 0.097 0.728 1.0 

 a(Å ) 2.8301(5) b(Å ) 5.2752(1) c(Å ) 11.1971(1) Distortion 7.0% 

x=0.11 

Na 0 0.081 0.25 3.5 0.213 

14.7% 
2.09 x 10-5  

S cm-1 

Na 0 0.330 0.25 2.217 0.452 

Mn 0 0 0 0.42 0.89 

Fe 0 0 0 0.42 0.11 

O 0 0.668 0.089 0.85 1.0 

 a(Å ) 2.8405(9) b(Å ) 5.2602(9) c(Å ) 11.1801(2) Distortion 6.46% 

x=0.22 

Na 0 0.084 0.25 3.5 0.205 

10.5% 
1.11 x 10-4  

S cm-1 

Na 0 0.335 0.25 2.2 0.447 

Mn 0 0 0 0.4 0.78 

Fe 0 0 0 0.4 0.22 

O 0 0.654 0.090 0.85 1.0 

 a(Å ) 2.8708(1) b(Å ) 5.2141(1) c(Å ) 11.1719(5) Distortion 4.63% 
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Table S-2. Lattice parameters obtained from Rietveld refinement after extensively cycled 

electrodes.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

After extensive cycled  

Na2/3[FexMn1-x]O2 

electrodes 

Atom x y z B Occ Rwp / % 

x=0 

Na 0 -0.066 0.25 3.154 0.179 

11.2% 

Na 0 0.3321 0.25 1.383 0.358 

Mn 0 0.0 0.0 0.27 1.0 

O 0 0.6878 0.9040 0.73 1.0 

a(Å ) 2.8728(2) b(Å ) 5.3156(1) c(Å ) 11.1312(8) 

x=0.22 

Na 0.0 -0.084 0.25 3.5 0.203 

14.1% 

Na 0.0 0.335 0.25 2.2 0.407 

Mn 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.78 

Fe 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.22 

O 0.0 0.6694 0.8931 1.0 1.0 

a(Å ) 2.8907(1) b(Å ) 5.2297(3) c(Å ) 11.1709(7) 
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Table S-3. ICP-AAS results of Mn dissolution obtained from extensively cycled cells. 

 

 

 

  

After extensive cycled 

Na2/3[FexMn1-x]O2 electrodes 
Mn concentration in electrolyte (ppm) 

x=0 92 ppm 

x=0.22 36 ppm 
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Chapter 5

SUMMARY

In this dissertation, we simulated and studied the structural changes in three types of NCM

materials for LIBs and one NMO material for SIBs. The effect of increasing amount of

Ni contents (substitution) on the structural changes (i.e. mechanical stability) in NCM and

lattice doping on chemical and mechanical stability of NCM and NMO were studied. We

showed that the arrangements of Li and Na ions in Li and Na sites can be determined by

performing an extensive set of electrostatic (Coulomb energy) and DFT calculations. By an-

alyzing the crystal, atomic and electronic structures, we explained the reason behind the lat-

tice parameters change and phase transitions in NCM111 and NCM811 during delithiation.

The Li and O vacancy formation energies (i.e. chemical stability) of Al-doped NCM90505

were computed and analyzed to understand the reason for its relative high structural stability

compared to the undoped one. Moreover, we modelled and explained the influence of vari-

ous amount of Fe dopant on the structural stability (i.e. mechanical stability) of Na0.67MnO2.

The results of these studies are summarized in the following.

In the first work of this dissertation, we modelled the non-monotonic variation of lattice

parameters in LixNCM111 with various amount of Li contents x. The most favorable ar-

rangements of Li ions in Li sites at different levels of charging (delithiation) were obtained

by combining an extensive set of Coulomb energy and DFT calculations. Among PBE,

PBE+U, and SCAN functionals, we found that the SCAN functional can compute the lattice

parameters (a, b, and c) in better agreement with experimental data (see Fig.5.1) [140].

147
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Figure 5.1: Calculated variation of lattice parameters and unit cell volume of LixNCM111 with delithiation
using different XC functionals [140].

Our detailed analysis of the number of unpaired spins N↑ −N↓ (NUS), spin density dif-

ference (SDD), density of state (DOS) and Bader charges (BCs) helped us to explain the

reason behind the lattice parameters change and the O-stacking-induced phase transition. It

was found that the lattice parameter a decreases upon charging (delithiation), however it in-

creases at very low Li contents. The contraction of a is due to the oxidation of Ni cations (i.e.

charge changes on Ni) upon delithiation leading to the decrease in their ionic radii. More-

over, the lattice parameter a is related to the projection of equatorial Ni−O bond lengths,

thus the decrease in these bond lengths (due to the J−T distortion) causes the value of a to

decrease. However, the expansion of a at very low Li contents is due to the oxidation of Co

cations (i.e. charge changes on Co). Since the radius of Co do not reduce much, the increase

in the electrostatic repulsion between TMs controls the expansion of a. The lattice parameter

c increases at the low delithiated structure, however, it decreases at the half delithiated struc-

ture, and being significant at very low Li contents. The increase in the lattice parameter c is

due to the removal of Li ions (i.e. the number of Li ions decreases) leading to the weakening

of the O−Li−O attraction. However, the value of c decreases at the half delithiated structure

is because of the oxidation of O anions (i.e. charge changes on O). The sharp decrease in

the lattice parameter c at very low Li contents is due to the sliding of O−TM−O layers with

respect to each other (which is related to the electrostatic interactions) packing in the c direc-

tion. At the full delithiated structure, we found that O anions are oxidized more strongly than

those at high Li concentration and thus the O stacking is changed, leading to the structural
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phase transition. Our total Coulomb energy calculation indicates that the O-stacking-induced

phase transition is driven by increased strength of ionic bonds and electrostatic interaction.

In the second work of this dissertation, we studied the lattice parameters change and phase

transitions in LixNCM811 at various delithiated states (charging) by using a similar approach

to the first work. The SCAN functional was used for all DFT calculations. By analyzing the

NUS, SDD, DOS and BCs, we investigated the variation of a, b, and c, and, in particular

the phase transitions during charge/discharge processes. It was found that (i) number of Li

ions, (ii) charges on TMs and O, (iii) TM sites, (iv) J−T distortion, and (v) electrostatic in-

teractions are the main factors controlling lattice parameters and symmetry. The decrease in

the lattice parameter a upon charging (delithitaion) is controlled by the factors (ii) and (iv),

while the increase in the value of a at very low Li contents is due to the factors (ii) and (v).

Figure 5.2: Top views of the Ni/Ni layer of NCM811 for
different Li concentrations [141].

However, the increase in the lattice pa-

rameter c at the low delithiated struc-

ture is controlled by the factor (i). The

decrease in the value of c at the half

delithiated structure is driven by the

factors (ii) and (iv), and the large de-

crease in the parameter c at very low Li

contents is induced by the factors (ii)

and (v). The H−M phase transition at half Li concentration relies on the factors (iii) and

(iv). Since every third layer consists of only Ni cations, the ordering of J−T active Ni3+ and

J−T inactive Ni4+ at the Ni/Ni layer controls the H−M phase transition. This is because the

length of axial axis in Ni3+−O octahedra is larger than that in Ni4+−O and the length of

equatorial axis in Ni3+−O and Ni4+−O octahedra (see Fig. 5.2) [141].

The third work of this dissertation was study of the effect of Al doping on Li and O va-
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cancy formation energies (i.e. chemical stability) in NCM90505. By combining the experi-

mental (experimental works from the group of prof. Yang-Kook Sun in Hanyang University

Seoul) and theoretical results, we explained the reason for the improved structural stability

of Al-doped NCM90505 (i.e. NCMA89) material. The formation energies of Li vacancy at

high Li concentration and O vacancy at low Li concentration for NCM90505 (NCM90),

NCMA89, and NCA89 were simulated by using DFT-PBE+U calculation (see Fig.5.3)

[142]. It was found that the average value of Li vacancy energy for NCMA89 is nearly the

same as that for NCM90 and NCA89 at high Li concentration.

Figure 5.3: Side views of atomic structures and calculated
oxygen vacancy formation energy for the cathodes [142].

This indicates that the driving force of

Li ions extraction/insertion with high

Li contents is almost equal for them.

Thus, they delivered almost the same

initial discharge capacity in experi-

ments. However, the average O va-

cancy energy for NCMA89 is between

the value for NCM90 and NCA89 at

low Li concentration. Among them,

NCA89 shows the highest average for-

mation energy of O vacancy, indicat-

ing that the reales of O from NCA89

is less likely compared to NCM90 and

NCMA89. The high structural stability of NCA89 is due to strong binding energy of Al−O

bonds. Our DFT calculation indicates that Al doping in NCMA89 is beneficial for improving

its structural stability.

In the fourth work of this dissertation, we studied the structural changes in Na0.67MnO2
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with various amount of Fe contents in SIBs by combining experiment (experimental works

from the group of prof. Seung-Taek Myung in Sejong University Seoul) and theory. A

similar approach ((by combing extensive Coulomb energy and DFT calculations)) to the

study of NCM systems was used to determine the most favorable arrangements of Na ions

in Na0.67MnO2. Different U–J values for Mn and Fe were examined to find appropriate

values for computing lattice parameters change and J−T distortion with Fe doping. The

computing results indicate that the lattice parameter a increases, while the lattice parameter

b and c decrease with increasing amount of Fe dopant, which are fair agreement with exper-

imental results. The changes in a, b and c are due to the J−T distortion on Mn3+ cations.

Figure 5.4: Calculated axial and averaged equato-
rial bond lengths for the most favorable structures of
Na0.67FexMn1−xO2 [143].

The elongation of equatorial Mn−O

bond lengths cause the expansion of a,

while the contraction of axial Mn−O

bond lengths lead to the decrease in the

lattice parameter b and c (see Fig.5.4)

[143]. Thus, Fe doping in Na0.67MnO2

results in the suppression of J−T dis-

tortion on Mn cations. These findings show the benefits of improved structural stability of

Na0.67MnO2 with Fe dopant in its lattice.

In this dissertation, we used an approach to model and simulate the non-monotonic lattice

parameters change, structural phase transitions and voltage profiles in cathode materials at

different levels of delithiation in fair agreement with the experimental results. A detailed

analysis of unpaired electrons on ions, spin density difference, density of state and Bader

charges was applied to explain the variation of lattice parameters, symmetry, inter(intra)layer

distances and mechanism of redox reactions during charging/discharging in cathode materi-

als. Our results show that choosing the exchange-correlation (XC) functional is important in
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modelling and understanding the structural changes in cathode materials. The simulations

of this dissertation help to study the variation of crystal, atomic and electronic structures as

function of the state of charge, and predict a promising way to improve the mechanical and

chemical stability of cathode materials. Similar approaches to what have been used here can

be applied in the future to predict the electrochemical properties of new types of cathodes

for Li-, Na-, K-, and Mg-based batteries.
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